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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Tests were conducted in the Colorado State University Environmental 
and Meteorological Wind Tunnel facilities, to study the gaseous plumes 
released from stacks associated with the Avon Lake Power Plant of the 
Cleveland Electric Illwninating Company, Ohio. The tests were conducted 
over a model power plant to scale 1/400 inc l uding all signi r icant 
structures, topography, and roughness elements in the vicinity. Effects 
of wind orientation, stack height, load, precipitator location, wind 
velocity, and stratification were established. Data obtained included 
photographs and color motion pictures of smoke plume trajectories and 
contaminant concentration downwind of the power plant at ground level 
sampling positions. On the basis of the experimental measurements 
reported herein, the following comments may be made: 
Neutral Flow: 
1) Stacks for Units 6, 7, 8 and 9 do not entrain directly into the 
building complex cavity for any wind angle, velocity, or load condition 
studies. Stacks for Units 1-5, being shorter , may entrain for wind 
velocities greater than 30 mph. 
2) When the new preci pitators proposed for Units 6 and 7 are ele-
vated next to the north face of the boiler units the resulting wake ad-
versely affects plume rise for stacks from Units 1-5, 8 and 9 for wind 
angles of 285° and 300° true. This position of the new precipitators also 
adversely affects plwne rise for Units 6 and 7 for wind angles 30° and 
45° true. 
3) No significant reduction in ground-level concentration for the 
new stack proposed for Units 6-7 would be gained for neutral flow 
situations by increasing the height from 500 to 600 ft. 
ii 
4) Concentration measurements show that maximum ground-level 
concentrations will result from Unit 8 at full load for onshore wind 
flow. However, similar concentration levels are also reached by the 
effluent from Unit 9. Ground concentrations for Units 6-7 reach 
maximum concentrations for full load, high wind (>30 mph), onshore 
wind angle conditions. 
Onshore Breeze with Stably Stratified Flow 
5) Plumes from all stacks are entrained into the low-level mixing 
layer as it grows over the land. This results in greater ground-lev~l 
concentrations for each stack than found in the equivalent neutral 
situation. The result is most severe for plumes released from the 
shorter stack heights. 
6) The highest ground-level concentration for any stack durin5 
the stratified condition is three times greater than the worst neutral 
flow situation. 
7) For Units 6-7 high verti al-mixing rates may increase ground-
level concentrations six times over the worst neutral condition. ~his 
statement must be tempered by the realization that the neutral max~mum 
is itself not very large. 
8) Increasing the stack height for Units 6 and 7 from 500 to 
600 ft reduces the ground-level concentration maximum by only one-third. 
This report is supplemented by a motion picture (in color) which 
shows the plume behavior for all stacks for all operating levels, wind 
directions and meteorological conditions investigated during the course 
of this study (see Table II for motion picture sequences). A set of 
bl ack-and-white photographs of each plume realization further supplements 
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A wind tunnel study of the Avon Power Plant, Cleveland Illuminating 
Company, Ohio, was motivated by the desire to determine the optimum 
height of stacks and location of precipitators which would eliminate 
downwash and reduce the concentration of sulfur dioxide at ground level 
such that the plant can meet state and federal ambient air quality 
standards. The power plant is located west of Cleveland near Lake Erie. 
I ts particular location is such that the ambient wind may carry stack 
exhaust over the land mass. In addition on intermittent occasions a 
lake breeze exists which combined with unstable stratification over the 
heated land mass may cause stronger vertical mixing. 
Commercial fossil fuel steam electric generating stations gen~rally 
require an analysis of the potential behavior of gaseous effluents 
emitted to the atmosphere as a result of combustion processes. The 
proposed new design incorporates processes to reduce particulate 
emissions and ground level concentrations of gaseous chemical effluents 
to a minimum. Used wisely the atmospheric reservoir permits disposal 
without damage or nuisance; used without due consideration for its 
widely damage or nuisance; used without due consideration for its widely 
varying dispersion capacity, pollutants may at times remain at suffi-
ciently high concentrations near the ground to cause annoyance. 
A primary factor in determining whether these gaseous products are 
to be a nuisance is the stack design. Under certain conditions it may 
be necessary to make a release in meteorologically unfavorable situa-
tions. Hence, it is necessary to design gas exhaust systems such that 
adequate dispersal of gaseuus materials will occur under any reliastic 
meteorological condition. 
2 
It has been a traditional design technique to release the various 
gases through the top of a tall stack located near the power station, 
where the stack is at least two and one-half times taller than nearby 
buildings. Calculation of peak and mean ground concentrations of these 
gases are then based on some semi-empirical model which relates the 
release rate from an elevated point source to the concentration at some 
point downwind. Mathematical models have been suggested by Sutton, Hay 
. 50 37 40 10 and Pasquill, Roberts and Cramer. ' ' ' These mathematical models 
require the assumptions of plane homogeneous atmospheric turbulence and 
constant mean lateral and mean vertical velocities. These assumptions 
are satisfied for a point release over a flat undisturbed terrain . 
In addition, considerable effort has been made to determine the 
effects of vertical stack velocity and gas buoyancy on the effective 
stack release height. 4 Recently Carson and Moses have reviewed over 15 
plume rise formulas constructed to calculate effective stack heights for 
conditions where there are no effects from local terrain or uildings. 
They concluded that no available plume rise equation can be expected to 
accurately predict short-term plume rise. More recent results produced 
by Briggs (1969) are more optimistic concerning isolated plumes 
suggesting error bounds for plume rise of ±20%. 
Often, it is necessary, due to aesthetics cost, and public 
relation reasons, to utilize a short to medium height stack. In these 
cases plume dispersion is sufficiently modified by the presence of the 
local building structure or ground topography that the only approach 
available is one of wind tunnel model tests. 33 •15 
A number of wind tunnel studies have considered the effects of 
variations in a single building geometry on plume entrainment and 
3 
d
. . 16,49,12,23 1spers1on. These studies have permitted the specification of 
pertinent scaling criteria for model studies of plume excursions near 
buildings. Model laws will be discussed in greater detail in Section 2. 
Since each arrangment of the power plant and auxiliary buildings 
or terrain may have separate effects on the generation of mechanical 
turbulence and mean flow moveme t, any specific gas dispersion prob l em 
will require individual tests. Hence, there exist in the literature 
descriptions of a variety of different model studies on reactor and 
· d t · 1 1 t 15,24,11,44,19,29,30,32,7 in us ria pans. These studies are signifi-
cant in that their results have been essentially confirmed by either 
direct prototype measurements or the absence of the gases or dust s the 
study was directed to remove. References 24, 11, 19, and 29 incorporate 
such comparisons within their text. Reference 15 has recently been 
compared with prototype measurements at the National Reactor Testing 
Station in Southeast Idaho. 12 Agreement of the diffusion concentration 
results were very satisfactory. Martin29 favorably compared his wind 
tunnel study measurements about a model of the Ford Nuclear Reactor at 
the University of Michigan with prototype measurements. Finally, Munn 
and Cole35 have taken diffusion measurements on a power station complex 
at the National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada, to confirm the general 
entrainment criteria suggested by the model studies of Davies and Moore. 11 
The purpose of this study is to determine the behavior of plumes 
created by gases discharged from a proposed new stack for Units 6 and 7 
and existing stacks for Units 1-5, Unit 8 and Unit 9 of the Cleveland 
Electric Illuminating Company Avon Lake Plant (Figs. 1 and 2). Using 
a 1:400 scale model of the plant in a wind tunnel capable of simulating 
the appropriate meteorological conditions downwind ground-level stack-gas 
4 
concentrations were determined by sampling concentrations of tracer gas 
(Krypton 85) released from the model stacks and overall plume geometry 
was obtained by photographing smoke plumes created by releasing smoke 
(titanium oxide) from the model stacks. 
The general scope includes determination of how plume behavior is 
affected by stack location, height and precipitator location for Units 6 
and 7 by loading level, wind direction, wind speed and thermal strati-
fication of the atmosphere for plumes originating from stacks serving 
Units 1-5, Units 6 and 7, Unit 8 and Unit 9. A wide range of meteoro-
logical conditions can be simulated in the meteorological and environ-
mental wind tunnel of the Fluid Dynamics and Diffusion Laboratory (FOOL) 
at Colorado State University. The conditions simulated for this study 
included the adiabatic lapse rate (thermally neutral flow) and the 
onshore breeze with a s·ably stratified lake breeze flowing onto a 
heated land surface. 
The modeling criteria necessary to simulate atmospheric motions 
over such a site are presented in Section 2. Details of the model 
construction and the experimental equipment are described in Section 3. 
Finally, Sections 4 and 5 discuss the results obtained and their 
significance. 
This report is supplemented by a motion picture (in color) which 
shows the plume behavior for all stacks for all operating levels, wind 
directio~s and meteorological conditions investigated during the course 
of this study (see Table 11 for motion picture sequences). A set of 
black-and-white photographs of each plume realization further 
supplements the material presented in this report. 
5 
2.0 SIMULATION OF ATMOSPHERIC ~OTION 
The use of a wind-tunnel for model tests of gas diffusion by the 
atmosphere is based upon the concept that nondimensional concentrat i on 
coefficients will be t he same at contiguous points in the model and 
the prototype and will not be a function of the length scale ratio . 
Concentration coefficients will only be independent of scale if the 
wind-tunnel boundary layer is made similar to the atmospheric boundary 
layer by satisfying cer tain similarity criteria. These criteria are 
obtained by inspectional analysis of physical statements for conserva-







Basically the model law~ 
may be divided into requirements for geometric, dynamic, thermic and 
kinematic similarity. In addition, similarity of upwind flow character-
istics and ground boundary conditions must be achieved. 
For the Avon Lake Power Plant study, geometric similarity is 
satisfied by an undistorted model of length ratio 1:400. This scale 
was chosen to facilitate ease of measurements, provide a boundary layer 
equivalent to 800-1000 feet for the atmosphere and minimize wind tunnel 
blockage. (The ratio of projected area to the area of the wind tunnel 
cross section should not exceed 5 percent. The model of the Avon Lake 
Power Plant at a scale of 1:400 produced a blockage of 2.7 percent in 
the MWT and 1. 0 percent in the EWT.) 
2 .1 Mode ling the Neutral Atmosphere Case 
When interest is focused on the vertical motion of plumes of heated 
gases emitted from stacks into a t hermally neutral atmosphere the 
following variables are of primary significance: 
6 
Pa = density of ambient air 
ti.y = (p -p )g--difference in specific weight of ambient air and 
a s stack gas 
S] = local angular velocity component of earth 
µa = dynamic viscosity of ambient air 
V = speed of ambient wind at stack height a 
V = speed of stack gas emission s 
H = stack height 
D = stack diameter 
0 = thickness of planetary boundary layer a 
z = roughness heights for upward surface 
0 
Grouping the independent variables into dimensionless parameters with 
p , V and Has reference variables yields the following parameters 
a a 
upon which the dependent quantities of interest must depend: 
V o 
a a zo D 
mi ' 1f' H ' H ' 





The laboratory boundary-layer-thickness parameter o /H was made 
a 
approximately equal to that for the atmosphere. A value for this ratio 
of at least 1.5 was established for the highest stacks. Equality of 
the surface parameter z /H for model and prototype was achieved 
0 
through geometrical scaling of the stacks and upwind roughness. Like-
wise the stack parameter D/H was equal for model and prototype. 
Dynamic similarity is achieved 
number 
p V H 
a a 
µa 





strict sense if a Reynolds 
for the model is equal to its 
counterpart for the atmosphere. The model Rossby number cannot be made 
7 
equal to the atmospheric value. However, over the short distances 
considered (up to 15,000 ft ) , the Coriolis acceleration has little 
influence upon the flow. Accordingly, the standard practice is to 
8 relax the requirement of equal Rossby numbers. 
Kinematic similarity requires the scaled equivalence of streamline 
movement of the air over prototype and model. It has been shown by 
15 Golden that flow around geometrically similar sharp-edged buildings 
at ambient temperatures in a neutrally stratified atmosphere should be 
dynamical ly and kinematically simi lar when the approaching flow is 
kinematically similar. This approach depends upon producing flows in 
which the flow characteristics become independent of Reynolds number 
if a lower limit of the Reynolds number is exceeded. For example, the 
resistance coefficient for flow in a sufficiently rough pipe as shown 
in Schlicting (42, p. 521) is constant for a Reynolds number larger 
4 than 2xl0 . This implies that surface or drag forces are directly 
proportional to the mean flow speed squared. In turn, this condition 
is the necessary condition for mean turbulence statistics such as 
root-mean square value and correlation coefficient of the turbulence 
velocity components to be equal for the model and the prototype 
fl 16,8 ow. 
Golden, as cited by Halitsky15 ' 16 , found that f or flow about a cube 
for Reynolds numbers above 11,000, there was no change in concentration 
measurements. The minimum Reynolds number encountered in the present 
study was 14,000 based on the model scale of 1.0 ft and a minimum velocity 
of 2 fps. Correlation tests of flow about the Rock of Gibraltar flow 
over Pt. Arguello, California, and flow over San Nicolas Island, 
California, may be cited as examples of large Reynolds number flows which 
have been modeled successfully in a wind tunne1. 14 , 5 , 3l 
8 
Buildings and building complexes produce nonuniform fields of f low 
which perturb the regul ar upstream atmospheric wind profiles. Around 
each building a boundary layer exists, where the velocity is zero at the 
surface but increases rapidly to a relatively constant value a short 
distance from the building wall. Outside of the boundary layer and 
downstream there exists a region of low velocities and pressures called 
the cavity. In this region circulations are such that flow may actually 
reverse with respect to the upstream winds. Surrounding the cavity but 
extending further downstream is a parabolic region called the wake in 
which the presence of the building is still evident in terms of devia-
tions of velocity, turbulence, and pressure from conditions found in the 
upstream atmospheric boundary layer. 
The formation of the wake and cavity regions are associated with 
a phenomena called boundary-layer separation. Under certain conditions 
the boundary layer actually detaches and enters the flow streaming about 
the building. This may occur at the corner of a sharp-edged building 
or on a curved surface if the pressure increases due to a decelerating 
flow field. The separated boundary layer forms a sheet which completely 
surrounds the cavity region which contains relatively stagnant fluid. 
The extent of the cavity region for the Avon Lake Power Station building 
may be approximated by SH; 1000 ft. Based on the measurements of 
13 Evans the effect of alternate wind approach angles to an elongated 
rectangular complex may extend this to 6H ~ 1200 ft. 
The need for scal i ng of the atmospheric mean wind profile was 
23 demonstrated by Jensen Substitutions of a uniform velocity profile 
for a logarithmic profi le results in threefold variation in the 
dimensionless pressure coefficient downstream of a model building. 
9 
Such variance in the pressure fieldf indicate~ a strong effect of the 
upstream wind profile on the kinematic behavior of the fluid near the 
building complex. One of the few tunnels current ly capable of generating 
a turbulent boundary layer thick enough for a 1:400 model scale is the 
Meteorological Wind Tunnel at Colorado State University. Other investi-
gators have attempted to generate logarithmic profiles in short tunnels 
by inserting special grids upstream of the test section; however, this 
technique normally creates a nontypical turbulence field which decays 
rapidly downstream. 
The length scale used for scaling the velocity profile is the rough-
ness height z 
0 
8 For the Avon Lake site typical roughness lengths for 
land to sea breezes is assumed to be less than 3 ft, while sea to land 
winds may be typified by a length less than 1/2 in. 51 This means the 
critical sea to land wind velocities could be modeled in the wind tunnel 
by a roughness length of less than 1/400 in., or essentially a smooth 
upstream surface. A turbulent boundary layer approximately .2 ft thick 
was produced by an upstream fetch of 40 ft in the wind tunnel. 
Equality of the parameter 2 p V / (tiyD) a a for model and prototype in 
essence determines the relationship between the atmospheric wind speed 
and the model wind speed once the geometric scale has been selected 
(1:400 in this case). Often this criteria results in (V) beinc too am 0 
small to satisfy the minimum Reynolds number requirement. When this 
happens to the specific weight difference for the model (tiy) can be 
m 
made larger than 
scale. 
(tiy ) to compensate for the effect of small geometric 
p 
Using the lowest stack height (280 ft) and a wind speed of 15 mph 




When the specific weight-difference ratio is unity 
(V 1 = 1.08 ft/sec. a-m 




= 7200 < 11,000. 
Accordingly the model wind speed would need to be increased to attain 
the desired minimum Reynolds number. 
When the prototype stack gas temperature is 300°F, the foregoing 
expression for Froude number equality requires that the model stack gas 
temperature should be approximately 600°F to reach model Reynolds number 
of 11,000. This temperature is not a practical level for modeling; how-
ever, he "ium may be used to attain the proper density differences (b,y ) . 
m 
The minimum Reynolds number of 11,000 can be obtained if the ratio of 
specific weight difference is adjusted to 2.33. The permissible minimum 
wind speed (Va)M then becomes 1.67 ft/sec. 
By decreasing the density of the plume gas in the model it is thus 
possible to increase the velocity scale factor and still keep buoyancy 
scaling at the stack exit. Downstream of the stack exit, however, as 
11 
the light plume gas mixes with the much denser surrounding air, its 
buoyancy i s dep leted at too high a r ate t o maintain correct scale 
conditions r elative to the prototype plume, for which the density 
difference ratio between plume and surroundings is less. Yet the above 
procedure represents the closest approach to correct buoyancy scal i ng 
that can be achieved with a model plume which is spr eading at the 
correct rate at the stack exit. 
The interaction of the emitted effluent with the wind is governed 
. 15 16 49 11 29 by the ratio of their respective momenta. ' ' ' ' When the proto-
type and model plumes have the same density this reduces to a ratio of 
velocities. When one reduces t he plume density there is the problem that 
its momentum flux relative to that of the surrounding air is too low if 
the efflux velocity, V, is scaled by the same factors as the surrounding 
s 
air velocity, V. This could be corrected by incr easing the efflux 
a 
velocity according to 
V sm = V am 
Unfortunately, now one finds repercus sions on the rate of mixing of the 
plume and hence on its rise on the initial phase. 
To resolve the stack velocity scaling dilemma a series of smoke 
tests were made for p l ume trajectory utili zing different velocity 
ratio factors. These tests were compared with the predictive equations 
21 developed by Hoult. It became apparent that given the Froude number, 
2 
p V /(~yD), is scaled exactly, requiring equality in a a 
when ~y/pg is distorted results in too early a dominance of buoyancy, 
a raised total trajectory, and an overly optimistic prediction of ground 
12 
level concentration. On the other hand if one requires equality of 
only the V /V s a ratio the initial stack momentum is too low, the tra-
jectory issuing from the stack exit falls beneath the prototype 
behavior, and slightly conservative estimate of potential ground con-
centrations is obtained. A sketch is provided in Fig. 3 to illustrate 
these points. Since early entrainment was not expected for the new 
stack produced for Units 6-7, Avon Power Plant, the trajectories 
and mixing ratio associated with the equality of 
was chosen as most suitable. 
(V /V) = (V /V) s a p s a m 
To summarize the following scaling criteria were applied for the 
neutral boundary layer situation: 
1/ Re = 
2/ Fr = 
3/ R = 










(Fr) (Fr) = m p 
R = R m p 
5/ Similar veloci ty and turbulence profiles upwind. 
Operating conditions for the Avon Lake Power Plant have been 
supplied by Commonwealth Associates, Inc. for the various units at 
full and one-third load burning Ohio Coal. (See Table 1). Meteorological 
data converted to the form of wind rose patterns (Fig. 4) suggest 
tests at eight primary wind orientations. Modeled wind velocities, 
stack velocities, and plume densities based upon the selected scaling 
criteria are tabulated together in Table 2. 
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2.2 Modeling the Stratified Atmosphere Case 
When air follows a trajectory over a co ld wate r surface, the lower 
layers of the atmosphere are cooled and an inversion develops to a depth 
of from 100 to 1000 ft. During an onshore wind this stable marine air 
layer is heated from below by the land surface - assuming a neutral 
superadiabatic lapse rate in the lower levels while retaining a stable 
condition above. With increased distance from the shoreline the heated 
regi on, or mixed layer, grows vertically until the original stable layer 
is destroyed. 
When a tall stack associated with a power plant that is located 
near the shoreline discharges i nto the elevated stable layer, the plume 
initially disperses slowly as it moves downwind. At some point inland 
the mixing layer extends upward to the plume level. At this point 
material in the plume mixes rapidly downward to cause " fumigation" and 
high concentrations at ground levei. 48 •1• 25 - 28 , 53 , 9 
When vertical motion of plumes takes place in an atmosphere with 
t hermal stratification, additional requirements must be met to achieve 
similarity of the atmospheric motion. These requirements have been 
6 51 discussed previously by Cermak, Yamada and Meroney , and SethuRarnan 
43 and Cermak. Similarity of the stably stratified flow approaching the 
power plant from Lake Erie can be achieved by requiring equality of 
the bulk Richardson number 
Ri = tiT _.!:!_ g 
f V 2 
a 
for the laboratory flow and the atmosphere. In this expression, tiT 
is the difference between mean temperature (potential temperature for 
14 
the atmosphere) at the surface and at the height H, T is the average 
temperature over the layer of depth H and g is the acceleration 
due to gravitational attraction: 
In order to simulate the phenomenon of fumigation resulting from 
destabilization of the stable lake breeze similarity must be attained 
for heat transfer from the warm land surface to the atmosphere. The 
Monin-Obukhov length scale 
-U 3 
* 
for similarity of the atmospheric surface layer provides a good gross 
parameter when combined with the stack height H to form a dimension-
k 
less ratio H/L. In this expression U* is the shear velocity (T
0
/p) 2 , 
T is the surface shear stress, p is the average air density, C is 
0 p 
the average specific heat for unit mass, q is the surface heat flux and 
k is the von Karman constant (0.4). To obtain equality of H/L for 
the laboratory flow and the atmosphere L must be 400 times smaller 
for the laboratory flow than for the atmosphere. This is accomplished 
by testing at a low velocity V a of about 1 mi/hr (this results in a 
low value for U*) and heating the land surface to a high temperature 
relative to the actual land surface (about 250°F) in order to make q 
large compared to the atmosphere. 
Although one cant us obtain an order of magnitude estimate of 
laboratory simulation conditions it is expected that the Monin-Obukhov 
length scale may vary locally as one moves inland from the shoreline. 
In addit · on momentum and heat flux information do not appear to be 
conveniently available for the field or model case. 
15 
The similarity between the flow generating mechanisms of sea breezes 
and flow over "urban heat islands" suggest alternative parameters. 
Linear numerical analysis of Olfe and Lee36 and experimental and 
54 numerical studies by Yamada and Meroney suggest the intensity of 
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Since the vertical to horizontal modeling scale is undistorted the 
parameter reduces to a single temperature ratio. 
A survey was made of available meteorological data which typified 
"sea breeze - fumigation" situations in the Great Lakes area. 25 - 28 
Only two of four experimental realizations appeared complete enough to 
estimate the required parameters Ri and HR. Table 3 summarizes the 
field conditions considered and the resulting range of parameters 
typical of fumigation. It would appear that laboratory values to 
examine are: 
(HR) = 1.3 ~ 1.9 
p 
1.25 ~ 1.5 at H ~ 400'. 
Laboratory conditions were chosen to simulate these situations 
as closely as possible. Table 4 lists the tunnel conditions and 
parameter values examined. 
3.0 TEST APPARATUS 
3.1 Wind-Tunnels 
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The environmental wind tunnel (EWT) shown in Fig. 5 was used for 
the neutral flow study, and the meteorological wind tunnel (MWT) shown 
in Fig. 6 was used for the onshore breeze - fumigation study. These 
wind tunnels, specially designed to study atmospheric flow phenomena, 
incorporate special features such as adjustable ceilings, rotating 
turntables, temperature controlled boundary walls, and long test sections 
to permit adequate reproduction of micrometeorological behavi or. Mean 
wind speeds of 0.2 to 50 ft/sec (0.14 to 40 mi/hr) in the EWT and 
0.2 to 130 ft/sec (0.14 to 90 mi/hr) in the MWT can be obtained. In the 
EWT boundary layers 3 ft thick over the downstream 20 ft can be obtained 
with the use of the vortex generators at the test section entrance. 
Boundary-layer thickness up to 4 ft can be developed "naturally" over 
the downstream 20 ft of the MWT test section. Thermal stratification 
in the MWT is provided by the heating and cooling systems in the section 
passage and the test section floor. The flexible test section roof on 
both the EWT and MWT are adjustable in height to permit the longitudinal 
pressure gradient to be set at zero. 
3.1.1 Test Configuration in the EWT 
Vortex generators were installed at the tunnel entrance together 
with an initial roughness to accelerate the preliminary growth of the 
modeled boundary layer. The Avon Power Plant model was centered on a 
6 ft diameter turntable placed 18 ft from the entrance configuration 
(Fig. 5). The model was placed on a false floor which simulated the 
shoreline height rise from the average lake level. The floor of the 
tunnel was pierced by 58 taps arranged in sampling arrays to measure 
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ground level concentrations . The false floor was precut in a series of 
seg:nents to permit orienting the shoreline - breeze angle to eight cases. 
The upwind tunne l floor was smooth to simulate t he lake roughness. 
Blocks of plastic model trees wer e arranged on shore to simulate addi-
tional roughness due to wooded areas on built up construction downwind. 
The density of these model trees was related t o photographs taken of the 
area (See Fig. 7). 
3.1.2 Test Configuration in the MITT 
Only two and approach angles were examined for the fumigation 
study - 315° and 345°. The upwind flow thus approached over the lake. 
A set of vortex generators were installed 2 ft downwind of the entrance 
to give the simulated boundary an initial impulse of growth. From 6 to 
40 ft a set of 12 roll-bond aluminum panels (Fig. 8) were placed on the 
tunnel floor. These panels were connected to the facility refrigeration 
system and cooled to approximately 32°F. Fillets were installed in the 
bottom tunnel corners to cover the plumbing connections and reduce 
resulting wake turbulence. From 40 ft to the end of t he test section 
a permanently installed set of electric heaters were used to raise the 
aluminum floor temperature to a level prescribed by the heating ratio, 
HR. (See Fig. 9). An array of ground level sampling tubes permitted 
concentration measurements downwind to an equivalent field distance of 
8,000 ft. 
3.2 Model 
The model consisted of the power station , the stacks, and the 
auxilliary buildings constructed from aluminum to a linear scale of 
1:400 . (See Fig. 10). The basic flat topography was reproduced by 
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fixing the model to a 1/4 in. thick aluminum plate. Aluminum was chosen 
to allow model heating during the onshore-breeze fumigation study phase. 
The model was built to dimensions taken from Cleveland Illuminating 
Company Drawing SBV-149 and sketches of Scheme 2 and Scheme S for the 
new stack-precipitator arrangement provided by Commonwealth Associates, 
Inc. Two stacks were constructed for Units 6 and 7 - one 500 ft and one 
600 ft in height. The top exit consisted of two 12 ft diameter exhaust 
flues wtich extended 12 ft from the chimney base structure. Precipita-
tors were movable so that tests could be made in alternative positions -
one at the base of the proposed stack and another elevated to the north 
side of the boiler units. In the EWT all connections to the stacks were 
made from beneath through the base plate. In the MWT the permanent 
aluminum tunnel floor required the addition of fittings at the base of 
each stack. 
Metered quantities of gas were allowed to flow from each stack to 
simulate the exit velocity and also account for buoyancy effects due 
to the temperature difference between the stack gas and the ambient 
atmosphere. Helium and compressed air were mixed in metered amounts 
to adjust the specific weight as proposed in Section 2. Fischer-Porter 
flow rator settings were adjusted for pressure, temperature, and molecular 
weight effects as necessary. When a visible plume was required the gas 
was bubbled through titanium tetrachloride before emission. When a 
traceable plume was required a high pressure mixture of Krypton-85 
and air was used in place of the compressed air. 
3.3 Flow Visualization Techniques 
Smoke was used to define plume behavior over the power plant 
complex. The smoke was produced by passing the air mixture through a 
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container of titanium tetrachloride located outside the wind tunnel and 
transported through the tunnel wall by means of a tygon tube terminating 
at the stack inlet within the model complex. The plume was illuminated 
with arc-lamp beams. A visible record was obtained by means of pictures 
taken with a Speed Graphic camera utilizing Polaroid film for immediate 
examination. Additional stil l pictures were obtained wi th a Hasselbland 
camera. Stills were taken with camera speeds of both 1/30 and 30 seconds -
the first to capture characteristic plume excursions on the short time 
scale, the second to identify mean plume boundaries. A complete series 
of color motion pictures were also taken with a Bolex motion picture 
camera mounted on a movable dolly which was traversed the length of 
the tunnel parallel to the plume trajectory at the average wind speed. 
Complete sets of these still pictures and motion picture sequences were 
provided to Commonwealth Associates as a separate part of this final 
report. 
3.4 Wind Profiles, Temperature, and Turbulence Measurement 
A DISA Type 55DO constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer system 
was utilized to measure the up and downstream velocity profiles 
(Fig. 11) in the EWT. Thermal stratification in the MWT precluded 
straightforward use of the hot-wire system; hence, an eddy shedding 
system based on the Strouhol shedding frequency of a cylinder in a cross 
20 flow was constructed. 
The device requires a "hot-wire" probe positioned in the cylinder 
wake to measure the eddy shedding frequency. The trace of the anemometer 
signal was observed on storage oscilloscope and the probe position 
adjusted so that only the frequency of vortex shedding from one side 
of this cylinder was counted. The signal appeared in wave form and could 
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be counted by means of constructing Lissajous figures on the oscillo-
scope (Fig . 12). Velocity was determined from Roshko's data relating 
Strouhol number to Reynolds number (See Table 5). Previous comparison 
of velocity measurement so measured with a smoke wire technique suggests 
accuracies to 3 percent. 
Measurement of temperature was made with a miniature thermister 
(Fennal glass coated bead) system constructed by Yellowsprings, Corp. 
(YSI Model 42 SC). Figure 13 displays the thermometer and eddy shedding 
equipment. Thermocouples mounted in the MWT aluminum floor were used 
to monitor boundary temperatures and set electric heater controls. 
Table 6 lists all the instrumentation and materials employed in this 
study. 
3.5 Gas Tracer Technique 
After the flow in a tunnel was stabilized, a mixture of Kr-85 
of predetermined concentration was released from model stacks at a 
required rate (Table 2). Samples of air were withdrawn from the 
sample points on the wind-tunnel floor and analyzed. The flow rate 
of Kr-85 mixture was controlled by a pressure regulator at the supply 
cylinder outlet and monitored by Fischer and Porter precision flow 
meters. Source concentration was from .23 to .48 µc./cc of Kr-85, 
l 
a beta emitter (half lifetime= 10.3 years). The sampling and detection 
systems are shown in Fig. 14a and 14b and described in Ref. 7. A sampling 
grid of sample points was spaced on the wind-tunnel floor (Figs. 7 and 
15) at suitable locations to establish the plume axis and locate the 
points of maximum ground-level concentrations. A reference sample 
point was located in the free stream, upwind of the model to measure 
the background concentration in the tunnel. The general arrangement of 
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the sample points for the eight directions investigated in the EWT is 
shown in Fig. 7. 
3.5.1 Analysis of Data 
Krypton-85 is a radioactive noble gas with a half life of 10.6 years. 
The gas decays by emission of beta particles with soall amounts of gamma 
rays . The gas has many advantages over the other tracers used in wind-
tunnel dispersion studies . It is diluted with air about a million times 
bef ore use, and as such, has properties very similar to those of air. 
Its detection procedure is fairly simple and direct. 
The procedure for analyzing the concentration cata was as fo l lows: 
1) Counts of the pulses generated in the G.M. tubes and displayed 
by the ultra scaler counter were recorded for each sample location 
2) These count s were transformed into concentration values by the 
□ following steps: 
Cpm - Background (Cpm) = Cpm* 
Cpm* x Counting Yield (p Curie/cc/Cpm) = x (µµ Curie/cc) 
3) For counts over 1,000 a dead time correction~ had to be applied 
to the readings, and in this case the correction is, 
Cpm - Background= Cpm* 
Cpm* 
------------- = Cpm* 
1 - 1.77 X 10-6 X Cpm* 
Cpm* x Counting Yield= x(p Curie/cc). 
D -12 p Curie: pico c rie (10 curie) 
~ 
The time taken for the positive space charge to move sufficiently far 
from the anode for further pulses to occur. 
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4) Average concentration values were determined for the known 
probe position and then displayed at the proper locations. 
5) The concentration parameter x V/Q was then computed at all 
locations. A sample computation is shown below: 
q = 600 cc/min= 10 cc/sec 
Q = 1.8 µ Curie/cc x 10 cc/sec 
total 
= 18.0 µ Curie/sec 
Let V = 2 fps= 60 . 96 cm/sec, and x = 80 p Curie/cc. Then 
xV _ 80 X 10-6 X 60.96 4 Q - 18 X 10 = 2.71 
-2 
m 
(= .25 ft- 2) 
6) So far the values of the concentration parameter apply to the 
model and it is desirable to express these values in terms of the fie ld. 
At the present time there is no set procedure for accomplishing this 
transfornation. The simplest and most straightforward procedure is to 
make this transformation using the scaling factor of the model. Since 
1 ft I = 400 ft I c = 122 m I ) , 
m p p 
one can write 
or 
1 X XVI (m-2) 
400- 2 Q m 
or in terms of the above example, 
or 










= 16.94 X 10 (m )) 
This sample scaling of the concentration parameter from model to 
f ield appears to give reasonable results. 
(7) To convert these results to concentration in ppm of so2 requires 
specific information concerning the prototype so2 source strength. If 
the source strength of Unit 6-7 is say 944.6 gm/sec-SO2 and t he mean 
wind speed is 22 ft/sec then 
= 0.148 x 10-6 16/ft
3 
- SO2 
(or X p 
-6 944.6 
= 16.94 x 10 x C22 x 0.30) 
3.5.2 Errors in Concentration Measurements 
= 2.42 X 10-3 g/m3 
3 3 -3 
= 2.42 x 10 mg/m x 0 . 375 x 10 
= .91 ppm - SO2 
Where data i s obtained with a scaler count er, the apparent activity 
of a radioactive source is found by subtracting the background rate from 
the observed sample -plus-background rate. The background rate is measured 
separately and has an uncertainty of its own due to random radioactive 
sources. 
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If the background is present, the standard deviation in the net 
counting rate crR for a sample is 
s 
(
R R ) 1/2 s+b b 
= --+ -
ts tb 
where R s+b s the observed sample-plus-background rate, Rb is the 
background rate, ts and tb are the measurement time for the sample 
and backgrJund, respectively. The standard deviation in the sample rate 
depends, then, upon both the time for sample measurement and that for 
background-rate measurement. When R 
s+b 
is large in comparison with 
Rb, a long background measurement is not needed to make the error contri-
bution from the background rate negligible. On the other hand, when 
R s+b is comparable to \• both t s and tb must be very long for 
small values of crR In the present experiments, an effort was made 
s 
to keep the probable errors in concentration measurements within 10 
percent. For this reason the sample counting time and background 
counting time were manipulated with this end in view. More detailed 
information on errors in radioactivity measurements can be found in 
55 Yang and Meroney. 
3.5.3 Test Results: Concentration Measurements 
Since the conventional point-source diffusion equations cannot be 
used for predicting diffusion near objects which cause the wind to be 
nonuniform and nonhomogeneous in velocity and turbulence, it is necessary 
to calculate gaseous concentrations on the basis of experimental data. 
It is convenient to report dilution results in terms of a nondimensional 
factor independent of model to prototype scale. 
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In Refs. 8 and 16 the problem of similarity for diffusion plumes 
is discussed in detail. It is suggested that concentration measurements 
be transformed to K-isopleths by the formula 
X 
K = Q/AVa 
where 
X = sample volume concentration 
A = frontally projected area of power plant complex 
V = mean wind velocity at some references height a 
Q = gas source release rate 
This expression is specifically suitable for measurements within the 
near-wake and cavity region. Data reported herein, however, represent 
measurements made at equivalent distances of 8,000 ft from the power 
plant. 
Concentration measurements were made at various downwind distances 
in the vertical and horizontal planes. Count rates were corrected to 
concentration in picocuries and compensation was made for Geiger Mueller 
tube dead time. Since measurements were made at a variety of wind approach 
angles, wind velocities, and stack positions, the ground level concen-
tration data has also been reported to Commonwealth Associates under 
separate cover in terms of the ratio Vax/Q which has units of length 
squared. For dispersion in a homogeneous flow this should produce 
similarity for various V and Q values. 
a The significance of all 
results are discussed in the following section. 
When interpreting model diffusion measurements i t is important 
to remember that there can be considerable d "fference between the 
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instantaneous concentration in a plume and the average concentration due 
to hori zonta l meandering . The average dilution factors near a building 
complex will correlate well with wind tunnel dilution factors since 
the mec anical turbul ence of the wake and cavity region dominate the 
dispersion. In the wind tunnel a plume does not generally meander due 
to the a3sence of large scale eddies. Thus, it is found that field 
measurements of peak concentrations which effectively eliminate hori-
zontal meandering, should correlate with the wind tunnel data. 18 In 
order to compare downwind measurements of dispersion to predict aver age 
field concentrations it is necessary to use data on peak-to-mean 
concentration ratio as gathered by Singer, et al. Their data is 
correlated in terms of the gustiness categories suggested by Pasquill 
f . f . d. . 45 or a variety o terrain con itions. It is possible to determine 
the frequency of different gustiness categories for a specific site. 46 
Direct use of wind-tunnel data at points removed from the building 
cavity region may underestimate the dilution capacity of a site by a 
. .d d 29 factor of 4 unless these adJustments are consi ere . 
An alternate t echnique has also been suggested by Hino who argues 
t he relationship between the maximum of time-mean ground concentration 
1 18 
-Yi d xmax and the sampling time is xmax ~ , Fiel experiments may be 
compared with wind-tunnel data by the formula: 
\'fuere 




is the maximwn axial concentration, Q discrarge rate of gases 
from a stack, V wind speed, h effective height of sta k, , sampling 
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time, and subscripts p and m represent values for a prototype and 
d 1 . l 18 mo e respective y. One may assume that T 
m 
corresponds to 3 to 5 
minutes in the atmosphere for the wind tunnel experiment. Pasquill's 
suggested values for the standard deviations a 
z 
and a correspond to y 
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10 minute averages. ' Hence tunnel concentrat i ons could be high by 
a factor of 1.7 if a 10 minute average is desired , or by a factor of 
21.9 if a 24 hour average is desired. 
An examination of Singer's results for peak-to-mean concentration 
ratios suggests the ratio is a function of both stabi lity and boundary 
surface roughness. Hence for a variation of stratifi cation from unstable 
to moderately stable the peak/mean concentration ratio may be nearly 
equal though the sampling time might vary from 30 minutes to 3 minutes 
respectively and the power law coefficient in Hino's equation above would 
vary from -0.6 to -0.3. It is not likely that a decisive interpretation 
of the effects of plume meandering will be available in the near future; 
hence, the conservative assumption has been made herein that the wind 
tunnel measurements correspond to a 30 minute averaging time and, when 
correcting results to alter sampling periods, a power law coefficient 
of -1/2 was utilized. (A 5 minute wind tunnel equivalent sampl i ng time 
results in 24 hour equivalent concentrations 50 percent smaller. 
4.0 TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS 
4.1 Test Program 
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The test program consisted of (1) a qualitative study of the flow 
field around the power plant by visual observation of the smoke plume 
trajectory released from the stacks; and (2) a quantitative study of gas 
concentrations produced by the release of Kr-85 from the stacks. The 
test conditions are summarized in Tables 2 and 4. The test program 
was accomplished in two parts: Phase A involved neutral stratification 
and Phase B involved stable stratification. 
Angular locations of the approach winds are referred to in terms 
of angles from a nominal north which is perpendicular to the shoreline. 
Downwind distances refer to lengths as measured from the roof mounted 
stack as marked in Fig. 2. Unless otherwise noted, the term wind 
velocity refers to the velocity in the free stream above the tunnel 
boundary layer; however, a velocity at any reference height is available 
by referring to the velocity profiles. (Figs. 11 and 12) 
4.2 Phase A: Neutral Stratification 
4.2.1 Test Results: Characteristics of Flow 
All the experiments were carried out in the EWT over the range of 
conditions shown in Table 2. The atmospheric boundary layer was modeled 
to produce a velocity profile equivalent to flow over the open lake. 
Figure 11 shows the development of the velocity profile over the model 
for an onshore wind. The profile is conditioned by the building complex 
as the wind passes over the plant. No comparison of model velocity 
data with that in the prototype is possible because the latter is not 
available over a range of height. However, as the model velocity 
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profiles were carefully produced over roughness tailored to reflect the 
characteristics of the site, it is expected that the prototype flow is 
adequately represented in the model . 
4.2.2 Test Results : Vi sualization 
The test results consist of photographs and sketches showing the 
general nature of air flow and di ffusion in the vicinity of the power 
station, (Fig. 16). A general understanding of wake and cavity flows 
is necessary for an intepretation of the plume behavior (see Ref. 16). 
The sequences of photographs shown in Fig. 16 show side views of 
the behavior of a smoke plume released from Unit 6-7 at wind angle 285° 
for full load at various wind velocities. At low wind speeds t he plume 
lofts high above the separation cavity and aerodynamic wake generated 
by the power plant complex. The gas behaves as a plume released at 
an elevated point and is convected well downstream . As the wind speed 
increases the stack effluent plume is bent over and behaves as though 
i t were released at increasingly lower effective heights. At a suf-
ficiently large free stream velocity the plume intermittently entrains 
behind the stack itself, the plume may intersect the building wake, and 
gas is brought to the ground at points near the building. For the 
shortest set of stacks (Units 1-5) at high wi nd speeds the plume may 
become completely entrained in the building complex cavity. Entrain-
ment, as utilized herein, will be understood as the presence of any of 
the gas released from the stack in the power station cavity. A small 
amount of entrainment usually fir s t occurs under cond i tions where 
the gas plume follows the cavity separation streamline to the down-
stream cavity stagnation point from which it diffuses upstream into the 
cavi t y proper. Downwash will be understood as severe entrainment where 
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the plume does not penetrate the separation streamline but rather 
ventilates directly into the cavity region. A decrease in load from 
full to one-third has the same effect on t he plume behavior as an in-
crease in wind speed. In general lower load aggravates plume behavior; 
however one must consider the reduced pollutant burden is any assessment 
of the net significance. Figure 17 displays the effect of change in 
load for Unit 6-7 , wind angle 15°, when the mean effective wind speed 
is 15 mph. 
It is instructive to examine the plume behavior for both instan-
taneous effluent boundary location and when averaged over a larger time 
period . Figure 18 depicts the plume outlines when the camera is 
released after 1/32 and 30 seconds respectively. In an instantaneous 
sense a p lume may contact the ground yet result in rather low ground 
average concentrations. The longer averaging. time tends to emphasize 
locations beyond which extensive ground contact will occur . 
For most wind approach angles the building complex appears to have 
a similar effect on pll.Ulle behavior or entrainment. However, for Unit 6-7 
a wind direction of 315°True(-30°) seems most critical over all wind 
speed and load conditions. Units 1-5, 8, and 9 are sensitive to wind 
. . (- 30°) (+30°) . . orientations of 315°True or 45°True representing slight 
inc lination between wind and shoreline or building force. 
When the precipitators for the new Unit 6- 7 system are placed in 
an alternate position elevated beside the north face of the boiler 
units the plumes emitted from Units 1-5 and Unit 8 are entrained 
severely. 
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The observed "touchdown" distances evaluated from the flow vis'.lal-
ization tests are summarized in Table 7. Touchdown is defined during 
observation as that point where the plume encounters the ground more than 
10 percent of the time. Such an interpretation is necessarily qua litative 
but different observers do not vary by more than 500 ft . Smoke photo-
graphs tend to confirm the initial opinion. Complete set s of instan-
taneous (speed 1/32 sec) and average (shutter speed 1 sec) still 
photographs supplement this report. Color motion pictures have been 
arranged into titled sequences, and the sets available are summarized 
in Table 11. 
4.2.3 Test Results: Concentration Measurements 
Turbulent diffusion of gaseous effluent released at four different 
stack locations were studied. Three represented effluents from existing 
units (1-5,8, and 9) while the fourth represents the presence of a 
new stack and its precipitators (6,7). Krypton-85 concentrations at 
ground level and in the vertical were measured at distances equivale~t 
to 250 ft to 8,000 ft downwind; the latter depended on total model 
extent. In the initial stage of measurements 50 samples were taken 
over the model including six elevated samples at 6,000 ft downwind. It 
was found, however, that the plumes behaved in a predictable manner and 
to conserve time the sample locations were limited to 25, eliminating 
the unnecessary outlying measurements and the vertical sample wake. 
All concentration data have been converted into equivalent levels 
of so
2 
in ppm. The source concentrations assumed for each stack and 
load condition are summarized in Table 1 based on the assumed use of 
Ohio coal as provided by Commonwealth Associates, Inc. Under separate 
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cover the data has been provided in the dimensional form -2 xV/Q(m ) 
where x is the concentration over the assumed and tunnel averaging 
time, Q is the source strength, and U is the mean wind at stack 
height. In addition results were reported therein in terms of micro-
grams of S02/meter cubed. 
The results for various sources, loads, wind directions, and wind 
velocities are presented in Table 12. The coordinates x and y shown 
in the tables are explained in the definition sketch in Fig. 7. The 
maximum concentration measured and its respective downwind location 
for each situation have been gathered together in Table 8. 
For full load, Units 6-7, maximum 24 hour concentrations occur at 
ground level for 15°True(+30°), 30 mph; 15°True(+30°), 45 mph; 45°True 
(+60°), 45 mph; and +27S 0 True(-60°), 30 mph. Values appear to range as 
.069, .050, .075, and . 41 ppm respectively. For one-third load, 
Units 6-7, maximum ground concentrations occur for 15°True(+30°), 30 mph; 
and 275°True(-60°), 30 mph with values of .040 and .047 ppm respectively. 
An appendix is included which gives a short discourse on plume calcula-
tional techniques pertinent to the cases examined herein. The example 
case supplied would suggest a marked effect on downwind diffusion of 
effluent as a result of an intense wake resulting from the building 
complex. A single plot of concentration levels as contoured by a 
microfilm plotter is provided in Fig. 19 for comparison to the tabulated 
results. It is hoped this will provide mental guidance to the expected 
variatio~ of ground concentration when examining the many tables. 
The cumulative effect on ground concentrations for simultaneous 
releases from all stacks for the same load, wind direction, and wind 
speed are found in Table 13. These results must be considered at best 
representative since it is unlikely all units will be operated 
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simultanesouly at full or one-third load. In some configurations ?lumes 
from about nine failed to touch ground over the model extent and thus 
they make no contribution to the total concentration level. 
4 . 3 Phase B: Stable Stratification with Fumigation 
4 . 3.1 Test Results: Characteristics of Flow 
All experiments were carried out in the MWT over the range of 
conditions shown in Table 4. The atmospheric boundary layer was modeled 
to produce a velocity and temperature profile equivalent to flow over an 
open lake. Figure 12 shows the initial upwind profiles of velocity and 
temperature. Turbulence was essentially absent as evidence by the 
behavior of smoke plumes released over the cooled model lake surface. 
The profiles are conditioned by the heated land surface and the 
presence of the building complex. An inner surface flow of turbulent 
well mixed characters grows beneath the capping stable lake air. 
Figures 20 and 21 display the eroding effect of unstable air. The small 
t hermister utilized had a short time constant; thus the temperature 
f l uctations displayed are an indicator of the intensity of turbulence. 
Figure 22 displays the inner boundary layer growth for the 
three surface heating intensities studied. Initially the region grows 
at a rate proportional to downwind distance to the 0.8 power . Subse-
quently beyond about 1,000 - 2,000 ft the growth rate is proportional to 
downwind distance to the 0.5 power. The behavior of the initial region 
corresponds to previous experience for measurements over slightly 
r oughened surfaces. The later growth rate corresponds to behavior noted 
39 by Prophet for sea and lake breeze systems. 
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When the model is in place the building complex wake displaces 
the inner boundar y layer upwards significantly. Thus the maximum 
ground l evel concentration occurs closer to the plant site than if all 
emissions were from an isolated stack . .. 
4.3.2 Test Results: Visualization 
The test results consist of photographs and movie sequences showing 
the nature of the air flow and diffusion in the vicinity of the power 
station. (Fig. 23 to Fi g. 24). One should refer to Section 4.2.2 
for a discussion on building wake and cavity effects. 
The sequence of photographs shown in Fig. 23 show side views of 
the behavior of a smoke plume released from Unit 6-7 at wind angle 34_?.0 
for full load at various land surface heating rates. The more intense 
heating (HR= 1.5) accelerates the mixed layer growth and the entrain-
ment of the plume. A decrease in load from full to one-third has the 
same effect on the initial plume as an increase in wind speed; however 
the small mixed layer character remains the same. (See Fi g. 24 ) . 
The observed "touchdown" distances evaluated from the flow visual-
izati on tests are summarized in Table 9. These distances represent 
locations where the visual impression is gained that the plume resides 
greater than 10 percent of the time. Once the plume intercepts the 
inner boundary layer the smoke is mixed downward at a rate which gives 
a lower plume boundary of about 30 to 45°. Hence the plume is not 
brought immediately to the surface after it enters the mixing layer 
as suggested by the simplified physical model. 
4 . 3.3 Test Results: Concentration Measurements 
Twenty-five ground level sampling locations were prepared at distances 
equivalent to 1,000 ft to 8,000 ft downwind. Measurements of Krypton-85 
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activity at these locations have been converted to equivalent so2 
concentration in ppm per the earlier discussions. The results for 
various sources, loads, wind angles, wind velocities, and surface 
heating rates are presented in Table 14. The maximum concentration 
measured and its respective downwind location for each situation have 
been accumulated into Table 10. For full load, Units 6-7, max i mum 
24 hour concentrations occurred for a 500 ft stack at 315°True(-30°) -
i.e . 0.403 ppm. A 600 ft stack provided enough additional plume 
elevation to reduce this to one-third the level - i. e ., 0 . 147 ppm. For 
a one-third load situation the 500 and 600 ft stacks develop ground 
level concentrations of 0.193 and 0.171 ppm respectively. 
The Appendix titled Dispersion Calculations also contains a 
critique of current understanding for dispersion during fumigation 
situations . Again it is found that the building wake produces a marked 
incr ease in ground level conce trations not accounted for in the state-
of-the-art calculation procedures. 
4.4 Alternative Stack Location 
After all visualization and concentration measurements were 
completed it was learned that the stack for Units 6 and 7 would be 
constructed at a slightly different location at the eastern edge of the 
plant site (see Figure 2). Visualization studies were performed for 
Units 6-7 stack in this new location for wind angles -60°and -90°. No 
indication was found that this new location would aggravate the plume 
behavior for these worst possible approach flow direct ions. 
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The investigation was undertaken to determine the dispersion of 
exhaust gases released from stacks of the Avon Lake Power Plant operated 
by the Cl eveland Electric Illuminating Company, Ohio. The primary aim 
of the study was to determine the optimum height of stack to replace 
previous stacks for Units 6 and 7 and determine the effect of building 
complex wake on ground-level concentrations of sulfur-dioxide. 
On the basis of the experimental measurements reported herein, the 
following comments may be made: 
5.1 Phase A: Neutral Flow 
1) Stacks for Units 6, 7, 8 and 9 do not entrain directly into the 
building complex cavity for any wind angle, velocity, or load condition 
studied. Stacks for Units 1-5, being shorter, may entrain for wind 
velocities greater than 30 mph. 
2) When the new precipitators proposed for Units 6 and 7 are 
elevated next to the north face of the boiler units the resulting wake 
adversely affects plume rise for stacks from Units 1-5, 8 and 9 for wind 
angles of 285° and 300° true. This position of the new precipitators 
also adversely affects plume rise for Units 6 and 7 for wind angles 30° 
and 45° true. 
3. No significant reduction in ground-level concentration for the 
new stack proposed for Units 6-7 would be gained for neutral flow 
situations by increasing the height from 500 to 600 ft. 
4. Concentration measurements show that maximum ground-level 
concentrations will result from Unit 8 at full load for onshore wind 
flow. However, similar concentration levels are also reached by the 
effluent from Unit 9. Ground concentrations for Units 6-7 reach 
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maximum concentrat ions for full load, high wind (>30 mph), onshore 
wind-angl e conditions. 
5 . 2 Phase B: Stable Stratification with Fumigation 
5) Plumes from all stacks are entrained into the low level mixed layer 
as it grows over the land. This results for each stack in greater ground-
leve l concentrations than found in the equivalent neutral situation. The 
resul t is most severe for plumes released from the shorter stack heights. 
6) The highest ground-level concentration for any stack during the 
s t ratified condition is three times greater than the worst neutral flow 
situation . 
7) For Units 6-7 high vertical mixing may increase ground-level concen-
trations six t i mes over the worst neutral condition. This statement must 
be temper ed by the understanding the neutral maximum is itself not very large. 
8) Increas i ng the stack height for Units 6 and 7 from 500 to 600 ft 
may reduce the ground concent r ation maximum by only one-third. 
Since specific maximum source levels may vary depending on the 
source of coa l or the load, di mensionless prediction tables have been 
prepared i n the manner of Pasquill fo r the Avon Lake station configura-
tion and f orwarded under separate cover . If percent frequency of winds 
and s tab i lity conditions at various wind approach angles are known for 
the Avon Lake site, average annual concentrations are 24 hour averages 
including t he effect s of wind angle frequency distribution may be 
calculat ed i n the manner of Turner52 or Sherlock and Lesher. 44 If one 
desires t he meteoro logical significant situations such as looping, 
f anning, f umigat i on, or trapping one may combine the experimental 
results developed herein with the expressions suggested by Bierly and 
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APPENDIX: DISPERSION CALCULATIONS 
Industrial designers must rely upon generalized dispersion formulae 
to predict concentrations in the vicinity of pollutant releases from tall 
stacks. Unfortunately one cannot depend upon the accuracy of such rela-
tions when nearby buildings are tall enough to cause aerodynamic pertur-
bations upon the theoretical plume behavior. Hence, it is considered 
good practice to utilize wind-tunnel model studies to determine the range 
of validity of particular formulae and the necessity for correction 
coefficients for a particular application. It is with these thoughts 
in mind that the measurements over the Avon Power Plant complex are 
interpreted. Corrections applied to plume rise near the source may 
provide a more reliable prediction of contamination at extended distances 
d b f 1 · l . 35,38,40,42,43,44 ownstream y means o ana ytica expressions. 
The latest publications summarizing the "state-of-the-art" for 
h . d. ff . . . . 1 . d . 1 35' 44' 4 7 atmosp eric i usion estimates are very simi ar in etai . 
There are some reasons however, to prefer some calculation methods over 
others; thus some of the relations will be discussed in detail below. 
Effective Plume Height 
While a smoke plume quickly attains the wind speed in the horizontal 
direction, its rise is determined by its vertical momentum and buoyancy. 
Numerous formulae have been published to correlate field measurements 
of plume rise; none is universally accepted, partially due to observa-
tional difficulties, and partially due to the fact that some plumes 
never really appear to level off. 
52 Although Turner recommends the use of Holland's plume rise formula 
it may be judged unnecessarily conservative. St~mke recommended the 
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Holland formula be multiplied by a correction factor of 3.0. In 
addition ~ore recent dimensional analysis formulas for buoyant sources 
give consistently good results for all source sizes and distances 
downwind and take into account atmospheric stability. The formulae 
below are conservative but not so severely conservative as other 
formulas. The A.E .C. -1968 monograph by Slade suggests the following 
expressions: (Eqs. (5 .19) and (5. 20)): 
Neutral: tiH R 0 = 100 Fr+ I.SR 
where 
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Often the limiting criteria for a particular stack release system 
is the maximum allowed ground concentration. Since the plume rise 
formulae recommended above incorporate the effect of atmospheric 
stability on plume rise it is possible to include their results in 
expressions which calculate the maximum probable concentration conditions 
directly. Again the A.E.C. monograph suggests: (Eq. 5.28): 
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When a plume initially emitted into a stable environment intercepts 
a mixing layer growing from beneath it, 11fumigation" of the plume 
directly to the ground may occur. A number of authors have suggested 
means to estimate the magnitude of the ground concentration resulting 
. 9,25-27,48 
from such behavior. As summarized by Collins9 the method 
consists of determining the downwind distance at which a plume traveling 
horizontally at the effective stack height first intercepts the growing 
mixing layer. As a first approximation one may then assume that the 
maximum of the elevated plume concentrations at the downwind location 
will now occur at ground level. 
Alternatively one may estimate the concentrations assuming a uniform 
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Lyons discusses a somewhat more complicated procedure which attempts 
to correct for rate of plume entrainment and rate of spreading in 
the mixing layer. 27 
53 In the Nuclear Safety Journal of 1967 Vander Hoven has presented 
39 a graphical plot based on the report of Prophet for determining the 
depth of the mixing layer as a function of initial overwater stability 
and overland travel distance. An equation which fits his results is: 
H = 8. 8 / V XM (G) 
a 
where x(m) = distance overland 
H (m) = height of mixed layer 
V (m/sec) = mean velocity 
a 
~0(°C) = overwater vertical difference in potential temperature 
within inversion layer. 
As Prophet notes the inland penetration distance is a function of the 
initial overwater stability and the rate of which the air is heated as 
it moves inland. In the trials considered he observes "the same amount 
of heating over the land cannot be assessed, ... "; nevertheless "it 
is entirely possible that the intensity of the heat source over the land, 
as defined by the initial air-land temperature differential, may have 
been somewhat similar during the various trials. 1139 Additional 
evidence for flow of cool air over the warmer water of Hudson Bay, 
Canada, clearly indicate greater mixing heights occur when the temperature 
differential between air and water is greatest. 
Dimensional analysis techniques suggests that if the pertinent 
variables required to describe mixing layer growth are 
47 
f(x, H, V, A8, g, T, AT, o) = 0 
a 
where new variables listed are 
T = absolute temperature 
LT = land-water temperature difference 
0 = characteristic height over which 
Then appropriate dimensionless parameters 
V 
f( x AT ABo . a ) 8' M' ~, 1/2 
T V (go) 
a 
M and V vary upstrean. 
a 
might be 
Examination of the mixing layer growth results for this wind tunnel study 
reveals that initially H tt x0· 8 followed by H tt xO.S The initial region 
corresponds to behavior frequently observed for inner boundary layer 
growth over change of roughness. The subsequent region confirms the 
conclusions reached by Prophet. In addition it is found that H tt HR6 . 
When these results are combined with Prophets conclusion that 
H tt(V AB)-l/ 2 it is found that 
a 
(H) 
When this result is compared to Eq. (G) for T ~ 300°K, o ~ 100 m, and 
2 g = 9.86 m/sec it is found that K ~ .01. If the constant is based on 
measurements made herein K ~ 0.015. 
Ground Level Concentration Distributions 
Correct calculation of ground level dilution profiles depends, of 
course, on an accurate estimate of the effective stack height. Assuming 
such information is available the most popular expression is the 
Gaussian plume formulae: 
1 2 
--- exp[ -(...r__ + 






where h = h 
s 
+ ~h and 
where the variance terms cr or cr are evaluated in terms of downwind y z 
distance and the stability condition. Authors such as Sutton, Calder, 
Pasquill, Smith, and many others have suggested variance coefficient 
. 47 48 evaluation techniques. ' 
Probably the most convenient method currently is that developed 
by Pasquill where cr and 
y cr z figures have been prepared for simply 
defined stability categories. See Figs. A.2 and A.3 and Table A.l 
47 from the A.E.C. monograph. Figures 3-2 through 3-9 in Turner's 
workbook also provide a convenient summary of ground level dilution 
for various height releases and atmospheric stability conditions . 52 
Typical Concentration Results 
Montgomery and Cain have compared the adherence of sulfur dioxide 
concentrations in the vicinity of a steam plant to plume dispersion 
34 models. They concluded that general dispersion models cannot 
accurately predict specific pollutant concentrations that can be 
expected to occur at a particular station at a specific time, but they 
can predict the range of concentrations likely to occur. Dispersion 
models generally incorporate a conservative bias, hence they also were 
found to successfully estimate maximum concentrations 93 to 99 percent 
of the time. Finally, the same mathematical model using different 
diffusion coefficients may yield very different results, hence the 
diffusion coefficients should be developed for the model at the 
particular site of application (if possib l e). 
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The effects of so2 pollutant on vegetation and human health are 
extensively reviewed in Volume 1 of Air Pollution edited by Stern. 
It appears that it is desirable to maintain maximtnn 24 hour levels below 
0.10 ppm and annual average leve l s below 0.02 ppm for a desirable 
environment. Criteria such as these must be utilized to evaluate the 
dispersion of gaseous wastes in the atmosphere. It should also be 
recognized that other sources exist in the environment not under t he 
control of the power station. 
Example Calculation 
Unit 6-7: full l oad. 
R Fr 













This may be compared with a maximum concentration from the model 
st udy of 0.521 ppm for comparable neutral case and 2.80 ppm for the 
comparable fumigation 
Turner has suggested that estimates based on a Pasquill-Gifford 
type approach are probably accurate to within a fraction of three 
assuming the plume rise is correctly estimated. This accuracy i s 
l i mited to three cases: 
(1) for all stabilities for distances of travel out to a few 
hundred meters. 
(2) for neutral to moderately unstable conditions for distances 
out to a few kilometers; and 
(3) unstable conditions in the lower 1000 meters of the atmos?here 
with a marked inversion above for distances out to 10 kilometers or more. 52 
so 
Based on the work of Briggs one expects plume rise results to be 
47 accurate within ±19 percent. However experience is very varied and 
some calculators have been conservative by a factor of five or 
optimistic by a factor of nearly two. 
For a source which emits at constant rate from hour to hour one 
may estimate a 24 hour probability of dispersion based on stability 
wind "rose" data. A stability wind "rose" gives the frequency of 
occurrence for each wind direction (usually 16 points) of each wind 
speed class and stability category. 
If the effluent is assumed uniformly distributed in each angular 
sector an appropriate equation for average concentration is then : 
where 
x (x, e) ~ --'-~ = I I { 2 f ce,S,N) exp [; 
h 2 
(cr V ) ] } 
Q S N n:;;:- 0 VN (21rx) 
ZS 16 ZS 
f(e,S,N) is the frequency during the period of interest that 
the wind is from the direction e, for the stability 
condition, S, and wind speed class N. 
is the vertical dispersion parameter evaluated at 
the distance x for the stability condition S. 
is the representative wind speed for class N. 
is the effective height of release for the wind 
When stability wind rose information is unavailable a first-order 
approximation may be made of diurnal concentrations by using the 
appropriate 24 hour wind rose and assuming all releases occur in neutral 
stability class, Pasquill D. 
Fig. la. Avon Lake Power Plant, looking north . 
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Fig. 4a. Wind Rose (positions on spokes show direction from which 
wind is blowing, the length of the segments indicate percentage 
of speeds i n each group) Cleveland, Ohio/Hopkins Airport 





Fig. 4b. Wind Rose (Arrows point in direction of wind, numbers at end 
of velocities in mph. Length of arrows and concentric circles 
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Plan View 
Fig. 5. Environmental Wind Tunnel (EWT) - Fluid Dynamics and Diffusion Laboratory, 
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Fig. 8. Aluminum cooling panels installed on floor of the Meteorological 
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Fig. 9. Schematic digram of model study of fumigation dispersion. 
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Fig . 10. Picture of the model of Avon Lake Power Plant. 
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Fig. 16. Flow visualization unit 6-7, full load, wind angle 285 °, 
wind speed 15,30,45 mph (shutter speed 1/32 second). 
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Fig. 17. Flow visual i zation unit 6-7, full and one-third load, wind 
speed 15 mph, wind angle 15° (shutter speed 1/32 second). 
71 
Fig. 18. Flow visualization unit 6-7, full load, wind speed 30 mph, 
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Fig. 19. Unit 6&7, full load, wind angle +30°, wind speed 45 mph, concentration so
2 
ppm. 
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Fig. 20. Temperature profiles growing over simulated lake and level 
surfaces, Vm ~ 2 ft/s ec. Ta= 110°F, Tw upwind~ 32°F, 
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Fig. 20 (Continued) 
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Fig. 21. Lateral temperature variation over simulated land surface. 
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Fig. 23. Flow visualization, fumigation, unit 6-7, full load, 
wind angle 345°, wind speed 15 mph, HR= 1.5, 1.4. 
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Fig. 24. Flow visualization, fumigation, unit 1-5, wind angle 345°, 
wind speed 15 mph, load full and one-third. HR= 1.5. 
Table 1 Prototype Emission Parameters of Avon Lake Plant* 
Units 1-5 6,7 8 9 
Boilers 1-8 9,10 11 12 
Load Full 1/3 Full 1/3 Full 1/3 Full 1/3 
-SO Q(gm/sec 2) 396 132 1890 630 1500 515.0 4628.0 1543 
I. D. (ft) 17 12** 16 . 67 24 
2 Area (ft) 224 113 218 452 
00 
.j:>. 
V (fps) 16.9 5.3 70.0 s 24.5 39.0 12.2 62.3 19.6 
X (gm/m3-S02) 0 . 92 0.98 4.21 4.01 6.44 6.83 5.82 6.15 s 
T (°F) 383 361.3 391.4 
s 
363.6 388.5 363.6 394.5 370.9 
H (ft ) 383 500 (600) 400 600 s 
3 q(ft /sec) 3836 1187 7910 2769 8502 2660 28,024 8859 
* Commonwealth Assoc. Inc., letter Sept 11, 1973. 
** Unit (6-7) has 2 flues at top of stack. 
Table 2 Model Emission Parameters of Avon Lake Plant 
Units 1-5 6,7 8 9 
Boilers 1-8 9, 10 11 12 
Load Full 1/3 Full 1/3 Full 1/3 Full 1/3 
q(CFM) .1305 .0409 .2695 .0945 .2881 .0909 .9615 .3021 
qlle (CFM) .1084 .0266 .2414 .0634 .2517 .0609 .8833 .2215 
00 
qair+Kr-85 (CFM) .0220 .0143 .0281x2 . 03llx2 .0364 .0299 .0781 . 0806 
c.n 
V (fps) 1. 52 .48 6.36 2.24 3.52 1.12 5.68 1.8 s 
Molecular Wt 
(air= 28.8) 8.22 12. 72 6.61 12.22 7.15 12.22 6.03 10.66 
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Table 2 (Continued) 
V = 15 mph V = 30 mph V = 45 mph 
Units Load a a a 
R Fr R Fr R Fr 
Full 0. 77 4.08 0.38 16.32 0.26 36. 72 
1-5 1/3 . 24 5.21 0.12 20.84 0.08 46.9 
Full 3.18 5.36 1.59 21.46 1.06 48.27 
6,7 1/3 l. ll 7.16 0.56 28.64 0.37 64.45 
Full 1. 77 4.00 0.88 15.84 0 . 59 35.62 
8 1/3 0.55 5.15 0.28 20.62 0.19 46.39 
Full 2.83 2.61 1.42 10.46 0.94 23.53 
9 1/3 0.89 3.28 0.46 13. ll 0.30 29.49 
Note: V V ap am 
15 mph 2 ft/sec 
30 mph 4 ft/sec 
45 mph 6 ft/sec 
Table 3 Fumigation Conditions: Great Lake Area 
Reference Inversion Wind (ft/sec) Temperature Temperature Temperature 
Top (ft) Velocity Sea Surfaces (OF) Inland (OF) Upwind z=L (°C) L (ft) RiB HR* 
3 June 1966 - 330 -16 10 27 19 330 1.51 1.89 
(60,61) 
12-13 August, 67 -1640 15-19 12 24 21 330 1.45 1. 33 
(61) 
25 June 1970 -1640 -19 11-13 16 ? ? ? ? 
(60) (low level (-5 miles 00 
mixing depth inland) -....J 
-492) 
12-13 August, 73 ? 15-19 ? ? ? ? ? ? 
(61) 
* H = 330 feet 
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Table 5 Computation of Velocity Based Vortex Shedding 
z (in) Frequency (Hz) *V (fps) T(°F) 
1.65 2.5 .43 64.4 
1. 81 2.78 .48 66.2 
2.02 3.13 .54 68.0 
2.21 3.23 .56 68.9 
2.42 3.33 .58 71.6 
2.81 3.57 .62 73.4 
3.01 3.57 .62 75.2 
3.63 4.55 .79 78.1 
4.55 5.0 .87 76.2 
5.53 6.67 1.16 80.9 
6.55 8.33 1.45 82.4 
7.51 7.69 1. 34 84.2 
8.50 9.10 1.58 86.0 
9.48 10.0 1. 74 87.4 
10.49 10.2 1. 77 87.8 
11.59 11.4 1. 98 89.6 
12.35 11. 4 1. 98 89.6 
13.37 11.4 1. 98 89.9 
14.39 11.0 1. 91 90.0 
15.53 11.4 1. 98 90.1 
16.72 11. 6 2.01 91.2 
D = 7/16" = .036' 
*V n x D n X 0.036' fps .174 n fps = = = 0.21 0. 21 
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Tabl e 6 Instrumentat i on and Materials Employed 
Camera movie: 8olex 16 mm camera lens 
still : Speed Gr aphic Camera 4" x 5" & Hasselblad 2" x 3" 
Fi l m movi e : Ectachrome - 7242, ASA 125 - Forced developed ASA 500 
Tri-X-Pan-4164 Kodak film, Polaroid still: 
Exposure movie: f - 1.9, 18 frames per second 
still: f = 8-11, t = 1/30 sec or 30 sec 
Flow meters 1) Fischer & Porter Co. Precision flow rator No. 84-21-10 
float 8 SVT-45 
Counters 
2) Fischer & Porter Co. Precision flow rator No. FP1/4-
09-G-G3/4 / 4 / 61 
3) Fischer & Porter Co. Precision flow rator No. 2F-l/4-
20-5/70 
Ultra scaler - model 192A by Nuclear Chicago 
Hot-Wire Anemometer Disa 55D0 constant temperature anemometer. 
Hot Wire Pt (80%) Ir (20%) wire, diameter - 0 .1 mm 
Traversing Mechanism Made at CSU, with remote control, range 17" 
Recorder Hewlett and Packard X-Y Recorder Model 70358 
Meter HP Integrating digital voltmeter model 2401C 
Sampling Panels 1) Made at CSU, 25 sample point capacity as shown 
in Fig. 
Thermister 
2) Radioactive gas samplers 
a) Noool4-68-A-0493-0001-65234 
b) Noool4-68-A-0493-0001-65227 
Fennal Glass coated bead #G833Ll, time constant in 
air ~2 sec 
Thermometer Yellow Springs Corp., YSl Model 42 SC, Tele - Thermometer, 





























Table 7 Observed Touchdown Distances (ft) from Flow 
Visualization Tests 
Wind Full Load 1/3 Load 
Direction 
(azimuth 
Units angle) 15 mph 30 mph 45 mph 15 mph 30 mph 
15° 2000 800 600 1000 500 
30° 1000 500 300E* 600E 300E 
1-5 
45° 2000 500 SODE 300E SODE 
315° 1500 SODE 300E lOOOE 1300E 
300° 1500 lOOOE OE 800E 700E 
285° 2000 1000 800 1000 BOOE 
345° 00 4500 2000 6000 2000 
15° (X) 2000 2000 6000 2000 
30° (X) 2500 2000 2200 2000 
45° 4000 3000 2000 2500 3000 
6-7 165° 00 4000 3500 4500 2500 
315° 00 1800 1800 2500 1800 
300° co 2000 2000 2500 2700 
285° co 4000 2000 3500 3000 
15° 6000 2000 1800 3000 1500 
30° 2500 1500 1300 1000 1800 
8 45° 3000 1800 1300 1000 1300 315° 3000 1300 1500 1500 1500 
300° 2000 2000 1500 1000 1500 
285° co 2000 2000 1500 1500 
15° co 6000 5000 00 4000 
30° 00 4000 3700 4700 3500 
45° 8000 6000 3800 4000 4500 
9 315° co 3700 2800 4500 3000 
300° co 5500 2800 4500 3000 
285° 00 5000 2500 00 3000 
1-5 300° 1000 500 OE 500 500 
285° 1000 800 300 900 500 
6-7 30° co 2500 1800 2000 2000 
45° co 2000 2000 2600 2400 
8 300° co 1200 1200 1500 1000 
9 285° co 1500 1000 2000 1500 



































Table 8 Summary of Maximum Ground Level so2 Concentrations and Distances 
Max G. L. Concentration 
Nominal Wind ppm S02 
Wind Speed Distance Precipitator 1/2-hr 24-hr 
Run No. Units Direction (mph) Load (feet) Equivalent Equivalent Location 
1 1-5 30 30 Full 2,000 .366 .053 Down 
2 1-5 30 30 1/3 1,000 . 294 .042 Down 
3 1-5 30 45 Full 1,000 .455 .066 Down 
4 1-5 30 45 1/3 1,000 .277 .040 Down 
5 1-5 45 30 Full 4,000 . 173 .025 Down 
6 1-5 45 30 1/3 1,000 . 260 .038 Down 
7 1-5 45 45 Full 2,000 .463 .067 Down 
8 1-5 45 45 1/3 1,000 . 258 .037 Down 
9 1-5 60 30 Full 2,000 .523 .075 Down 
10 1-5 60 30 1/3 2,000 .319 .046 Down 
11 1-5 60 45 Full 2,000/4,000 .459 .066 Down 
12 1-5 60 45 1/3 2,000 .310 .045 Down 
13 1-5 -30 15 Full 8,000 .053 .008 Down 
14 1-5 -30 15 1/3 6,000 . 065 .009 Down 
15 1-5 -30 30 Full 4,000/7,000 .136 .020 Down 
16 1-5 -30 30 1/3 2,000 .117 :017 Down 
17 1-5 -30 45 Full 2,000 .226 .033 Down 
18 1-5 -30 45 1/3 2,000 .104 .015 Down 
19 1-5 -45 30 Full 2,000 .329 .047 Down 
20 1-5 -45 30 1/3 2,000 .147 .021 Down 
21 1-5 -45 45 Full 3,000 .358 .052 Down 
22 1-5 -45 45 1/3 2,000 .166 .024 Down 
23 1-5 -60 30 Full 3,000 .302 .044 Down 
24 1-5 -60 30 1/3 2,000 .225 .032 Down 
25 1-5 -60 45 Full 2,000 .400 .058 Down 
26 1-5 -60 45 1/3 2,000 .191 .028 Down 
27 6-7 30 15 Full 8,000 .067 .010 Down 
28 6-7 30 30 Full 8,000 .484 .069 Down 
29 6-7 30 30 1/3 8,<lOO .274 .040 Down 
30 6-7 30 45 Full 7,000 .344 .050 Down 
31 6-7 30 45 1/3 8,000 .193 .028 Down 
32 6-7 45 30 Full 8,000 .306 . 044 Down 
33 6-7 45 30 1/3 8,000 . 211 .030 Down 
34 6-7 45 45 Futl 8,000 .521 .075 Down 
35 6-7 45 45 1/3 8,000 .167 .024 Down 
36 6-7 60 30 Full 8,000 .243 .035 Down 
37 6-7 60 30 1/3 8,000 . .182 .026 Down 
38 6-7 60 45 Full 8,000 . 245 .035 Down 
39 6-7 60 45 1/3 5,000 .138 .020 Down 
40 6-7 -30 15 Full 8,000 .190 .027 Down 
41 6-7 -30 30 Full 8,000 .185 .027 Down 
42 6-7 -30 30 1/3 7,000 .180 .026 Down 
43 6-7 -30 45 Full 8,000 .165 .024 Down 
44 6-7 -30 45 1/3 6,000 .199 .029 Down 
45 6-7 -45 30 Full 6,000 .205 .030 Down 
46 6-7 -45 30 1/3 8,000 .125 .018 Down 
47 6-7 ·-45 45 Full 6,000 .250 .036 Down 
48 6-7 -45 45 1/3 6,000 .110 .016 Down 
49 6-7 -60 30 Full 8,000 .287 .041 Down 
50 6-7 -60 30 1/3 8,000 .324 .047 Down 
51 6-7 -60 45 Full 8,000 .240 .035 Down 
52 6-7 -60 45 1/3 4,000 .099 .014 Down 
53 8 30 30 Full 4,000 .915 .132 Down 
54 8 30 30 1/3 4,000 . 340 .049 Down 
55 8 30 45 Full 4,000 .662 . 096 Down 
56 8 30 45 1/3 4,000 .281 .040 Down 
57 8 45 30 Full 4,000 .940 :136 Down 
58 8 45 30 1/3 4,000 .436 .063 Down 
59 8 45 45 Full 4,000 .824 .119 Down 
60 8 45 45 1/3 4,000 .386 .056 Down 
61 8 60 30 Full 4,000 .802 . 116 Down 
62 8 60 30 1/3 4,000 .425 .061 Down 
63 8 60 45 Full 4,000 .716 .103 Down 
64 8 60 45 1/3 4,000 .120 .017 Down 
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Table 8 (Continued) 
Max. G. L. Concentration 
Nominal Wind ppm so2 Precipitator Wind Speed Distance 1/2-hr 24-hr 
Run No . Units Direction (mph) Load (feet) Equivalent Equivalent Location 
65 8 -30 30 1/3 4,000 .414 .059 Down 
66 8 -30 45 Full 2,000 .702 .101 Down 
67 8 -30 45 1/ 3 4,000 .254 .037 Down 
68 8 -45 30 Full 4 , 000 . 691 .100 Down 
69 8 -45 30 1/ 3 4,000 .434 .063 Down 
70 8 -45 45 Full 4 ,000 . 696 . 100 Down 
71 8 -45 45 1/3 4,000 .288 .042 Down 
72 8 -60 30 Full 4,000 . 877 . 127 Down 
73 8 -60 30 1/3 3,000 . 528 .076 Down 
74 8 -60 45 Full 4,000 .865 . 125 Down 
75 8 -60 45 1/3 4,000 .372 . 054 Down 
76 9 30 30 Full 8,000 . 145 .021 Down 
77 9 30 30 1/3 8,000 .323 . 047 Down 
78 9 45 30 1/ 3 6,000 .786 . 113 Down 
79 9 45 45 Full 8,000 .236 .034 Down 
80 9 45 45 1/3 4 , 000 .697 .100 Down 
81 9 60 45 Full 8,000 .310 .045 Down 
82 9 60 45 1/3 8,000 .111 .016 Down 
83 9 -30 30 Full 6,000 .185 .027 Down 
84 9 -30 30 1/3 6,000 .351 .051 Down 
85 9 -30 45 Full 8,000 .464 .067 Down 
86 9 -45 30 1/3 6,000 .315 . 045 Down 
87 9 -45 45 Full 8, 000 .555 .080 Down 
88 9 -45 45 1/3 8,000 .259 .037 Down 
89 9 -60 30 1/3 6,000 . 833 . 077 Down 
90 9 -60 45 Full 8,000 .307 .044 Down 
91 9 -60 45 1/3 8,000 .178 .026 Down 
92 1-5 -45 30 Full 2,000 .706 .102 Up 
93 1-5 -45 30 1/3 1,000 .278 .040 Up 
94 1-5 -45 45 Full 2,000 .760 .110 Up 
95 1-5 -45 45 1/3 2,000 .252 . 036 Up 
96 1-5 -60 45 Full 2,000 .906 .101 Up 
97 8 -45 30 Full 4 , 000 . 777 .112 Up 
98 8 -45 30 1/3 4,000 . 807 . 116 Up 
99 8 -45 45 Full 4,000 . 789 . 114 Up 
100 8 -45 45 1/3 4,000 .588 .085 Up 
101 8 -60 45 Full 4,000 .807 . 116 Up 
102 8 -60 45 1/3 4,000 • . 72 1 .104 Up 
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Table 9 Observed Touchdown Distance (ft) from Flow Visualization 























































Cooling Plate Temperature~ 32°F 
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Table 10 Summary of Maximum Ground Level so
2 
Concentrations and Distance at 
Fumigation Conditions 
Nominal Wind Max. G.L. Concentration 
Wind Speed Distance ppm so2 
Units Direction (mph) Load (ft) 1/2-hr Equiv. 3-hr Equiv. 
6-7(500') -30 15 F 6,000 2.80 1.143 
6-7(500') -30 15 1/3 4,000 1.34 0.547 
6-7(500') N 15 F 6,000 .735 0.300 
6-7(500') N 15 1/3 4,000 1.18 0.482 
6-7(600') N 30 F 8,000 .299 0.122 
6-7(600') N 30 1/3 6,000 .500 0.204 
6-7(600') -30 15 F 8,000 1.02 0.416 
6-7(600') -30 15 1/3 4,000 1.19 0.486 
1-5 -30 15 F 5,000 .081 0.033 
1-5 -30 15 1/3 3,000 .035 0.014 
8 -30 15 F 4,000 .553 0.226 
8 -30 15 1/3 2,000 .951 0.388 
9 -30 15 F 8,000 3.32 1.355 
9 -30 15 1/3 5,000 2.98 1. 21 7 
6-7(500') -30 15 F 8,000 1.38 0.563 
6-7(500') -30 15 1/3 5,000 .838 0.342 
6-7 (600') -30 15 F 8,000 .164 0.067 
6-7(600') -30 15 1/3 8,000 .613 0.250 
6-7(500') -30 15 F 8,000 .234 0.096 
6-7(500') -30 15 1/3 6,000 .798 0.326 



























Table 11 Avon Lakes Plant, Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co . , Motjon Picture Log, 
Reel #1 - Neutral Conditions - Environmental Wind Tunnel 
Run Wind Wind Run Wind Wind 
No. Angle Unit Load Speed Precipitators No . Angle Unit Load Speed Precipitators 
I 8 6-7 1/3 2 I 44 6 8 1/3 4 I 
2 8 6-7 Full 2 l 45 6 8 Pull 4 1 
3 8 6-7 Full 4 I 46 6 6-7 Full 4 I 
4 8 6-7 1/3 4 I 47 6 6-7 1/3 4 I 
s 8 ' 6-7 1/3 6 I 48 6 1-5 1/3 4 I 
6 8 6-7 Full 6 I 49 6 1-5 Full 4 1 
7 7 6-7 1/3 6 1 so 6 1-5 Full 2 1 
8 4 6-7 Full 4 I SI 6 1-5 1/3 2 1 
9 4 6-7 Full 6 1 52 6 6-7 1/3 2 1 
10 4 6-7 1/3 6 I 53 6 6-7 Full 2 1 
11 3 6-7 1/3 6 I 54 6 8 Full 2 I 
12 3 6-7 1/3 6 2 55 6 8 1/3 2 1 
13 3 6-7 Full 6 2 56 6 9 1/3 2 I 
14 3 6-7 Full 6 I 57 6 9 Full 2 1 
15 3 6-7 Full 4 1 58 2 1-S Full 2 1 
16 3 6-7 Full 4 2 59 2 1-5 1/3 2 1 
17 3 6- 7 1/3 4 2 60 2 6-7 1/3 2 1 
18 ~ 6-7 1/3 4 I 61 2 6-7 Full 2 1 ID °' 19 3 6-7 1/3 2 I 62 2 8 Full 2 1 
20 3 6-7 1/3 2 2 63 2 8 1/3 2 1 
21 3 6-7 Full 2 2 64 2 9 1/3 2 1 
22 3 6-7 Full 2 1 65 2 9 Full 2 1 
23 2 6-7 Full 2 1 66 4 6-7 Full 2 1 
24 2 6-7 1/3 2 1 67 4 6-7 1/3 2 1 
25 2 6-7 1/3 4 1 68 4 6-7 1/3 4 I 
26 2 6-7 Full 4 1 69 7 6-7 Full 4 1 
27 2 6-7 Full 6 1 70 7 6-7 1/3 4 1 
28 2 6-7 1/3 6 1 71 7 6-7 1/3 2 1 
29 1 6-7 1/3 6 1 72 7 6-7 Full 2 1 
30 1 6-7 Full 6 I 73 7 6-7 Full 6 1 
31 I 6-7 Full 4 1 74 s 6-7 1/3 2 1 
32 6 6-7 Full 6 1 75 s 6-7 Full 2 1 
33 6 6-7 1/3 6 1 76 s 6-7 Full 4 1 
34 6 6-7 Full 6 I 77 s 6-7 1/3 4 1 
35 6 6-7 1/3 6 I 7R s 6-7 1/3 6 1 
36 6 1-5 1/3 6 1 79 s 6-7 Full 6 1 
37 6 1-5 Full 6 1 80 6 6-7 Full 2 1 
38 6 8 1/3 6 1 81 6 6-7 1/3 2 1 
39 6 8 Full 6 1 82 6 6-7 1/3 4 1 
40 6 9 1/3 6 1 83 6 6-7 Full 4 1 
41 6 9 Full 6 I 84 1 6- 7 1/3 4 1 
42 6 9 Full 4 1 85 1 6-7 1/3 2 1 
43 6 9 1/3 4 1 86 1 6-7 Full 2 1 
AVON LAKES POWER PLANT MET. TUNNEL THERMAL RUNS 
Run No. Wind Unit Load Wind Stack Floor 
< Speed Mtn. Temp. 
87 1 1-5 Full a 
88 1 1-5 1/3 2 
89 1 6-7 Full 2 
90 1 6-7 1/3 2 
91 1 8 Full 2 
92 1 8 1/3 2 
93 1 9 Full 2 
94 1 9 1/3 2 
95 1 6-7 Full 2 600 
96 1 6-7 1/3 2 600 
97 6 6-7 1/3 2 600 
98 6 6-7 Full 2 600 
99 6 9 1/3 2 
100 6 9 Full 2 
101 6 8 1/3 2 
102 6 8 Full 2 
103 6 6-7 1/3 2 
104 6 6-7 Full 2 
105 6 1-5 1/3 2 
106 6 1-5 Full 2 
107 6 6-7 Full 4 
108 6 6-7 1/3 4 
109 6 6-7 Full 4 600 
110 6 6-7 1/3 4 600 
111 1 6-7 1/3 4 600 
11 2 1 6-7 Full 4 600 
' 13 1 9 Full 4 
114 1 9 1/3 4 
115 1 6- 7 Full 4 
116 1 6-7 1/3 4 
117 6 6-7 Full 2 
118 6 6-7 1/3 2 
119 6 6-7 Full 2 600 
120 6 6-7 1/3 2 600 
121 1 6-7 Full 2 600 
122 1 6-7 1/3 2 600 
123 1 6-7 Full 2 
124 1 6-7 1/3 2 
125 Full 2 500 Isolated Stack 150° 
126 Full 2 600 II 1500 
127 Full 2 600 II 2000 
128 Full 2 500 II 200° 
129 Full 2 500 II 250° 
130 Full 2 600 II 250° 
\ 
Table 12 Ground Level Concentration Results for Neutral Flow Conditions 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~~ER s 1-5 WINO ANGLE• +30 LOAO • FULL PRECIPITATOR POSIT IO~ ■DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (~ICRO GRAMS/SEC> • 
X : 2'i0 S OO 1000 2000 300 0 4000 5000 6000 7001) 900 0 
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AVON POWER PLANTt CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COM PANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PEA MILLION 
UNIT NU~BEA • 1-5 WINO ANGLE~ 30. WINO SPEED (MPH) •30,0 PAECtPtTATOA POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GR AMS /SEC l • ,l32E•09 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o, 
1200 o, o, 
1000 o. 
flOO o. 0, ,404F-Ol ,623E-Ol 
600 o. ,684E-Ol 
400 ,729E-Ol ,151!'•00 ,l24E• OO ,952E-Ol <.D 
<.D 
200 ,264E•OO +90lE-02 
0 o, o. ,294E•OO ,255E•OO . ,245E•OO ,204E•OO ,910E-Ol .10'-E•OO o • ,861!E-Ol 
-200 ,l)Sf.•00 • 177~•00 
•4 00 ,llOE•OO ,ll8f.•00 ,10:lf.•OO ,829E•Ol 
-600 o. ,ll•r-02 
-800 o, o. .sur-01 ,593E-Ol 
-lOOC o. 
-12 00 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• P-RTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUV9fR • 1-5 ~IND ANGLE• 30. WINO SPEED (MPH) •45 0 0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GRAMS/SECl a .396E+09 
X "' 2'i0 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 1000 8000 
y ••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .l24E-Ol .282E-Ol 
600 o. .240F-Ol 
400 0 689E-Ol .129F•OO .900E-Ol .790E-Ol 
200 .317E•OO .I06f-Ol 
0 o. o. 0 44SE,OO .420E•00 .415E•OO .352P:•00 .153E•OO .121E•OO o. 0 164E•OO 
-200 .2l'iE•00 .323F•OO 
-400 .231E•OO .235E•OO .193E•OO ol65E•OO 
-600 o. ol52f"-Ol 
-800 o. o. .104E+OO .134E+OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 





~VO ~ PO~ER PLA~T• CLEVELA ~D ILLU~IN~TING CO~PANY, CONCENTRATION ■ PARTS PER HILLTON 
WINO ANGL E ■ 30, W!NO SPEED (HPH) ■ 4S,0 LOAO ■ l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSIT ION ■DOWN 
SOUQCf STqENGT H ( ~! CRO GRAHS/SECl • ,13?E•09 
2'i 0 500 1000 200 0 3000 400 0 500 0 6000 7000 8000 
J 1,00 o, o. 
\ 1200 o. o, 
1 000 o, 
1100 o. o. ,50:lf-O? ,t,():)[ - 02 
6 00 0. ,e3c;.--02 
'- CO , 301E-Ol ,503F-Ol ,310E-Ol 
2 00 ,170f•OO .J04f- 0 2 
0 r, , 0. ,?27E•OO • 170,,00 , IM,E•OO • I 75.- • O, ,'i1,2f-Ol ,444f-Ol O, ,577 E-Ol 
- cro ,'l47f-Ol , 127f•OO 
-4 ?0 ,l09f•OO ,948f- 01 ,764E-Ol ,5A 11E-Ol 
- ',Q 0 o. ,4 011.--0;, 
-P ('If" 0. o. , 403E-OI ,52<;E-OI 
-1 000 0. 
-l? 'iO o, o, 
- l ·,r 0 0 . o. 
AVON PO~ER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANr, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
WINO ANGLE• 45. WINO SPEED (MPHJ •30.0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION ■nowN 
SOURCE STREN~TH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC) • .396F.•09 













- 11 0 0 
-1 0 00 




























,f>Ol> F.-01 .539E-Cl 








AVO~ POwEP PLANT• CLEVELA~~ ILLUMINATING COMPANV• CO NCENTRATJD~: PARTS PER MILLIO~ 
WIND ANGLE• 45. WIND SPEED (M PH) •30.0 LOAD ,. l/3 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • .132E•09 
2'i0 500 1,00 2000 3000 400C 5000 6000 7000 8000 
1600 o. o. 
12ao 0. o. 
100 0 o. 
~ ~ o 0. 0. . Sl~E - 02 .5112E-02 
MO o. .564r:-ot 
4 0 0 .3511F-Ol .70lf-Ol 0 41>2E-Ol .384E-Ol 
200 .1911E•OO .!13f•OO 
0 0. o. .26 0E •OO .234f•00 .180E•OO .l ~ lf•OO .132F• OO .A •2E-Ol o. .790E-Ol 
-z oo .lR OE •OO .154f• C0 
-4 00 .137E•OO .122E•OO .87 3f - Ol .729E-Ol 
-6 00 o. .684f-Ol 
- 8 0 0 0. o. .••or.-01 .525f-Ol 
-10 0 0 o. 
-:200 o. 0. 
-1~00 0. o. 
AVON PO -EP PLANT, CLEVEL~NO ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONC~NTRATION = PAPTS PEP MILLION 
UNIT NIJ,,.RE'l = 1-5 WI NO ANGLE= 45, W!NO $PEED IM?Ml =4~, 0 LOAO = F'ULL PREC!P!TATOP POS!T!ON cOOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTM (MICRO GRAMS/SEC! • 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 l\000 7000 8000 
y ···········································~···········-············································ 
I !>00 0. o. 
1700 o. o. 
1000 o. 
fl,o o. o. ,22RF.-02 ,297E-02 
600 o. ,743F-02 
400 ,346E-OI ,2911:-01 • I l>SF'-01 ,149E-OI 
200 ,281lE•OO ,l04E•OO 
0 o. o. ,44.?E•OO ,463E•OO ,365E•OO .3391'•00 , 247 F'•OO ,120E•OO 
- 200 .334 f. •00 ,)89 f •0 0 
-40 0 ,254E•OO ,309.-.00 ,247F:•OO ,179E•OO 
-"-0 0 o. ,194F'•OO 
-P,O ~ o. o. ,107F•OO ,!56f•OO 
- 1~00 o. 
-J?QO o. o. 
- I 1, 00 o. 0. 
AV ON POWE~ PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION ■ PARTS Pf'R MI LLIO N 
UNIT NU~BEP • 1-5 ~IND ANGLE= 4~, WJ.NO SPEED (MPH) •45,0 LOAD• 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION ~ooWN 
SOUPC E STOE NGTH (~ICRO GRAMS/ SEC> a ,132E•09 
z,;c 500 1000 2 000 3 0 00 4 000 5000 f.000 7000 er,oo 
l M O o, o, 




o. o. .1sn:-02 ,235E-02 
AO O o. ,470f-02 
4 0 0 ,321E-Ol ,298f-Ol .lflOf-01 ,143f-Ol ..... 
2 no , 214E•OO ,7381'-0l 
0 
(J1 
0 o. o. ,258E•OO .257f+00 . ,184E•OO ,1671'•00 .136f•CO .5461'-01 o. ,608E-Ol 
- 2 0 0 ,161E•OO ,160f•00 
-4 0 0 ,126E•OO .1151"+00 ,9JAE-Ol ,660E-Ol 
- 60 0 0. ,736E-OI 
- il OO o. o. ,41Af-OI ,568E-OI 
-1000 0. 
-12 c o o. o. 
-1 ~00 0. o. 
AV ON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILL UMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION~ PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~AER = 1-S WtND ANGLE• 60. WIND SPEED (M?Hl •30 0 0 LOAD• rULL PRECJPJTATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCt STRENGTH (MI CRO GRAMS /5 ~Cl • 
X 2c;o !'iOO 1000 2 000 3000 4000 5000 f',QOO 7000 B000 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l '>0 0 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
l ~~ O o. 
BOO o. o. .537E-Oi' 
1, 0 0 o. .9031':-02 
4 00 .S99 F: -Ol .l04E•OO .470E-Ol .470E-Ol 
2 00 .402E•OO .36RF.•00 
0 o. o. .313E•OO .523':•00 .l96E•OO 0 445t•CO .372F.•OO • lll1f•OO o. .?.06E•OO 
-200 0 4l4F•OO 0 427F•OO 
-•oo .13~f•OO .198F.•00 .2)Flfc•OO .216E•OO 
-6 00 o. . S5 2F.-Ol 
-f!OO o. o. .5191".-0l .116E•OO 
-10 00 o. 
-12 00 o. o. 
-lf>OO o. o. 
~VON OQ~ER PL~NT, CLEVELAND ILLU~INATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION= PART~ PER MILLION 
UNIT NUu9~Q = l-5 WINO ANGLE= 60. WINO SPEED (MPM) •30,0 LOAD • l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •~OWN 
SOURCE STQEN6TH (MICRO GR•MS/SECl • .132E+09 
2~0 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
V ••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!MO o, o. 
1200 o, o. 
1ono o. 
800 o. o, ,304E-02 ,?40E-02 
600 0. ,475E-02 
400 ,434E-01 .704f-01 ,250f-Ol ,145E-Ol 
200 ,263E•OD ,2 DIF•D0 
0 0. 0 . ,302E•OO ,3l<lE•OO ,l04E•OO ,207f•OO ,170E•OO ,fll~f-01 o. . 77i.'E-Ol 
-2 00 ,222f+00 .229fo00 
-4 00 .767E-Ol . 113F•OO .131F+OO .914E-OI 
-600 o. . 4II F-Ol 
- 800 0 . 0 . ,37~1'-0I ,772f-OI 
-10 00 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
•16 CO o. o, 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELANO ILLUMI NATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
:.JN IT Nll"'E'ER ,. 1- 5 WIND ANGLE• 60, NINO SPEED (MPHI •45,0 LOAD• f'UL L PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • , 396E•09 
X " zc;o 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 MOO 7000 8000 
y o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
160 0 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
soo o. o. ,400E-02 ,857£-02 
600 o. ,JZ2F"-Ol 
400 ,872E-Ol ,168F•OO ,l06E•OO ,796E-Ol 
2 0 0 ,40 3E•OO ,450E•00 
0 0. o. ,348E•OO ,436E•OO· ,166£•00 ,459f'•OO ,375£•00 ,179E•OO o. ,193E •00 
-zoo ,31161'•00 ,4,nF•OO 
-4 ~0 ,1311E•00 , 180f•00 ,224',E•OO ,189E•00 
-600 o. ,694E-Ol 
-800 o. o. ,529E-Ol ,886E-Ol 
- 1000 o. 
-12 0 0 o. o. 




AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMBER~ l•S WINO ANGLE• 60. WINO SPfEO (MPMI •45 0 0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GRJMS/SECl • .13SE•09 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ·····································································*······························ 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
!400 o. o. ,3112E-03 .333E-02 
600 o. .11sr-01 
400 0 603E-Ol .7941'•01 .277E•O l .l64E•Ol 
200 .254E•OO .161E•OO 
0 o. o. .30SE•OO .310 E•OO .638E•Ol .186f.•00 ol43E•OO .607F.-Ol o. .643f-Ol 
-20~ .2oqE•OO .192F•OO 
-40C .842E-Ol olOlE•OO .913E-Ol .746E·Ol 
- 600 o. .365F-Rl 
-B OO o. o. .2191:-0 1 o411lf-Ol 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUURER a l-5 ~IND ANGLE• -JO. WINO SPEED CMPHI •15.0 LOAD " F'ULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRA~S/SEC> • .396E•09 







4 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 .650E-0 2 .792f-02 

















.893E-02 ■ l62E-02 
■ 203E-02 
.609E-03 .1e1r.-01 .so?E-02 
.609E-03 
.304 .. -02 0 49IE-Ol .296E-Ol 
• 995E-02 
■ 203E-02 .223F-02 .459E-Ol .264',f-Ol . :nJF-01 .52t'>E-Ol 
0 215F-Ol 
.34',lF-Ol .l97f-Ol ■ 223E-Ol 
.8931::-02 
.5681'-02 .913f-02 .913E-02 
.Jllt'>F-02 
.3116E-02 ■ 467E-02 
0 4,.7f-O? .IAJf.-0? 
..... ..... 
0 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINA,ING COMPANY, CONCENTRATIO~ • PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMRER: 1•5 WIND ANGLE• ·JO. WIND SPEED (MPMI •15.0 LOAD • 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGiH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI s .132E•09 









0 .171E•02 • l42F•02 ,126E•Ol ,214F•Ol. .l24E•Ol 
·2 00 ,JOOE-01 
-•oo .lO'iE-0 1 


















.151E•Ol .127E•O l 
,421E•Ol .4J'5E•0l 
,647E•Ol ,487E•Ol 
,21'1E·Ol ,l 8Rf•01 .327E•Ol 
,20JE•Ol ,150f•Ol 
.lO<IF.•01 .749E·02 





4VON POWER PLANT• CLfVELANO ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
WINO ANGLE• -30, WINO SPEED (MPH) •30,0 LOAD• FULL PRECtPITATOR POSITION ■DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI • 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
160u ,b09E-03 ,193E-OI 
1200 ,304E-02 ,248E-OI 
1000 ,lbZF-02 
800 ,IOIE-02 ,238f-Ol ,211E-Ol ,601E-Ol 
MO ,380E-Ol ,233F-Ol 
400 ,1A3E-02 ,88bF-Ol ,914F-Ol ,Al3E-Ol 
~ 
200 ,309E-OI ,949F-Ol 
~ 
N 
0 , l38E-O I ,853F-02 ,634E-Ol ,136E•OO ,363E-Ol ,244f-02 ,105E•OO ,115f•OO ,117E•OO ,116E•OO 
-200 ,129F•OO ,136F•OO 
-400 ,449f.-01 ,689E-Ol ,ASIE-01 ,920E-Ol 
-600 ,751[-02 ,345f-02 
-800 ,142E-02 ,3861'-02 ,22'if-Ol ,236E-Ol 
-1000 .122r-02 
-1200 ,40#,1'-0? ,IH3E-02 
-1600 o, ,264E-02 
AVON PO~ER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATIO~ • PARTS PER MILLION 
UNJT NU~BER • 1-5 WIND ANGLE• -30, WINO S0 EEO (MPH> •30,0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION xnOWN 
SOURCf STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI • ,132E•09 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 ,379f.-03 ,l42E-02 
1200 ,2111f.-02 ,683E-02 
1000 n, 
1100 , 142E-02 ,209F-02 ,1111r-01 ,272E-OI 
600 ,219E-OI ,313f-02 
400 ,672E-Ol ,4116F.-Ol ,494E-OI ,524E•Ol ..... ..... 
200 ,117E•OO ,838E-OI c.,.i 
0 o. ,2321'-0l o. ,BSOE-01 ,692E-Ol ,1141'-0? ,M,'l[•Ol ,533f-Ol .SH,f-01 ,4114[-0I 
-200 ,440E-Ol ,551 F-OI 
-4 0 0 , l72E-O I ,373E-OI ,575f.-OI ,504E-OI 
-600 ,474E-03 ,664f. -03 
-1100 ,c;69E-03 ,J79f-03 ,?.t.4r-n I ,346E-OI 
-1000 o. 
-1200 ,730f.-02 ,HOE-01 
-1--00 ,7'i9E•03 ,417E-02 
I 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• P~RTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~BER = 1-5 WIND ANGLE• -30, WIND SPEED (MPMt •45,0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPJTATOR POSITION 300WN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC) • ,396E•09 

















































AVON POWEP PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCE~TRATION • PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT ~U~8ER: 1-5 WINO ANGLE= -30. WIND SPEED (MPH) •45 0 0 LOAD • 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION sOOWN 
SOURCE STPENGTH (MICPO GRAMS/SEC! • ,132E•09 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4oov 5000 ,r,ooo 7000 8000 
y ··················~················································································· 
1600 .l33E-02 o. 
1200 o • .247E-02 
1000 • 34lE-n2 
800 .40IIE-02 .l04E-02 .655F.-02 .806E-02 
600 • l76E-O l ol23F-02 
4or .323E-Ol .398(-01 .n"F.-01 .277E-Ol I-' 
I-' 
2 0 0 ,l04 E+OO .542f-01 (/1 
0 ,279E-Ol .183f-Ol 0 584E-0l • 746E-Ol 0 7:>6E-0l .l04F. -02 .S~lE-01 .325E-Ol 0 440F.-0I 0 JJ4E-Ol 
-2 00 .471E-Ol ,613F-Ol 
-400 .1112E-Ol .347E:-01 .361E-Ol ,165E-Ol 
-600 , 332E -02 .569(-03 
-BOO ,2?AE-02 .133f-02 ,1 331::-0l ,154E- Ol 
-1000 ,759E-OJ 
-1200 ,209E-02 .s22r-02 
-1"00 ,21RE-02 ,949E-OJ 
AVON PO~ER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLlON 
UNIT NU~BER • 1-5 WIND ANGLE• -45. WIND SPEED (MPMI •30.0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURC£ !TRENGTlt (MICllO GRAMS/SEC> • .3Q"f•09 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 ,,000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1!>00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
1100 o. o. .l85F-Ol .328£-01 
600 o. .3311'-0I 
400 .250£-01 .663F.:-OI 0 7'iAE-Ol .797E-Ol 
200 .215E•OO .I07f"•OO 
0 o. o. .tllE•OO .329£•00 .313£•00 .2941"•00 .I03f•OO .lf,SF+OO o. • 145£ •00 
-?CO .l,,OE•OO 0 2'i?f"•OO 
-400 .351E-Ol .1791'•00 .162E•OO 
-1> 0 0 o. .2381'-0l 
-fl~O o. o. .1071'•00 .llRE•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
iVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND TLLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~BER • 1-5 WINO ANGLE z -45. WINO SPEED (MPH! 230.0 LOAD • 113 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GRAMS/SEC! c .IJ2E+09 
X : 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 0. 0. 
1200 o. 0. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .321E-02 .620E-02 
600 0. .6361"-02 
it00 .780E-02 .169!'-01 .l4 3E-Ol .158E-01 
200 .520E-01 0509"'.-01 
0 0. 0. • 102E•OO 0 147E+OO . .126E•00 .986F-OI .334E-OI .42111"-0I o. o494E-Ol 
-2 00 .951E-OI 0109E•OO 
-4 00 . 304E-OI 0 801F-Ol .6?1!1:-01 .574f.-Ol 
-600 o. .J43F.-Ol 
-800 o. 0. 0 269F.-01 .350E-Ol 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 0. o. 
AVON POWEQ PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMPER ■ 1-5 WIND ANGLE a -4S. WIND SPEED (MPH) •45.0 LOAO • FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENG f H (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • .396E•09 
X " 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 1000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
H,00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .2811E-Ol .326E-Ol 
600 o. .621E-Ol 
400 .436E-Ol .lOlf•OO .llSE•OO .lOSE•OO 
200 .287f•OO .904E-Ol 
0 o. o. .l6JE•OO .339f•OO .3511E•OO .318f•00 ,ll9E•OO .l'3i'E•OO o. .l38E•OO 
-200 .l74E•OO .244f.•00 
-400 .239f-Ol .159f•OO .llSE•OO • lJOE •00 
-600 o. .9251".-02 
-f!OO o. o. .179E-Ol .458E-Ol 
-1000 o. 
-12 0 0 o. o. 
-H,00 o. o. 
AVON PO~ER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
W!ND ANGLE s -45. WIND SPEED (MPH) c45.0 LOAO s l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STQENGTH (M!CPO GRAMS/SEC> • • 132E•09 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 1000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
\l,O J o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .363E-02 .433E-02 
600 o. .ll6F-OI 
• ~O .146E-OI .274~-0I .234E-Ol .159E-OI 
200 .885E-OI .69IF-OI 
0 o. o. .963E-OI .16f>E•OO • 142E•OO ell3F•OO .3,,4f-Ol .44?F-Ol o. .4AO E-Ol 
-200 .ll6E•OO .IOSF•OO 
-400 .275E-OI 0 7)7F-Ol .604E-OI e530E-O I 
-600 o. .3931'-0l 
- BOO o. o. • 24~[-01 o • 
-1000 o. 
-120? o. o. 
-lt,~O 0. • o. 
AVON POwEQ PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATTON • PARTS PEA MfLLION 
~~IT ~U~BER ■ 1-5 WIND ANGLE ■ -60. WIND SPEE~ (MPMl c)O.O PREC(P ITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRF.NGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC > a .396E•09 
2r;o 500 1000 2000 3000 400 0 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ····························~·-····································································· 
16 0 0 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
/100 o. o. .l47E-Ol ,191E-Ol 
600 o • .380F'-Ol 
4 00 • 6l9E-01 .917F'-Ol ,4AlE-Ol .575E-Ol 
200 ,233E•OO .242f.•00 
0 o. o. ,819E-Ol ,301E•00 . • 302E•OO ,271F'•OO ,226E+OO .l42E•OO o. .159E•OO 
-2 00 ,21RE•OO ,233f•OO 
-400 .636E-Ol ,129F•OO ,l61E•OO , 149E•O O 
-600 o, ,51R~-O I 
-8 00 o. o. ,574E-O l ,989E- Ol 
-1000 o. 
-12 00 o, o. 




AV0N POwER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PAPT S PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~BEr • 1-5 w!ND ANGLE = -60, wIND SPEED (MPHI cJO ,O LOAD" l/ 3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION cDOwN 
SOURCE STRE NG TH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI " ,13ZE•09 
zc;o c; oo 1000 i.'000 30 00 4 000 c;ooo MOO 7000 8000 
16 00 o. o. 
1 i.'00 c . o, 
:o oo o. 
~ tl 0. 0. ,9 7BE-Ol ,I06E-Ol 
6 , 0 o. o. 
4 00 ,479E-0l ,580f-Ol ,ZHl':-01 ,305E-Ol 
z~o ,164F•00 ,120E• OO 
0 0 . o. ,226E-Ol ,225F.•OO ,1A 6 E•OO ,16 3 .. •00 , 1ClF.•00 , 5 7Qf'-OI 0, ,SZ!IE-01 
-2 00 ,l 45F •OO ,136 .. • 0 0 
-4 (10 .501E -Ol ,8112.--01 ,8 t,t,f -OI ,6A9E-O l 
-600 0 . ,375.-- 01 
-a r, o o, o. ,4 0 4 1: -01 ,521E-Ol 
-10 0 ~ o. 
- 1200 o. o. 
- l".,00 o, o, 
&VON POwEq PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUHINATING COHPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER HILLJON 
UNIT NU~AER s 1-5 WINO ANGLE• -60, WIND SPEED (HPH) •45,0 LOAD " FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION sOOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH IHICRO GRAHS/SEC> • .396£•09 
X 250 5 00 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 MOO 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I t,00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
1100 o. o. .IIAf-01 ,190E-OI 
600 o. ,381F-Cl 
400 .935F-OI ,IJ2E•OO .6 13E-OI ,805E-OI 
200 .J5Af•00 ,J45E•OO 
0 o. o. .l28E•OO .400E•OO .391E•OO .327f•OO .?90E•OO .IIJF•OO 0, .148E•OO 
-.·~r. .Z7lf •00 .ZJZF•OO 
-4 00 .J9AE-OI .)181'•00 .!39E•OO 
-600 o. ,32JE-01 
-R OO o. o. .;>7<;1'-01 0 <;RIE-OI 
-IOOC o. 
-12 00 o. o. 





AVON POWEq PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION • PARTS PER MILLI ON 
UN IT NU~BER = 1-S WINO ANGLE• -60. WINO SPEED (~PHl •45.0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIP TTA TOR POSITI ON =POWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC! • ,132E• 09 
500 1000 2 000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ••••••••••••••~••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••&•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
12 0 0 o. o. 
1000 o. 
BOO o. o. ,5911F-02 ,IISOE-02 
60 0 o. ,210 E-Ol 
400 .5Jfl f. -01 ,661E-Ol .252E-Ol .278f-Ol 
200 ,151E•OO .132E•OO 
0 o. o. ,442E-Ol ,l9lf•OO • l 71E•OO ,137F•OO ,llOE•OO ,57Rf-Ol o. ,SS2E-Ol 
-200 ,987E-Ol .96f>F-Ol 
-4 00 ,254E-Ol ,480E-Ol .49 JE-Ol ,433E-Ol 
- 600 o. ,123E -Ol 
-11 00 o. o. ,11 23E -02 .?OOE - 01 
-1000 o. 
- 1200 o. o. 
- i ,.. '1 IJ o. o. 
AV ON PC~EA PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLU~INATING COMPANY, CONCENTPATION • PARTS PEA MILLION 
UNIT NU ~BER ■ 6-7 WIND ANGLE a •JO, WINO SPEED (MP~l ■ 15,0 LOAD • FULL PRECIPTTATOA POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE S l~tNGT H <MICRO ~R 4MS/$(CI • ,189E•l0 
.I( z z,;o 5 0 0 1000 2000 3000 400C 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y - ~······························ ~······· · ··························································· 
11,00 o. ,150E-OI 
1200 o. o, 
1000 o. 
8 00 o, o. ,4 .. Qf.-01 ,674E-Ol 
6 0 0 o. o. 
400 o. o. ,5<;QE-Ol ,474E-Ol I-' 
N 
200 o. o. ~ 
0 0. o. o. o. o, o. o. ,5?4F-OI ,424f-OI ,JHE-01 
-2 0 0 o. o, 
-400 o. o. ,74QE-Ol ,200E-Gl 
-600 o, o, 
-0 co o, o. ,424f-OI ,125E-Ol 
- l c•n o o. 
-12 0 0 ,39'lE-Ol .25or-02 
-1 600 ,9QRf-02 ,499E-02 
AVON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPAN Y• CONCENTRATION~ PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~B EP = 6-7 WIN D AN GLE= •30. WIND SPEED (MPH) •JO.O LOAD"' FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION =n nwN 
SOURCE STPENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • .189E•IO 
250 500 10 00 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 1000 8000 
V ~••••••••o••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 







0 , 150E-Ol 0, 








, 749E-02 ,250E-Ol 
,250E-02 ,399E-Ol 
,274E-Ol ,130E•OO 
,S24f-01 . 1471'•00 
.649f-01 ,574E-Ol ,162F•Ot' 
, 524 f - Ol ,252F•OO 
, 5 49E -01 ,212E+OO 
,17SE- Ol ,20 0F-Ol 




,1 5 7F+OO .399E•OO 
.319E+OO ,407E+OO 
.2R0f'"•00 ,447E•OO ,4R?.E+OO ,4R4E+00 
,319E• OO .324E•OO 
,724 F. -Ol .120E+OO 
,299f-Ol , 898E-Ol 




AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELANO ILLU MINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATTO~ • PARTS PER MILLION 
WTND ANGLE• 30, WIND SPEED (MPH) EJO,O LOAD ,. l/3 PRECIPITATOP POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCf S TP[NGTH ( MICRO GRA~S/SEC> • 
2c;o 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 MOO 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o, 
eoo o. o. ,401E-Ol ,475E-Ol 
~, o o. ,?79F-Ol 
•OD o. ,113E•OO ,12FIE•OO ,157E•00 
200 ,214E-Ol ,838E-02 
0 o. o. ,l49E-OI ,615E-Ol ,113E•OO ,214f•OO ,159E•OO ,l ll ?F•OO O. ,267E•00 
-200 ,2qAE-OI ,191E•OO 
-4 0 0 .373E-Ol ,1451'•00 ,2S0f.•00 ,?.72E+OO 
-6 0 0 o. ,652f-O?. 
-~oo o. o. .111F:,oo ,230E+OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION~ PARTS PFR ~ILLION 
I/N IT NU"AER = 6-7 wr ND ANGLE s •30. WIND SPEED (MPHI •45.0 LOA[) "' FUI L PRECJPJTATOR POSITION .nnwN 
SOURCE STRENGTH <MIC RO GRAMS/SEC> • .1B9E•l0 
X "' 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 ROOO 
v •••o•o•••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. .2SOE-Ol 
1200 .5c'4F.-Ol .c'99E-Ol 
!OCO .125E-Ol 
qoo • 749f.-02 .225f.-01 0 399f-Ol .499E-Ol 
f.00 o • +549F-Ol 
4CO • 250E-Ol .lf>0!:•00 .167F.+OO +l42E•OO ~ 
N 
200 .49'1E-Ol +lBSf+OO --..J 
0 o. o. • 749E-02 .5c'4E-Ol .150E-Ol .lll;?F+OO .157f•OO .29c'F.+OO 0 344f+OO +235E+OO 
-200 .5Q9f-Ol .155F+OO 
-400 .ZOOE-01 .324!'-0l .23Sf•OO +201E+OO 
-~oo o. .12<;f"-01 
-~00 ,225f - Ol ,2991".-0l ,6?4f-Ol ,A73E-Ol 
-:o oo o. 
-1200 o. • 749E-02 
-11100 , )HF-01 o. 
AVON POWEQ PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATTON • PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUWBE~ • 6-7 WINO ANGLE• 30, WINO SPEED (MPH) •45,0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRA~S/SECl • 
X : 250 5~0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ••o•~•••••••••••••••••••o•••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 0. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
AOO o. o. ,652E-02 
600 o. ,838F-02 
400 ,932E-03 ,410E-Ol ,373E-Ol ,447E-Ol 
200 ,242f-Ol o. 
0 o. 0. ,102E-Ol ,643E-Ol· ,120E•OO ,l40f.•00 ,l30E•00 ,'ll~f-01 o. ,193E•OO 
-2 00 ,363E-Ol ,l49F•OO 
-40 0 ,289E-Ol .11or,oo ,177E•OO ,195E•OO 
-600 o. ,186F-02 
-e oo o. o. ,5711E•Ol • 146E•OO 
-1 000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 




AVON DO•ER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UN!T NU~BER s 6-7 WIND ANGLE= 45, WIND SPEED (MPMJ •30,0 LOAO "FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION :OOwN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SECJ s ,189E•10 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
~ ~···········~······················································································· 
i ',00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
1100 o, o. o. ,262E-Ol 
r,oo o. o • 
400 ,157E-01 • 15n-01 ,420E-Ol .1osr-01 
200 o. ,699f-Ol 
0 o. o. ,874f-02 ,6112(-01 ,997E-Ol ,133E•OO ,150f•00 ,7'17E-Ol O, ,lSOF.•00 
-2 0 0 ,12<1f•OO .20AE• OO 
-•oo ,717E-OI +180f•OO ,2H?f•OO ,227E•OO 
-1>00 o. .1011'•00 
- 8 0 0 o. o. ,191E+no ,306E•OO 
- ~ 0 C 0 0. 
- ! 2 ·. ~ 0. o. 
- l ,-. li ') o. o. 
AVON POwER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CO~CENTRATION c PAPTS PFR MILLION 
UNIT NUWBfP: 6-7 WTND ANGLE 2 45 0 WIND SPEED (MPH> •10.0 LOAD• l/3 PREC!PITATOR POSITION •DO• N 
SOURCE STRENG TH lMlCRO GRAM!/SEC> • .630£+09 
2'>0 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
V ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
~00 o. o. o. o. 
6 0 0 o. o. 
400 o. 0687.F-02 0 111F•Ol ,944E•0i.' 
200 .l63E•Ol o220F-OI 
0 0. o. .315E•02 .477£-01 .740E•Ol .819F:•Ol .lOOE+OO .651F:•Ol o. .120E+OO 
-20 0 .603f.•Ol .l47f•O O 
-~ no .456~•01 .150f•O O . 2 01,.00 .1031: •00 
-~ ·)0 n. . 121 1'•0 0 
- •I .,(' 0 . ~. . l"l?f •OO .211E•OO 
- : r. ,, I'\ o. 
- : ? ,.. ,: o. o, 
- l '>00 o. 0, 
•V ON PO~ER PLANT, CLEVEL~NO ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILL I ON 
UNIT NU~ BE R = 6-7 WINO ANGLE• 45. WINO SPEED (MPHI •45.0 LOAO "'FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION • OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC > • .189E+IO 
250 5 00 1000 2 000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••o••••••••••••o• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••~••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!!J OO 
12 0 0 
10 0 0 
BOO 
~00 








- 1 ?.~O 








, 6 12E-Ol 
0. 
o. 































AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELANO ILLUMINATING COMPJNY, CONCENTRATION s PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~BER = 6-7 WINO ANGLE• 45, WINO SPEED !MPH) •45,0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • ,630E+09 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 '3000 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11'00 . o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o, 
800 o. o. ,262E-02 ,420E-02 
600 o. o. 
'-00 ·• nr-02 ,420E-02 ,115f-Ol ,231E-O l 
2t0 ,157E-02 ,346F-O l 
0 o. o. ,367E-02 ,2051'-0l ,404E-O l ,913f-Ol ,l 19f+O O ,777E-Ol O, ,l47E+O O 
-200 ,304E- 01 ,117 E+O O 
-4 00 ,173f-Ol ,966F.-Ol ,151E+OO ,167E+OO 
- 600 0. ,535F-Cl 
-l> OO 0. o. ,593f-Ol ,'197E-Ol 
- 1000 0. 
- 1200 o, o. 
-1~ 00 o, o. 
AVON POoEA PLANT• CLEVELAND lLLUMlNATlNG COMPANY, CONCENTRArJON • PARTS PER MILLION 
WINO ANGLE= 60, WINO SPFEO (MPH) •30,0 LOAO • FULL PRFCIPITATOA POSITION =~ OWN 
S0UACE STRENGTH (~!CAO GRAMS/SEC) • ,lll9E•10 
X 250 c;oo 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 11000 
yo••••••••~~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l H C o, o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
ROO o. o. o. o, 
!>OC o. o. 
400 o. ,350,;-02 ,332F-Ol ,524E-02 
200 o. ,l40f-Ol 
0 o. o. ,524E-02 ,J 32E-Ol ,l92E-Ol ,J15F-Ol ,577E-Ol ,315f-Ol o, ,717E-Ol 
- 20 0 ,3321:-01 ,577F-Ol 
-4 0 0 ,3J2E-Ol ,138~•00 ,170E•OO ,129E•OO 
-600 o. .1szr-01 
- sno o. o. ,117F•OO ,24JE+OO 
-i OO O o. 
-1200 o. o. 
_, .._ oo o. o. 
AVON PO~EQ PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLU~INATING COMPANY• . CONCENTRATION• PARTS PF.R MILLION 
UNIT NU~BER ■ 6-7 WINO ANGLE~ 60. LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> c .630E•09 
2!'0 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1?00 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. 0 997E-02 .2S2E-Ol 
600 o • .682F-02 
400 • 787F-02 .JlSE-01 .420E-Ol .Sl4E-Ol 
200 .252E-Ol .11or-01 
0 o. o. .734E-02 .645E-Ol- .698E-Ol .1161'•00 ,108E•OO ,8611'-0l o • .l14E•OO 
-200 • 87,,E-OI .l46E•OO 
-•ro .39<lE-Ol .1~6F•OO .lSlE•OO .175E•OO 
-600 o. .lOOE•OO 
-1100 o, o. .l44E•OO .182E•00 
-1000 o. 
-12 00 o. o. 
-lf.00 o. o. 
AVON POW[Q PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PE~ MILLION 
llNIT 'IU"BEP • 6-7 WINO ANGLE= 60. WINO SPEED (MPH) •45.0 LOAD• FULL 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GPAMS/SEC) = .189E•l0 
)( " 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
yo••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
12no o. o. 
1000 o. 
AOO o. o. .26?E-Ol o. 
600 o. o. 
400 o. .21or.-01 .1os1:-01 o. 
200 o. o. 
0 o. o. .3SOE-02 .140[-0I .420E-Ol .l9lf•00 .224f•OQ .ll SE•OO o. o. 
-200 .3SOE-Ol .219F•OO 
-400 .245F-Ol .IISf•OO .304!'•00 o. 
-600 o. .402E-Ol 
- 800 o. o. .A04f-Ol .l24E•OO 
- 1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY. CONCENTRATJON • PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NV~BER a 6•7 WIND ANGLE• 60. WIND SPEED (MPMl •45.0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION =DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> c .630E•09 
250 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••o•••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
AOO o.-.. _ o. .472F.•02 0 • . 
t,00 o. .210F.-02 
400 ,577E-02 .152F:•01 .226f-Ol ,310£-01 
200 .420 t -02 ,645f-Ol 
0 o. o. .61!2E-02 .362f•Ol .S04E-Ol .971F•Ol .138E•OO .BSSE-01 o. ,121E•OO 
-200 .JJlf-01 .l!Sf•OO 
•400 .173E•Ol .567F.-Ol .140£•00 ,150£•00 
-~oo o. .l84E-Ol 
-800 o. o. ,3f>2E•Ol ,997£-01 
-1000 o. 
-1<'00 o. o. 
-1 -.oo o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT ~u~~ER • 6-7 WTNO ANGLE: -30 WINO SPEED (~PH) •15.0 LOAO • FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC! • .189E•l0 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
160~ 0 175E-Ol o. 
1200 .274E-Ol o • 
1000 • 998E-02 
BOO .250E-Ol . 299(-01 .125E-Ol . 324E-Ol 
600 0 374f-Ol . 250F - Ol 
400 .250£-02 .274f-Ol .3'l9E-Ol .JHE-01 ..... 
v,I 
200 .29'lE-Ol 0 424E-0l --.J 
0 .l50E-Ol .250F-Ol .175E-OI • 74'lE-Ol . • ?.25E-Ol .1751".-0l .l90E•OO .474£-01 .79'lE-OI .674E-Ol 
-200 .'l911E-02 o. 
-•oo .299E-Ol .2so~-01 0 424E-OI .!SOE-01 
-600 .399E-Ol .125(-01 
-1100 • H'lE-02 .200F-Ol .ISOE-01 .499E-02 
-1000 
-1200 .225E- Ol . 299(-01 
-1600 .22c;F.-OI .225E-OI 
CONCF:NTHATION = PARTS PER MILLION 
IJNJT NU.,QFP = '--7 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
~f' l l<JCF ",TQFH, , t, l"[CkO f. k A,.5/SF:Cl : 
NFUTPAL, •=l))FT,Y=400FT. 
, ,, o 0 o. o. 
1200 o, o, 
1nno 0. 
AOO n. n • ,'144f-Ol ,llSf•OO 
1,('0 0 . .~77F- fl l 
•nn .• 7?f"-01 . 6?'11:-111 ,l t'l,f •OO .185£•00 
?1,r, • -' " 7F-0 I ,ll ?F+ OO 
n n • n . . ;, .. nr - 01 . ? ... t),- - n I .• n?~ - 0 1 .4 7 ? F- i1 l .7 ~?F -Ol ,IOAF+OO o, ,14'lE+00 
-2 0 0 .h ?"f - n 1 .4 S5f-ll l 
- 400 , ?GH - 01 ,??.7F - O I ,40?F-Ol ,157£-01 
- f.nn n . .4<l OF- Ol 
-POO n. o, ,2ROF-Ol ,367£-01 
- 1nno o, 
-12no o. o. 
o, o. 
"AX, f.RQ UN O LFVF. L CO"C , = , J1< <, F+OO 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
WIND ANGLE• -30, wIND SPEED (MPH) •30,0 LOAD= 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • ,630E•09 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 f>OOO 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 ,745f-02 ,932E-02 
1200 ,46!,[-02 ,559E-02 
1000 o • 
800 • 745f-02 ,252F-Ol ,252f-Ol ,354E-Ol 
MO ,932E-03 ,363F- OI 
400 o. .172 .. •00 ,llRF.•00 ,112E•OO ~ 
~ 
200 ,f>52E-Ol .155!:•00 \0 
0 o. ,745E-02 ,745E-02 ,335E-Ol ,978E-Ol ,652F-02 ,l54E•OO ,155E•00 ,lAOf•OO ,147E•OO 
-2~0 .466E-02 ,67lf-Ol 
-4 00 ,838E-02 ,242f.-Ol ,885E-Ol .133E•OO 
-600 .1,,;zE-02 • 1 ~2f'-O I 
-800 ,l86E-02 ,279E - 02 . '> 7AE-Ol ,A29E - Ol 
-1000 ,559E-02 
-1200 ,102E-Ol ,289E-Ol 
-1600 ,lM,F-02 .932f-03 
CONCENTRATTON = PARTS PER MlLL10N 
UNIT NU~BEQ = • 6-7 WIND ANGLE• -30. WIND SPEED IMPHl •45.00 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION• DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRA~S/SECl • .189E•l0 






























o299f-Ol 0 44'1E-0l ol55E•OO 
.225"-01 
.'173E-Ol .l62E•OO .llOE•OO 
0 '19Rl"-Ol 
0 274F-Ol 0 574E-Ol .l20E•OO 0 152E•OO .165E•OO 
0 374f-Ol 
.998f-0?. 0 624E-Ol .l02E•OO 
.250E-02 







\VON POwEQ PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATTON • PARTS PER MILLION 
WINO ANGLE= -30. WINO SPEED CMPHI • •5.0 LOAD " l/3 PRECTPITATOQ POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH CM!CRO GRAMS/SEC> • .630E•09 
X : 250 500 1000 ?000 3000 4000 50 00 6000 7000 8000 
yo•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 .l68E-Ol .838E-02 
l ?.O 0 .lSflE-01 .l40E-Ol 
1000 o. 
8CI) o. .838E-02 .6991:-01 .792E-Ol 
600 .l86E-Ol .932F-03 
400 .6S2E-02 .136E•OO .199E•OO .170E•OO ..... 
~ 
200 .326E-Ol • 103E•OO ..... 
0 .l02E-Ol .652E-02 .559[-02 .345E-Ol .ssoE-01 • l49f. ·•O I .876E-Ol .126F•OO 0 144E•OO .116E•OO 
-200 o. .391E-Ol 
-400 .373E-02 .6'>3E-Ol .503E-Ol .634E-O l 
-600 .838f-02 .373E- 02 
-8 00 .112E-Ol .279f-02 .466[-02 .270E-Ol 
-1000 .l49F-Ol 
-1200 o. .21u-01 
-1600 • 466E-02 o • 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY , CONCENTRATION• PARTS PF.R MILLION 
UNIT NUM8ER = 6•7 WIND ANGLE c ·45. WINO SPEED (MPHJ •30.0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC) = ,l89E•l0 
X : 250 500 :ooo 2000 3000 4000 6000 7000 8000 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o, o. .324E•Ol .1!7E•00 
600 o. .22sr.-01 
400 o. .122F.•00 .2oc;i:-,oo .2SOE•00 
200 .34'1E-O l .749f-Ol 
0 o. o. .225E•Ol .474E•Ol .399E•Ol .774E•OI .274E-Ol .l07E•00 o, .?.OOE•OO 
-200 .n•E-01 .424F.•Ol 
•400 .7491:-02 .414E•Ol .873E•Ol .374E•Ol 
-6 00 o. ,998E•02 
•8 00 o. o. .34'1E•Ol .130E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
• 1600 o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNTT NUMBER ■ 6-7 WIND ANGLE• -AS. WIND SPEED (MPHI •30.0 LOA!)• l/3 PRECJPITATOR POSITION •OO~N 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI • .630E•09 
X " '500 1000 2000 3000 AOOO '5000 6000 1000 8000 
y •••••o••~•••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. 0 307£-01 .307E•Ol 
600 o. .186E-Ol 
•co .214E-Ol .717E-Ol .876f-Ol .eRSE-01 
2~0 .IQ6E-Ol .7'551'.:-0l 
0 o. o. o. .121E-Ol . .A8AE-0l .913E-Ol .503E-Ol .93?F:•Ol o. .12'5E•OO 
•200 .102r-01 .A'STF'-01 
-400 .466E-02 .391E-Ol .717E-lll .116E•OO 
-600 o. .74'5£-02 
-R OO o. o. .33'5F-Ol .606E-Ol 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-HOO o. o. 
AVON POwEq PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATTON • PARTS PER MILLION 
UN IT NU~AER = 6 - 7 WI NO ANGLE • -4 5 , WINO SPEED (MPH) •45,0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION • DO WN 
SOURCE ST RENGT H (MICRO GRAMS/SEC > • ,l89E+l0 
X = 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 1000 800 0 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
160 0 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
10 00 o. 
8 00 o. o. ,699E-OI ,1198E-Ol 
600 o. ,102F•O~ 
4 0 0 ,524E-Ol ,190E+OO ,?.50F+OO ,237E+OO 
200 ,674E-Ol ,122f• OO 
0 o. o. ,250E-OI ,749E-OI ,115E+OO ,220F•OO ,948f-Ol ,9731'-0l o. ,202E•OO 
-200 ,64'1E-OI ,998F-0l 
-4 00 o. ,499E-OI ,llOE+OO ,175E+OO 
-600 o. ,25or-01 
-800 o. o. ,574E-Ol ,424E-Ol 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-IMO o. o. 
AVON °0WEQ PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~3ER ■ 6-7 W!ND ANGLE• -45. WIND SPEED IMPMl c45,0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPJTATOR POSITION sOOWN 
SOURCE STRENGT~ (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • ,630E•09 
X C 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 f.000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l 600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
ROO o. o. ,394E-Ol ,740E-Ol 
bOO o. ,56IF-Ol 
400 , 157E-Ol ,771E-OI ,llOf+OO .I04E•OO 
200 , 236E-Ol , 394£-01 
0 o. c. o. .11or-01 ,Sl9E-Ol ,876E-Ol ,414E-Ol ,52SE-Ol o. .913£-01 
-200 ,420F.-02 .446[-01 
-400 .472E-02 ,273E-Ol .33f.E-Ol ,619E-Ol 
-bOO o. o. 
-1100 o. o. o. ,178E•OI 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-H OO o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUURER a 6-7 WIND ANGLE• -60. WIND SPEED (MPHI •30.0 LOAD a FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION aDOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI a .189E•IO 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 MOO 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. ,524E-02 ,594E-Ol 
600 o. .JISF-01 
400 ,395E-Ol .699E-01 ,140E•00 
2CO ,122E-OI .154E•OO 
0 o. o. ,699E-02 o. ,524E-OI ,979ie-01 ,156E•OO ,124F•OO O, ,287E•OO 
-2 00 ,280E-Ol .944E-OI 
-•oo ,69CIE-02 0 507F-O 1 , I 14E•OO .219E•OO 
-6 00 o. ,175E-Ol 
-eoo o. o. 0 542F-Ol .114E•00 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o, o. 
-1600 o. o, 
AVON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATTON • PARTS PER MILLI ON 
VN!T NUWBER: 6-7 WINO ~NGLE • -60. WINO SPEED CMPM) •30.0 LOAO • l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE ST~ ENGTH CMIC~O GRAMS/SEC> • .630E+09 
r = 250 500 1000 2000 3000 AOIJO 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ··························································~········································· 
1600 o. o. 
!200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. • H, <lf'•00 .197E•OO 
MO o. .255F.•00 
400 .866f-01 .263F.•00 .2b2f•00 .32AE•OO 
200 .661E-Ol .219f.•00 
0 o. o. o. .l42E-Ol .5AOE-Ol • 128f•OO .225f.•00 .l93f•OO o • .227E•OO 
-2 00 .31.7E-02 .AHf-01 
-400 .1051'-02 .231E" - Ol .598E-Ol .167E•OO 
-600 o. .787F.-02 
- 110 0 o. o. .210E-Ol . 572E-0l 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1 6 00 n. o. 
AVON POWER PLANTt CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~BER • 6-7 WINO ANGLE• -60. WINO SPEED CMPHl •45.0 LOAD• rULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH <MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • .1B9E•l0 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .262E•Ol .524E-Ol 
600 o. .594f-01 
400 0. . ll7r+00 .7f>9f.-Ol .108E•OO 
200 ,245f-Ol .159f.+00 
0 o. o. .l40E•Ol .262E-Ol .629E-Ol .117r+00 .178E•OO .115E•OO o. .i140E+OO 
-zoo ,157E•Ol .IB4r•00 
-400 .210r.-01 ,8?2E-Ol ,llOE+OO ,203E•OO 
-600 0. .157f-Ol 
-flOO o. o. .l??E-01 .114E•OO 
-1000 (I. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVO~ POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMBER= 6-7 WINO ANGLE z -60. WINO SPEED (MPHI •45 0 0 LOAD • 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION =DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GRAMS/SECI • .630E•09 






600 o • 
400 • 147E-Ol 
200 .346E-Ol 
























0 467E-Ol .B76E-Ol 





AVO~ POWEQ PLANT, CLEVELAND lLLUMlNATtNG COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUtvRER = A WIND ANGLE~ •30 WIND SPEED CMPMI •30,0 LOAO • FULL PRECtPtTATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTM (MICRO GRAMS/S~C> • ,l55E•l0 
2C.O 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. ,160f-Ol 
1200 ,120E-Ol ,122E-01 
1000 ,562F-Ol 
800 ,441£-01 ,522E-Ol ,602£-01 ,193E•OO 
600 ,481F-0l ,120E•OO 
400 ,120E-Ol ,241E•OO ,329E•OO ,478E•00 ~ 
V, 
zoo ,843E-Ol ,502f•00 0 
0 .~82E-Ol ,l60f-Ol ,44JE-Ol ,JZ9f•OO ,156E•OO ,64ZE-Ol ,911E•OO ,67111'+00 ,730E•OO ,642E•OO 
-200 ,421E•OO ,915F•OO 
-400 ,421E•OO ,783F•OO ,64?E•OO ,498E•00 
-600 .165f.•00 ,28lf.-Ol 
-eco ,802E-Ol o. ,546£•00 ,506E•OO 
-1000 ,120E-Ol 
-IZOO ,923E-Ol ,273E+OO 
-1600 ,401£-02 ,963E-Ol 
AVO~ POWEQ PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENT~ATION • PARTS PER MILLION 
WIND ANGLE= 30, WIND SPE ED IMPHl •30,0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • ,SlSE•09 
250 soo 1000 2000 3000 4000 sooo 6000 7000 8000 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••c•••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
8 0 0 o. o. o. ,1S7E•02 
-.oo o. ,IAlF•OI 
400 ,78AE -02 ,1S7E•Ol ,A39f-Ol ,627E•Ol ..... 
(J1 
lOC o. ,627f-nl ..... 
~ o. o. .784[-02 ,113E•OO ,12AE•OO ,187E•OO ,831E•OI ,l27E•OO 0, ,lSIE•OO 
-200 ,24 8E•00 ,3AOE•OO 
-400 ,279E•OO ,3Jlf•OO ,2At-E•00 ,162E•OO 
-t>CO o. ,JJ4F•OO 
- 800 0. o. ,2 37F•OO ,IRRf•OO 
-1 000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1 f.no n. o. 
AVON POWER PLA NT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION c PARTS PER MILLION 
UN:T NUM BE R " 8 WIN D ANGLE" 30. WINO SPEED !MPH> •45.0 LOAD" FULL PRECJPITATOR POSITION •OO~N 
SOURCE STRENG TH !MICRO GRAMS/SEC> " .155E•l0 
250 5 00 1000 2000 3000 40 0 0 5000 MOO 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o, o. 
1200 o, o. 
1000 o. 
8 00 o. o. ,401'' -02 ,!183E - 0I 
~00 o. .201r-01 
40 0 o. ,401E-OI .923E-Ol ,963E-Ol 
200 ,201E-Ol .148E•OO 
0 o. o. ,893E-Ol ,12~E•OO ,165E•OO ,44l F. •OO ,209f•00 ,241E•OO O, ,345E•OO 
-200 .345E•OO ,662E•OO 
-•oo ,385E•OO ,598E•OO ,526E•OO ,429E•OO 
- 6 00 o. ,518f•OO 
-800 o. o. ,417f•OO ,470E•00 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o, o. 




AV O~ POWE P PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPAN1, CONCENTRATTON • PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU!,1B[R • A WIND ANGLE s 30. WIND SPEED (M?HJ •45.0 LOAD• I/3 PRECIPITATOP POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GPAMS/SECl • .Sl5E•09 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 MOO 7000 AOOO 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••• 
IMO o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
10 00 o. 
eoo o. o. .157E•Ol 
"'00 o. .172F•Ol 
400 o. .157F:•Ol .59t,f-Ol ol27E•OO 
200 o. 0 140E•OO 
0 o. o. .345E-Ol .815E•Ol • l40E•OO .16f>E•OO .102E•OO .ll:lF.•00 o. .184E•00 
-200 .l96E•OO .268f•00 
-400 .lOSE•OO .2!!1E•OO 0 240E•OO .20lf•00 
-600 o. .l84E•OO 
-800 o. o. .lllt•OO .!60E+OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-l !>O O o. o. 
6VO~ POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU.,BER a 8 W[ND ANGLE a 45, WINO SPEED IMPMl •30,0 LOAD a FULL PRECIPITATDR POSITION anOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO C.RAMS/SEC) • ,155E•10 

























































AVON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU,..RER c 8 WIND ANGLE• 45. WIND SPEED C~PMI •JO.O LOAD• I/J PRECJPJTATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GRAMS/SEC) • .515E•09 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 l,000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
Ano o. o. .IOl'-E-01 o. 
600 o. .1J2r-01 
400 .194E-Ol .353E-Ol .42JE-Ol .564E-Ol ~ 
(./1 
2 00 .397E-OI .847E-Ol (./1 
0 o. o. .ll'iE-1)1 .lf,1',E+OO. .216E•OO .282f•OO .233E+OO .l54E+09 o. .191E•OO 
-2 00 .JAOE+OO .436F•OO 
-400 .293E•OO .4291"•00 .36IE+OO .226E•00 
-600 o. .JSO F• OO 
-800 o. o. .212E•OO .277E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON PO~EP PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PEA MILLION 
lJNTT NUIIBEA • 8 ~tND ANGLE• 45. ~IND SPEED (MPM) •45.0 LOAD• FUL L PRECJPJTATOR POSITION -nowN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC) • .!55E•l0 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .2411f-Ol .!58E-Ol 
600 o • .452[-02 
400 • ll!IE-01 0 361F-Ol .655E-Ol .181E-Ol 
2CO o • 0 406f-Ol 
0 o. o. .l04E•OO • 192£"•00 .309£•00 .Jlf>F:•00 0 J48E•OO .12f\F:•00 o. .271E•OO 
-200 .41RE•OO .804F•OO 
-400 .J9RE•OQ .743F.•00 .43RE•OO ol'llE•OO 
-60 0 o. .587!'•00 
-800 o. o. .332f•OO .499E•O O 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-lf>OO o. o. 
aVO"I POWER PLANT, CLEVELA"ID lLLUM[NAT[NG COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
U"IIT NUM13[R • 8 WIND ANGLE• 45. WIND SPEED (MPH) ••s.o LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATDR POSITION sOOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • .SISE+09 
. " 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16~0 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
FICO o. o. .970[-02 .291E•0l 
600 o. o. 
400 .lSOE-01 .309f-OI .z311r-01 .609E•Ol 
200 .415E-01 .5471'"-0l 
0 o. o. .970E-02 .732E-01 .146E•OO .260E•OO .26lf•00 .137f.•00 o. .!9SE•00 
-200 .22'1E•OO .386f+OO 
-<>00 .l59E+OO .3621'"•00 0 2QOE+OO o228E•OO 
-600 o. .204E•OO 
-800 o. o. .IJIE•OO .188( ♦ 00 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
~VON POWER PLA NT • CLEVELAND ILLUM I NATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION ■ P•RTS PER MILLION 
UNTT NU"'F!ER = 8 WIND ANGLE ■ 60, WIND SPEED IMPHI ■ 30,0 LOAO ■ FULL PRECIPJTATOR POSITION •DOW N 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI a ,155E•IO 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 500 0 6000 7000 800 0 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. o. 
~00 o. o. 
400 ,248E-Ol ,154E•OO ,l49E+OO ,926E-Ol 
200 ,926E-O I ,583E•OO 
0 o. o. ,113E•OO ,427E•OO ,352E•OO ,775E•OO ,746E+OO ,761E•OO O, ,438E•OO 
- zoo ,429E•OO ,1102f.•00 
-400 o. .621!'" •00 ,759E+OO ,569[+00 
-bOO o. ,l09f•OO 
-800 o. o. .287F.:•00 ,461[•00 
-1 000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 




AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU.,.BER = 8 ~IND ANGLE• 60. WIND SPEED (MPH) ■ 30.0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION ~DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI ~ .515E•09 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 SOOO 6000 7000 8000 
V •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. ,794f-02 .ee2E-02 
600 o • .229E-0l 
400 • 79•E-02 .891E-Ol .57JE-Ol 
200 .891E-Ol .189E•OO 
0 o. o. o. .255F•OO .l60E•OO .JJ9F.•00 .21!3E•OO .l60E•OO O. .112E•OO 
-200 .342E•OO .425F•OO 
-400 .119f•00 ,394E•OO 0 2A7F•OO .209E•O O 
-600 o. .135 F•00 
-800 o. o. ,173E•OO ,213E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PEA MILLION 
UNIT NU"BER: 8 WIND ANGLE• 60. WIND SPEED (MPH) •45.0 LOAD• FULL PAECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCf STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC) • .155E•l0 





80 0 o. 
600 o. 
400 o452E-0 2 
zoo . 113(- 01 
0 o. o. o. • 2 1QE+O O o • 
-2 00 . 28 0E•OO 
-4 00 .l38E•OO 
- 600 o. 
-IIOO o. 
- 1000 





ol51 E•O O 
o. 
o. 
ol35F. -O I 
ol29F.•OO 





















AYO~ POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT 'IU1,1BER" 8 WIND ANGLE• 60, WIND SPEED (MPH) •45,0 LOAD • 113 PRECIPJTATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRE~GTH !MICRO GRAHS/SECI • ,515E•09 
X = 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
V ~••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1h00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
10 00 o. 
800 o. o. ,424E-02 ,783E·02 
~00 o. ,lOlE-01 
400 .424E-02 ,290F•Ol ,365E-OI ,261E-Ol ~ 
°' 2 00 .lHE-01 .9llf-Ol ~ 
0 o. o. .489E-02 .5411E•Ol · ,617E•Ol ,120E•OO ,l04E•OO ,705F-Ol o. .626E-Ol 
- 2 0 0 .656f.-Ol ,ll2E•OO 
-- oo .297f-Ol .581E-Ol .9761:-01 ,1126E-Ol 
- 600 o. .189F.-OI 
- P.i' 0 0. o. .25RF-OI .470E-Ol 
-!C OO o. 
-120 0 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVCN P6WE~ PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMBER• 8 WIND ANGLE= -JO, WIND SPEED (MPH) •30,0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH <MICRO GRAMS/SEC! • ,515E•09 
X : 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 MOO 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o, 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
soo o. o. ,28?E - Ol , 172E-O l 
600 o. ,267F:-Ol 
400 ,32 '1 E-Ol , 172E-Ol ,549E-Ol ,674E-Ol 
200 ,925E-Ol ,157F-Ol 
0 o. 0. ,226E+OO ,362E•OO ,279E•00 ,2591'•00 o. ,ll4E+OO 0, ,lOOE+OO 
-2 00 ,334E+OO ,414E"•OO 
-400 ,l98E+OO ,329f+OO ,306E•00 ,223E•00 
-M O o. ,157f-Ol 
-soo o. o. ,l84E•OO ,213E•OO 
-1000 o. 
- 1200 o. o. 
- 1600 o. o, 
AVON POwEP PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUl'BER • 8 W~ND ANGLE• -JO. WIND SPEED (MPHI •45.O LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GPAMS/SECI a .lSSE•lO 


























.682E-Ol • OlE-01 
.60?E-Ol .44IE -Ol 
o. 
.lOOE•OO ,14~f•OO ,156E•OO 
.140E•OO 
.3491'•00 ,361E•00 .470E+OO 
,405E•OO 
.678F.:+OO • 742E•OO ,401E•OO .478£•00 .453E•OO 
.1251'•01 
,686F•OO .574£•00 ,634E•OO 
.t.82f-Ol 






AVON POwE R PLA NT • CLEVELAND ILLUM INATI NG COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PE R MILLION 
UNIT NUl'BER • 8 WIND ANGLE• -30. WIND SPEED (MPH) •45.0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITIO N •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO GRAMS/SEC ) • .515E•09 
X z 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 MOO 7000 80 00 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1~~0 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
AOO o. o. .251£"-0 l .188£"-0l 
6 ~0 o. .204E-Ol 
400 .282f-O l .518E-Ol .314E-Ol e34SE-O l ...... 
°' 200 0 470E-O l .235£"-0l """ 
0 o. o. .439E-Ol .l51!E •OO .l80E•OO .144£•00 .376£"-0l .753£"-0l o • e910E-O l 
-2 00 • 815E-O l .254[•0 0 
-4CO .768E-Ol el38E•OO .11!7f•00 .122E• OO 
-600 o. o. 
-800 o. o. .871!F.:-O l .IIOE•O O 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POWEP PLA NT , CLEVELAND ILLU~INATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU!< fl ER " 8 WINO ANGLE" -AS. WINO SPEED (MPH) •30.0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOP POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STPENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> " 
250 500 1000 ?000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
17.00 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. o. .271E-Ol 
MO c. .339E-Ol 
400 .271E-Ol .7681".-0l ,lllE•OO ,ll3E•00 
2no .135E•OO ,237E•OO 
0 o. o. .610E-Ol .AJBE•OO .5S6E • 00 .4521'•00 .l69E•OO .27~E•OO o. .J118E•OO 
-200 .407E+OO .6119E+OO 
-400 .156~•00 .691E•OO ,619f•OO .479E•00 
-1,00 o. .479E•OO 
-!100 o. o. .517 •00 .581E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o, 
AVON PO-ER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY , CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUIIBEP • 8 WINO ANGLE • •45. WINO SPEED (MP~) •30.0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION • OO WN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • .515E+09 
X " 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 11000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .3441:-01 o432E·Ol 
600 o. 0 459F-0l 
40 0 .81121:-02 0 785F'-OI .lO<lE+OO .105E•OO 
200 .Zl3E•OO .279f•OO 
0 o. o. .847E•Ol .354E•OO .424E+00 .418F+OO .1191:+00 .20f.F:+OO o. .20AE+OO 
-zo o .27f.f•00 ••34 F•OO 
- 400 .ll4E:+OO .347F:•OO .293E•OO .230E+OO 
-f,00 o. .Z!IOF•OO 
-800 o. o. .241\E+OO ol63E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT• CL~VELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENtRATION • PARTS PfR MILLION 
UNIT NU,..BER • II WINO ANGLE• -45. WIND SPEED IMPHI •45.0 LOAO • FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOUPCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI • .155E•l0 































• 7i!'3E-O l 


























AVON PO~ER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU!o<BER" 8 WtNO ANGLE• -45. WINO SPEED (MPHI •45.0 LOAO • l/3 PRECIPJTATOR POSITION •nOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO ORAMS/SECl • 
X • 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
12 00 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .970£-02 .176E-Ol 
600 o. .282E-Ol 
400 o. .326E-OI .344E-Ol .158E•OO 
200 .741E-OI • 130F.•00 
C o. o. .626E-Ol .l88E•OO .215E•OO .263f•00 .1129E-Ol .148E•OO o. .167E•00 
-200 .lSSE•OO .288E•OO 
-•oo .326E-Ol .20SE•OO .lBl!E•OO .161 E•OO 
-600 o. .BS6F-OI 
-eoo o. o. .S20E-Ol .fl82E-Ol 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-l.600 o. o. 
AVON PO~ER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMIN~TING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU"°BEI> • II WINO SPEED (MPM) aJO.O LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOU~CE STRENGTM (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • .155E•IO 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lf,00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .54.?E-Ol ,406E-Ol 
600 o. .677f-Ol 
400 .294E•Ol .176F:•00 .76P.E•Ol .196E•00 
200 .3lf,f+OO .587f•00 
0 o. c. .768E-Ol .474E•OO .829E•OO .877E•OO .791E•00 .511E•OO o. .567E•00 
-200 .395E•OO .83lf•OO 
-400 .1 Hf•OO .513F"+OO .611<;f+OO .637E•00 
-t-00 o. ,231f•OO 
-1!00 o. o. ,407f•00 .556E+OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POwE Q PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PEA MILLION 
UNIT "IU"8EA : A WIND A"IGLE • •60. ~IND SPEED IMPHl •30.0 LOAD• 113 PAECIPITATOA POSITION •OO~N 
SOURCE STPENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC! • 
X = 2!-0 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
12~0 0. o. 
1000 0. 
AOO o. o. .362[-01 .732E-01 
600 0. .enr-01 
400 .A29E-Ol .251 E•00 .l24F.•00 ,163E•00 
200 ,251lE•00 .421F.•00 
0 o. o. • 1147[-0 l ,429f.•00, .~28[•00 .4R2F.•00 .•IOF.•00 .19f>E•OO 0. .254E•00 
\ -200 ,396E•00 .4721'•00 
-• o~ .273f.•00 .312F.•00 .24f>E•00 .234E•00 
-6 0 0 o. .139F'•00 
-800 0. o. .111E•00 .174E•00 
-1000 o. 
-12 00 o. o. 
-1 600 o. o. 
•YON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILL UMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU" l:1E R = A WINO ANGLE= -60. WINO SPEED (MPH) •45.0 LOAD• F'ULL PRECJPJTATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRE NG TM (MICRO GRAMS/SEC) • .J55E•IO 
X s 2'i0 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IMO o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
10 00 o. 
800 o. o. .655E-Ol .632E-Ol 
600 o. .138F'•00 
40~ .115E•OO .445F'•OO .20#,f•OO .314E•OO 
2 00 .296E•OO .854f•OO 
0 0. o. .677E-Ol .454~•00 .761E•OO .B65F'•OO .fl?7E• OO .492E•OO o. .S51E•00 
-200 .24AE•OO .635f•OO 
-• oo .406F.-Ol .2'>6F'•OO .400F•OO 
-600 o. .429F.-~l 
-er.o o. o. .361E-Ol .126E+OO 
-:ooo o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-H, 9 0 o. o. 
•VON POWEq PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENlRATION • PARTS PfR MILLION 
UNIT NU"8EP = 8 WIND ANGLE= •60, WINO SPEED (MP~l •4S,O LOAO • 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> s 
2 5 0 500 1000 iooo 3000 4000 5000 'iOOO 7000 8000 
y ··········································~························································· 
1600 o. o. 
12CO o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. ,23RE-Ol ,415E-0l 
bOO o • ,476F-0l 
400 • 617F.-Ol .199f•00 .lOSE•OO ,l31E•OO 
200 ,l b5F•OO ,37?F•OO 
0 o. o. .185E•Ol .217f•00 .299E•OO .30lf•OO .326E•OO .131!E•OO o. .l61E•OO 
-200 .l42f•OO • 252f • 0.0 
-"co .176E.-Ol ,lOBf.•00 .l JlE•OO ,170E•OO 
-600 o. ,362f-01 
-AOO 0, o, .273E-Ol .2b5E•Ol 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o, 
-1600 o. o, 
AVON PO~ER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION= PARTS PER MILLION 
UN IT NU~BER " Q WIND ANGLE" •30 WINO SPEED C~PMI •30,0 PRECJPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STAENGTH CMICRO GRAMS/SECI " ,463E•l0 
X = 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 ,250E-Ol ,949E-Ol 
1200 o. ,499E-Ol 
1000 o, 
800 o. o. ,949E-Ol ,300E-Ol 
600 o. .0. 
.. oo o • o, ,1,Q9f-O\ ,599E-Ol ..... 
-...J 
200 o. o. (A 
0 o. 0. o. o. . 0. o. o. ,449F-Ol ,799E-Ol ,599E-Ol 
-200 0. o. 
-400 o. o. ,39QF.-Ol ,250E-Ol 
- ,'>CJ o. o. 
-e.co o. o. ,749F-Ol ,l45E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 ,749F-Ol ,120E•OO 
-1600 ,JOOf-01 ,699E-Ol 
AV ON POWER PLANT, CLEVE LAND I LLU MINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION s PARTS PER MILLION 
WINO ANGLE• 30, WINO SPEED (MPH) •30,0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURC E STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SECI • ,154E•l0 
2 <;0 500 10 0 0 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 1000 8000 
y eo•••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ~o o o • o. 
12 0 0 o, o. 
1000 o. 
8 0 0 o. o. ,R611E-02 ,347E-02 
6 0 0 o • ,191E-Ol 
4 00 • 139E-Ol o. ,llbBF-02 ,?2bE•Ol 
200 ,122E-Ol o. 
0 o. o. o. ,22bf-Ol ,122E•OI o. ,330F-OI ,lbSF.•01 o. ,120E•OO 
-2 0 0 .122f-OI ,2bOF:-Ol 
-4 0 0 o. .10110:•00 , 153F•00 .177[•00 
- 1>0 0 o. ,53,,f•Ol 
-11 0 0 o. o. .1811[+00 ,323E+OO 
-1000 o. 
-1 2 00 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POWEQ PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION= PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU"BER = 9 WINO ANGLE 2 45, WINO SPEED (MP"> =30,0 LOAD " 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION .. onwN 
SOURCE STOF.NGTH (MICRO GPAMS/SECI = ,154E•10 
X = 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 1000 8000 
y ··········································6························································· 
1600 o. o, 
1200 o. o, 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. ,166£-01 ,547E-Ol 
600 o. o, 
400 .z•nr-02 ,606E-Ol ,224F.•00 ,320E+OO 
200 ,586f-02 ,249f•00 
0 o. c. ,977E-02 .192F.•00 ,266[+00 ,480E•OO ,632E•OO ,587E+OO o. ,698E•OO 
-zoo ,270F•OO ,6041'•00 
-400 ,211F.•00 ,647E•00 ,786F+OO ,700E•00 
-600 o. ,473!'•00 
-AOO o. o. ,]l\'lF•OO ,516E+O O 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-IMO o. o. 
AV ON POWER PLANT, CLEVELANO ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMBER = 9 WINO ANGLE s 45, WINO SPEED (MPM) •45,0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH <MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • ,463E•l0 
X = 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4 000 500 0 6000 7000 8000 
y ~o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o, o. 
1200 o. o, 
:ooo o. 
800 o. o. ,460E-Ol o, 
600 o. ,271>E-Ol 
• co ,245E-Ol ,613E-02 ,245F.-Ol ,123E-Ol 
20 0 ,920E-Ol ,153F-Ol 
0 0. o. ,181E•OO ,IOTE•OO - ,245E-Ol ,613E-Ol ,766F.-Ol ,73f>E-Ol o. ,126E•OO 
-200 ,85AE-Ol ,307E-Ol 
-4 00 ,766E-Ol ,674E-Ol ,l04E•OO ,156E•00 
- soo o. ,33H'-Ol 
-EOO o. n, ,123E•00 ,236E•OO 
-1 00 0 o. 
- 1200 o, o. 
- 1600 o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMRER " 9 WTNO ANGLE• 45, WINO SPEED CMP~) •45,0 LOAD,. l/J PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GR-MS/SEC> • ,154E•l0 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lbOO o, o. 
1200 o, o, 
1000 o. 
900 o, o, o, o. 
600 o, o. 
400 o. ,293F-02 ,J71F-Ol ,2J5E-Ol 
zoo ,127E-Ol ,5!16F:-Ol 
0 o. o, ,977E-03 ,919f-01 ,166E•OO ,344f•OO ,44lE•OO ,221f•OO o, ,415E+OO 
-zoo ,309f•OO ,690E•OO 
-400 ,290F.•00 ,697E•OO ,609F+OO ,472E+OO 
-600 o. ,477E+OO 
-ROO o. o. ,275E+OO ,434E•OO 
-1 000 o. 
-1200 o, o, 
-1600 o, o, 
AVON POWER PLANT• CLEVELANO ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRAT ION• PARTS PER MILLION 
WINO ANGLE z 60. WINO SPEED (MPH) ■ 45.0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION cOOWN 
SOURCE S!RE NGTH !MICRO GRAMS/SECI • .46 3E•I O 
X = 250 sno 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
V ••••••••~o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16~0 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. 0 36RE-Ol o552E-Ol 
liOO o • .245F-Ol 
400 • SR2E-01 .3061:-02 .245E-Ol o705E-Ol 
200 .644E-0I .613F-Ol 
0 o. o. .307E-Ol .1531: - 01 .644E-Ol o. .613E-Ol .920F.-OI O. .212E•OO 
-200 o • .521E-Ol 
-•oo • 123E-Ol .7051:-01 .21Af•OO o218E•OO 
-600 o. o919F-02 
-800 o. o. 0 797E-Ol .310E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1 20 0 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVEL~NO ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UN IT NU.,BfR "' 9 WTNO ANGLE• 60. WINO SPEED (MPH> •45.0 LOAD • 113 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OO~N 
SOURCE STRENGTH (~ICRO GRAMS/SEC! • .154E•IO 
• = 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 '1'000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lt',00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. ,8AOf-02 ,684£-02 
600 o. o. 
400 ,977E-02 ,186f-01 ,58t,f-02 ,l66E•Ol 
200 ,1180E•02 ,293F-02 
~ o. o. .205E•OI ,117E•OI ,391E•02 ,l47E-Ol ,274f·OI ,313E•OI o • ,880E•Ol 
-2 00 ,782E•02 • 127f-OI 
-400 ,127E-OI .2s•e:-01 ,733E-Ol ,831E•OI 
-600 o. ,362E-Ol 
-llOO o. o. ,469E-OI ,11IE•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 0 • . o, 
-lf)OO o. o, 
AVON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT 'IU!'AER = 9 WtNO ANGLE a •30 0 WINO SPEED (MPH) •30.0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPTT&TOA POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCf STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> z .463E•l0 
~ = 2"-0 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
Y •o•~•••••••~••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
,600 0. o. 
1200 0. o. 
lOOC o. 
£100 o. o. .200r-01 .349E•Ol 
600 o. .5991'-0l 
400 0. .200r-01 0. 0 JOOE•Ol 
200 0 300F.-01 .599f-01 
0 o. o. .250E•Ol 0. .749E•0l • 749F-01 o • .l0Sf:•00 0. ol3SE•OO 
-200 .998F-01 0 499F"-Ol 
-400 .499E-01 o • oll5F•OO .l80E•OO 
-600 0. • 599"•01 
-800 0. o. .1A5f•OO .165E•OO 
-1000 0. 
-1200 o. o. 




AVO~ PO•ER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUl'BER = 9 WINO ANGLE s -30. WINO SPEED IMPMI •30.0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION =OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC) • . 154E•10 
)( = 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .1qa:-01 .Z26E-Ol 
600 o. .868E-02 
400 o. .695F.:-OZ .ZORE-01 .260E-Ol ..... 00 ..... 
200 o. .278F-Ol 
0 o. o. .104E-01 .ZOAF-01 .156E-Ol .6251'-0l .226E-Ol .781F-Ol o. .188E•00 
-200 .486E-Ol .142E•OO 
-400 .122E-Ol .179F•00 .351E•OO .299E•OO 
-600 o. .347F-Ol 
-800 o. o. .Jlf>F•OO .313E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON PO~E? PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION M PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU,.f!ER = 9 ~IND ANGLE• -30, WIND SPEED (MP~> •45,0 LOAD"' FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC) • ,46JE•l0 
X 2,;o 500 1000 2000 3000 4010 5000 t,OOO 7000 8000 
~ •••••o•oo••••••••••••••,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o, o. 
1200 o, o. 
!OQO o. 
800 o. 0, , 20'lE-Ol ,349E-Ol 
600 o, ,S49F-0l 
400 ,250E-Ol ,549E-0l o. ,799E-Ol 
200 ,lSOE-01 ,399f.-Ol 
0 o. o. o. ,749E-Ol ,549E-Ol ,J49F:-Ol ,449E-0l ,150E•OO O, ,255f.•00 
-200 ,JOOF-01 ,l60F•OO 
-4 0 0 ,250E-Ol o. ,434E•00 
-600 o. ,549F-0I 
-800 o, 0, ,29C,F•OO ,464E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 




avo~ POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU"BER = Cl WINO ANGLE~ - 45. WINO SPEED (M PH) •30,0 LOAD• 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION ■ nOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC! • 
X = 250 500 1000 i'OOO 3000 4000 5000 1,000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. ,107!-0l ,254E-Ol 
600 o. ,684F-02 
400 , 147E-Ol .1on:-01 ,205E-Ol .ZHE-01 
200 ,489E-02 ,127F:-OI 
0 o. o. .117E-Ol ,684E-02 ,205E-Ol .723F.-Ol ,704F.-Ol ,929E-OI o. ,137E•OO 
-200 o, ,l28f•OO 
-4 0 0 ,BSOE-02 .llSf'•OO .2791'+00 ,240E+OO 
- 600 o. ,lOlf.•00 
-800 o. o. .315F•OO ,475E+OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AV ON POW EQ PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLU~INATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
llN!T NU~RER = 9 WINO ANGLE= -45. WINO SPEED (MP~) •45.0 LOAD x FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •nOWN 
SOURCE STPE~GT~ (MICRO GRAMS/SECI c 
X = 250 500 1000 ?.000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lb OO o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
llOO o. o. o. .J37E-Ol 
600 0 • .460t-OI 
~oo • 36/lf-01 .307f-Ol .552e:-01 .I07E•OO 
200 .245f-01 .107f•00 
0 0. o. .221E•OO .544f-01 .104E•OO .12J!'•OO 0 644E-Ol 0 129f•OO O. .294[ ♦ 00 
-?o : .113f• OO .644f-Ol 
-400 .12 oe: ,oo ,129f•OO .322f•OO .337E•OO 
-1500 o. .IOIE•OO 
-80 0 o. o. .221F•OO .55SE•OO 
- !COO o. 
-12 00 o. o. 
-)1500 o. o. 
AVO~ POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CO~CENTRATTON • DARTS PER MILLION 
U1<;IT NUMBER• 9 W!~O ANGLE s -45. WINO SPEED (MPH> •45.0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRAMS/SEC> • .154E•10 
ZSQ 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 "'000 7000 8000 
y -·~································································································· 
1'>00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
1300 o. o. .ZlSF-01 .137E-0l 
600 o. .977F'-03 
400 .137E-O 1 .127E-Ol o. .19SE-0l 
zoo .127E-Ol .235E-Ol 
0 o. o. o684E-02 .166E-Ol .264E-0l .323f-01 .6061::-01 • nzr.-01 o. .l0IE•00 
-zoo .!07E-Ol .116f•OO 
-400 .1S6E-Ol .938E-Ol .ZOIIE•OO ol98E•00 
-600 o. .SJ8f-Ol 
-800 o. o. .131E•OO .2S9E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1'>00 o. o. 
AV O~ PO• Eq PLANT, CLEVELAND IL LC MINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU,-BEP" q WINO ANGLE• -60, WINO SPEED (MPH) sJ0,0 LOAO • )/3 PRECIPITATOR PO~ITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STnE NGTH !~ICRO GRAMS/SEC> • ,154E•IO 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
10 0 0 o. 
800 o. o. o. ,lHE-01 
'> ~0 o. ,147E-Ol 
4 0 0 o. ,147f.-01 .127f-OI ,235E-OI 
200 ,48'1f-02 ,205E-Ol 
0 o. o. ,586E-02 • 176E-'l1 ,SIBE-01 ,635f-OI ,684E-OI ,870[-0) o. ,l96E•OO 
-2 0 0 .'177f-02 ,182f•OO 
-4 00 ,48'lE-02 ,257F.•OO ,482E•OO ,3'12E•OO 
- 60 0 o. ,197E•~O 
- 800 o. o. ,533E•OO ,619E•OO 
- !0 00 o. 
- 12 0 0 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVON DOWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATINr, CO~PANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS Pf.R MILLION 
UNIT P1:U"9ER,. 'I WIND ANGLE• •60. WIND SPEED (MPH) •45.0 LOA(l,. l'ULL PRECIPJTATOR POSITION •OOWN 
SOURCE STRENGTH (MICRO GRA~S/SEC) • 0 463E•10 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••o•••••••~o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. 0. 
1200 o. 0. 
1000 o. 
800 o. 0. .276£-01 .460£-01 
600 n, ,521F:•Ol 
4 0 0 , 674E•0l ,337f•Ol .674£-01 .705E•Ol 
2CO o, .828f•Ol 
0 o. o. .613E-Cl .215£-01 .t-44E•0l .766F.-Ol .215f.•00 , 13Rf.•00 o, .307E+00 
-200 ,245f•Ol .1S3f•OO 
-4 00 ,39Rf-Ol .llOF.•00 ,20Af•OO ,297E•OO 
•600 o. .6741"-0l 
-!100 0. o, .490E-Ol .lJRE+OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
AVO~ POWER PLANT, CLEVELANn ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION= PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU,-!!EP = 9 WIND ANGLE= -60. WIND SPEED (MPH) •45o0 LOAD "' l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION sOO~N 
SOURCE STRENGTH !MICRO r.RAMSISECl = .154E•l0 
X : 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 0. 
A~O o. o. o. .147E-nl 
MO o. .195E-OI 
400 .7A2f-02 .195!'-02 .39lf.-02 .215E-Ol 
200 .489[-02 .489f-0I 
0 o. o. .391E-02 0 5861':-02 • l76E-O 1 .4lOE-Ol .860E-Ol 0 IOAE•OO o. .131E•00 
-200 .Zl<;E-01 .831!"-0l 
-400 o. .557E-OI .170F.:•00 .178E•00 
-h00 0. .Jt:lE-01 
•fl00 o. 0. • Jfl 1 r-o I • l44E•00 
-l OCO o. 
-1200 o. o. 





Table 13 Grouped Concentration Data at Neutral Conditions 
~VON POft ( R PLANT• CLE VELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNTT N!J"BF.R., 6,7 WIND ANGLE• •30, WIND SPEED l"P~l •15,0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION mDOWN 
X 250 so, 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y o•••• •••••••••••••O••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. ,lSOE-01 
1200 o. o, 
1000 o. 
80 0 o. o. ,U9E-OI ,674E-Ol 
l',00 o. o, 
4r.O o. o. ,599E-Ol ,4HE-Ol 
200 o. o. 
~ 
o o. o. o. o. o. o. o. ,524E- Ol ,it24E-Ol , 374E-Ol \D 0 
-2 00 o. o. 
-4 00 o. o. • H9E-OI ,200E-Ol 
- 600 o. o. 
-800 o. o, ,4?4F -O l ,12SE-Ol 
-iO CO o. 
-1 200 ,399E-Ol ,250E-02 
-1600 ,99RE-02 ,499E-02 
"A~l"U" CONCE!\ITRA l J t')N: , 749E-OlPPM 
>-3 
AVON POWEil PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLl!MINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION= PARTS PER MILLION ~ 




X = 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 (.,,:I 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cl 





1200 .253E+OO 0. 
n 
\COO .TSOf-01 0 ::, 
() 
800 ,559E-Ol 0 905E•Ol ,JJf.F+OO ,66 3E+OO ('1) 
::, 
600 .S6SE-01 .!7Sf'•OO rt ti 




200 ,313E+OO .790f+OO 0 ~ ::, ~ 
0 ,876E-Ol ,117E•OO ,30AE+OO .760E•OO o309E+OO ,4231;:+00 ,l43E+Ol ,l34f+Ol ,147E•Ol ol33E•Ol t--:' 0 
Pl 
-zoo .646E•OO ,lJBf•Ol rt 
Pl 
-400 ,61Jf+OO ,IIOF.+01 ,llAf+Ol ,94?.E+OO Pl 
rt 
-600 ,235E+OO ,576E•Ol z 
-1100 ,129E•OO o273f-Ol ,780E+OO o874E•00 ('1) C 
rt 
-1~00 ,345F.-Ol ti 
Pl 




•16 00 ,579f-Ol ,llllE•OO 0. 
I-'· 
rt 





AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELA ND tLLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION z PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU ~RE R = 1-5, 6,7, 8, 9 WIND ANGLE• 30, WIND SPEfD !MPH) a30,0 PRECJPITATOA POSITION •DOWN 
250 500 1000 21100 3000 400(1 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••• 
16 00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .A92f-OI .ltSE•OO 
600 o. ,130E•00 
4 00 .946E-OI .2791'"•00 .304E•OO ,338E•OO 
200 ,29AE•OO ,801 E-01 
0 o. o. .]17f•OO .452E•OO .494E•OO ,6051'"•00 .J ... 7f•OO .4'ilf•OO o. .624 E•OO 
-200 .424E•OO .135~·-oo 
-400 ,426E•OO .69Sf•OO ,752E•00 ,694E•OO 
- 600 o. .J96E•OO 
-llOO o. o. .S93E•00 ,IIOIE•OO 
-10 0 0 o. 
-12 00 o. o. 
-11',00 o • o. 




AVON POW[Q PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUl'AEII : l-5, 6,7 , 8,9 WINO ANGLE• 30, WINO SPEfD (MP~I •45,0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOW~ 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4COO 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o, ,250E-OI 
1200 ,524E-Ol ,299E-Ol 
1000 ,125E-Ol 
600 ,749[-02 ,225f.-Ol ,56 3f.-Ol ,l66E•OO 
600 o. ,989F-Ol 
400 ,93AF-Ol ,329F•OO ,349E•OO ,318E•OO 
200 ,38TE•OO ,344F•OO ..... 
\0 
~ o. o. ,541E•OO ,601[•00 ,595E+OO ,975F.•00 ,519E+OO ,654E+OO ,344[+00 ,T44f +OO v,I 
-2 00 ,620[•00. ,ll4E•Ol 
-4 00 ,637E•OO ,866f•OO ,954f.•00 ,802E• OO 
-600 o. ,545[•00 
-800 ,225E-Ol ,299E-Ol ,583E+OO ,691E•OO 
-1000 o, 
-1200 o. ,749E-02 
-IMO ,374E-Ol o, 
MAXJwU~ CONCENTPAT!ON• , l 14E•OlPPM 
AVON POwER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILL U~INATING CO .. PANY, CONCENTRATION 2 PARTS PER .,TLLION 
UNIT NU.,llER o: 1-5, 6 , 7,8 , 9 WINO ANGLE• 30. WINO SPEF.O (~P~> ■ 45.0 LOAD• l/3 PREC!PITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
X = 250 500 1000 20110 3000 4000 5000 MOO 7000 8000 
y --~····································-···························································· 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
ROO o. o • .279f-OI ,291E-OI 
bCO o. • 340F.-OI 
400 .JIOE-01 .I07f•OO .l34E+OO .203E+OO 
200 .l9Af+OO .l43E•OO 
0 o. o. • 27lE •00 .325E+OO .426E•OO .4JIE•OO .?A9F.•00 .2it9E•OO o. .434E•OO 
-2 00 .327E•OO .544f.•00 
-400 .?.43E•OO .486E•OO .493E•OO ,454E•OO 
-1>00 o. .189!'+00 
-AOO o. o. ,2n'lf•OO .359E•OO 
-1000 o. 
- 1200 o, o. 
-IMO o. o. 
,544E•OOPP~ 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUIIRER " 1-5, 6, 7 ,8,9 WIND ANGLE• 45, WIND SPEED (M OH) a30,0 LOAD• FULL PREClPIT-TOR POSITION •DONN 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 600~ 7000 8000 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••0••• •••••••••••• • ••• ••• ••••••••6•••••••••••••••0•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lbOO o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. ,75 4E-02 ,487(-01 
600 o. ,47JE-Ol 
400 .110f•00 ,1151'•00 ,177f.•00 ,14JE•OO 
200 .l86E•OO ,3221::•00 
0 o. o. .164E•OO •••JE•OC .497E•OO ,760F.•OO .600E•OO ,50:lf•OO o. ,616E•OO 
-200 .71Sf•OO ,lJlf•Ol 
-400 .544E•00 ,109f•Ol .ll9F.+Ol .ll31E•OO 
• b OO o. ,620F•00 
-ll OO o. o. .~641'•00 ,<155E•OO 
-1000 o. 
·12 CO o. o. 
•lf>OO o • o. 
v4rr~u11 CONCENTRATIQNz • 131E•OlPP'4 
AV ON POw[R PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING CQMDANY, CDNCENTRATJON • PARTS PER MlLLlON 
UNIT NU~ij[ R z 1-~, 6,7, 8, 9 WIND ANGLE s 45, WIND SPfFO (MPHl 230,ry LOAD"' l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
1~00 o, o. 
12 0 0 o, o. 
!COO o, 
800 o. o, ,3 24F -Ol ,606E-Ol 
hOO o. ,696E•Ol 
•oo ,SB!f.-01 ,173f.•00 ,326F•OO ,424f•OO 
20J ,260E•OO ,469E•OO 
0 o. o, ,285f•OO ,639E•OO ,7)6E•OO ,IO!f:•Ol ,l!OE•Ol ,119lf.•00 o. ,I09E•Ol 
-200 .~89E•OO· ,134F•Ol 
-400 ,687E•OO ,135f•Ol ,l44f.•Ol ,l!Of•Ol 
-6 0 0 o. ,IOIF:•Ol 
-e co o. o. ,75-,E+OO ,l06E•Ol 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
MAXI~UM CONCENTRATICN"' ,l44E•OIPPM 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION= PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~BER 2 1-~, 6,7, 8• 9 WINO ANGLE• 45, WINO SPEFD (MPHI •30,0 LOAD • 1/3 PRECIPJTATOR POSITION •DOWN 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o, o, 
1200 o, o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. ,324f-Ol ,606E-Ol 
600 o. ,696£-01 
400 ,58lf.-01 ,173F.•00 ,326F•OO ,424E•OO 
200 ,260E•OO ,469E•00 
0 o. o, ,285E•OO ,639E•OO ,736E•OO ,lOlE•Ol ,llOE•Ol ,R911'•00 o. ,109E•Ol 
-200 ,1389E•OO ,1341'"•01 
-400 ,687E•OO ,135f•Ol ,l44F•01 ,llOE•Ol 
-600 o. ,1011'•01 
-900 o. o, ,751iE+OO ,106E•Ol 
-10~0 o. 
-1200 o. o, 
- ! 600 o. o. 
MAY.IMU~ CONCENT~AT!ON• ,l44E•OlPPM 
avoN POwER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~~ER s 1-5, 6,7, A, 9 WIND ANGLE E 45, WIND SPEED IMPHI •45,0 LOAD• f"ULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION sOOWN 

































o. ,R8M'.-Ol ,433E-Ol 
,127F•OO ,173f•OO , 11 ?.E•OO 
,277F:•00 
,994F.•00 ,l03E•Ol ,486E•OO o. ,l04E•Ol 
,153F•Ol 
,141E•Ol ,134E•Ol ,120E•Ol 
• 941 F • 01) 







AVON POWEQ PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMBfR = 1-5, 6,7, At 9 WINO ANGLE• 45. WINO SPEFO (MPH) •45.0 LOAD• 1/3 PAECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
250 son 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
lOCO o. 
800 o. o. • h2f-Ol .357E-Ol 
600 o. o470E-02 
400 .Sl<IE-01 .678F.-Ol o<IO'if-0 I .122E•OO 
200 .270 E•OO .222E•OO 
0 o. o. .272E•OO .442E•OO .537E•OO .ll63E•OO .957E•OO .490f.•00 o. .817E•OO 
-2~0 .72<1E•OO .135f•OI 
-400 .592E•OO .127f•OI .ll4f•OI 
-600 o. .1!081':•00 
-800 o. o. .S07f•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1?00 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
MA~IMUM CONCENTRATION• .lJ<;E+OlPPM 
AVON POWEQ PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING CO .. PANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU'<llfR = 1-5, 6,7,8,9 WINO ANGLE• 60. WINO SPEED CMPMI •30.0 LOAD s FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION ~OOWN 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 MOO 7000 8000 
V •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
lOCO o. 
800 o. o. .'lB9f-02 ,674(-02 
600 o. .9031':-02 
400 .8•UIE-Ol .261E•OO .229f•OO .h5E•OO 
200 .494E•OO .9651:•00 
0 o. o. .431E•00 .983E•OO .'i67E•OO ,125F.•01 .lll!E•Ol ,9AOE•OO o. ,716E+OO 
-200 .877f•OO • I 29F"•O I 
-400 .171E•OO ,957f•OO ,117F•Ol .914E•00 
-600 o. .440f•OO 
-800 o. o. .456E•OO .820E•00 
-1000 o, 
-1 2 00 o. o. 
-1600 o. o, 




AVON PO~EO PLANTo CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
U~IT NUMRER • l-5, 6,7,8,9 WINO ANGLE• 60, WINO SPEED (MP~I •30,0 LOAD• l/3 PAECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ···~·········································································~······················ 
1600 o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 0. 
800 o. o. ,209f-Ol ,364E-Ol 
600 0. ,HSE-01 
400 ,592E-OI ,191E•OO ,l24F•00 ,145E•00 
200 ,377£•00 ,400f•OO 
0 o. o. ,309E•OO ,639f•OO ,JJ4E•OO ,662F•OO ,562f•OO ,J?8f•00 0. ,363E•OO 
-200 ,651E•00 ,e00i::,00 
-•oo ,236E•OO ,584F•00 , 569F.:•OO ,475E•00 
-600 0. ,276C:•OO 
-eoo 0. o. , 354f•00 ,472E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 0. o. 




AVON POWEQ PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMPER c 1-5, 6,7, ~. 9 WIND ANGLE• 60, WIND SPEED !MPH) •45,0 LOAn • FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION sDOWN 
X ,: 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
8 ~0 o. o. ,A05E-Ol ,841E -O l 
'100 o. ,613.--01 
400 ,l50F+OO ,3431'•00 ,2701:+00 ,222E+OO 
200 ,471!F•OO ,880f•0D 
0 o. o. ,382E•OO ,684E•OO ,273E•OO ,137f•Ol ,119F.•01 ,752f•OO o. ,1192E+OO 
-2 0 0 ,701E•OO ,130F•01 
-400 ,312F.•0D ,l!llF•OO ,13RF.•Ol ,95IE•OO 
-600 o. .3271::•00 
-eoo o. o. , )SAF+O O ,857E+OO 
-1000 o. 
- 1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 




AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~BER ~ 1•5, 6,7, e, 9 WINO ANGLE• 60, WINO SPEED (MPMI •45.0 LOAO • 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSlTION •OCWN 
X s 250 500 1000 201)0 3000 4000 5000 600~ 7000 eooo 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1?00 o. o. 
!COO o. 
800 o. o. ,ll!IE•Ol ,lBOf-01 
600 o. ,2.37E•Ol 
400 ,eO\ E-01 ,142E•OO ,90IE-Ol 
200 ,285E•OO .319 .. •00 
0 0. o. .JJflE•OO ,412f•OO .!80[•00 ,417F.•OO ,412[•00 ,24111'•00 o. ,ll"E•OO 
-200 ,315E•OC ,432[•00 
•400 .144E•OO ,241F•OO ,40?F.•00 .390[•00 
•600 o. ,IIOE•~O 
•!!00 o. o. .131[•00 ,306E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 





AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRAT!ON • PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~Bf.R = , 1-5, 6,7 WINO ANGLE• -30 ,IND SPEED (MP~) •15,0 LOAO c fULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 1000 8000 
y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 ,199E-Ol 
1200 ,364E-Ol ,162E-02 
1000 ,120E-Ol 
800 ,262E-Ol ,306E•Ol ,30"iE-Ol ,37SE-Ol 
600 ,466E-Ol ,256f-Ol 
400 ,250E-02 ,305F-Ol ,1191F.-Ol ,671E-Ol 
200 • 33!1F.-Ol ,524f-01 N 
0 
0 ,215E-Ol .329E-01 ,229E-Ol ,848E-Ol ,245E-Ol ,197F-Ol ,236E•OO , 740E-O 1 ,113E•00 ,120E•OO 
.i::,. 
-200 ,250E-Ot ,215F.:-Ol 
-400 ,435E-Ol ,61 lf.-01 ,621E-Ol ,373E-Ol 
-600 ,405E•Ol ,214F-Ol 
-BOO ,749[-02 ,256E-Ol ,24IE-Ol ,141E-Ol 
-1000 ,488E-Ol 
-1200 ,263E-Ol ,346E-Ol 
-1600 ,271F.-Ol ,243E-Ol 
MA~JWUM CONCENTPATION■ ,236E•OOPPM 
AYON POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUJ,4RER " 1•5 WINO ANGLE E •30. WINO SPEED (MPHI •15,0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION uOOWN 





































,219E-Ol ,188f•Ol ,327E-Ol 
.203E•Ol ,150E•Ol 






AVON PO~fR PLANT, CLfVfLtND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNiT NU"AfR = 1-5, 6,7, 9 ~IND ANGLE• -30, ~IND SPEfO (MPH) •30,0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OO~N 
X " 250 500 1000 ?.000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 11000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
160C ,609E-03 ,l93E-0l 
1200 ,304f-02 ,248E-01 
1000 ,162E-02 
800 ,101E-02 ,238F.-Ol ,292£•00 ,455£•00 
600 ,380E•Ol ,369F.•OO 
400 ,515E-Ol ,590f•00 ,784f•00 ,859f•00 
200 ,145f+00 ,689E•00 N 
0 
0 ,138E•01 ,853F.-02 ,104E•OO ,l9P.f+00 ,245£•00 ,347f+OO ,673£•00 ,816f•00 ,117£•00 ,813f•OO °' 
-200 ,319f•00 ,335f•OO 
-400 ,117f•OO ,128f.+00 ,4B?E•00 ,697f•OO 
-600 ,751E-02 ,727F.-01 
-eoo ,142f-02 .386f-02 .21>6E•00 ,306f•00 
-1000 .122r.-02 
-1200 ,40M'-02 ,B73f-02 
-1600 o. ,264E-02 
MA XI~UM CONCENTRATION~ ,859E•00PPM 
AVO~ POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMBf.R = 1-5, 6•7• 8, 9 WIND ANGLE• -30, WIND SPEED (MPHI z30,0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 




















































AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~RER a 1-5, 6,7, A, 9 WINO ANGLE• -30, WINO SPEED (MPH) ■45,0 LOAO • F'ULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN . " 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 1000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 ,IOAE+OO ,616E•Ol 
1200 ,739E•Ol ,88lE-Ol 
1000 .372f.-01 
800 ,l23E+OO ,130f.+00 ,224E•OO ,364E•OO 
60~ ,120E•OO ,220F'+OO 
400 ,ll5E•OO ,607E•OO ,593E+OO ,711E•O~ 
20~ ,555F.•00 ,711f+OO N 
0 
0 ,lOlE•OO ,473E-Ol ,319E•OO ,763E+OO ,5A7E+OO ,743F.+OO ,103E•Ol ,770E+OO ,7'57E+OO ,956E+OO 
00 
-200 ,946E+OO ,163E+Ol 
•400 ,29SE+OO ,792F+OO ,llSE•OI ,128E+Ol 
-600 ,870E-Ol ,126f•OO 
-800 ,55l'IE-Ol ,3135F-Ol ,ll4E+Ol ,123E•Ol 
-10 0 0 ,219E-Ol 
-1200 ,241E+OO ,4691!:•00 
-1600 ,'->lTE-01 ,212E+OO 
MAXJMUW CONCENTRATION■ ,l63E•OlPPM 
AVON POWER PLA~T• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU.,BER " 1-5• 6,7,8,9 WINO ANGLE• -30. WINO SPEfO IMPM) ■45.0 LOAD• l/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 B000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•• 
1600 .181£-0l .8311E-02 
1200 ol513f-OI ol64E-Ol 
1000 .34lF'.-02 
800 o408E-02 o943F:-02 0 lOZF.+OO .l06E+OO 
600 .363E-Ol .226(-01 
400 .670£-01 .228f+OO ,259F•OO .232E+OO 
200 .l84E•OO .J81F+OO N 
0 
0 .3!11E-Ol .Z48E-Ol 0 lOBE+OO .267[•00 .309[+00 .160 E•OO .1R3E•OO .234[+00 0 JIIAF:•OO .240E•OO \0 
-200 .l29E+OO .3SSE•OO 
-400 0 98AE-01 .237E•OO .273E•OO .202E•OO 
-600 .ll7E-Ol o430F-02 
-B OO .135F.-Ol .412F-O?. 0 JOhF+OO ol52E+OO 
- 10 00 .1su·-01 
-1200 .Z09E-02 .266E-Ol 
-lt\00 0 6A4F-02 .949E-OJ 
"'AXJ"'U"' CONCENTRATION• . 3 '.'i5E+OOPP!ol 
AVON ~OWEA PLANT, CLEVELA~O ILLUMINATING COMPANY ■ CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU.-'!EA • 1-5, 6,7,8,9 WINO ANGLE• -45, WINO SPEED (MPH) •30,0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOW~ 
X 250 500 1000 20CO 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••oo••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
'!no o. o. .s101:-01 , 177E •00 
HO o. .895f-Ol 
400 .521(-01 .265E•OO .J91E•OO .442E•00 
200 .385F.•00 ■ 419F•OO N 
I-' 
0 o. o. .194E•OO .795E•OO .90IIE•OO .823f•OO .300E•OO .SSOE•OO o. +733E•OO 0 
-200 .594E•O' .9113F.•00 
-400 .19AE•OO .917f•OO .873F•OO .678E+OO 
-600 o. .SIJf•OO 
-1100 o. o. .6SSF+On .82AE+OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION• .98JE•OOPPM 
AVON POWER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION a PARTS PER M!LLION 
UNIT NUMBER: 1-5, 6,7, A, 9 WIND ANGLE a -45, WINO SPEED (MPHl •30,0 LOAD • 1/3 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
2c;o 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o, o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. ,7'1JE-Ol ,106E•OO 
600 o. .n1r.-01 
400 ,527E-Ol ,178F:•00 ,232E•OO ,237E•OO 
200 ,2"19E•OO ,418F:•00 
0 o. o. ,l99E•OO ,520E•OO ,619E•OO ,680E•~O ,293E•OO ,435E•OO o. ,519E•OO 
-20~ ,382E•OO ,717E.•00 
-400 ,15AE•OO ,58IF.•00 ,70flE•OO ,643E•OO 
-600 o. ,422F•OO 
-800 o. o. ,622E•OO • 734E•~O 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION• ,734E•OOPPM 
AV ON PO•ER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCEN TA~TION a PARTS PER MILLION 
UN IT NUM~F.A = 1-5• 6•7• ~• 9 WINO ANGLE• -45. WINO SPEF"O (MPH) •45.0 LOAD• FULL PRECJP[TATOR POSITION •DOWN 
X " 2c;o 500 lCOO 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
Y •••••••••••••••••~••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
H,00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
!100 o. o • .987F.-OI .161E•OO 
600 o. • 210F"•OO 
400 .lROE•OO .394E•OO .S05F"•OO .S62E•OO 
200 .469£•00 .591(•00 
0 o. o. .459E•OO .770E•OO .I08E•Ol .12?F•Ol 0 434E•OO .636F.•00 o. .989£•00 
-zoo .745E+OO .IIOF:•01 
-• oo .265E• OO .776E•OO .754E•00 .lOlE•Ol 
- !>0 0 o. .377£•00 
- 800 o. o. 0 4H3E•OO 
-!C OO o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 




AVCN POWER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT ~U~RER • 1-s, 6,7. e. 9 WINO ANGLE s •45, WINO SPEfO (MPHI c45,0 LOAD• 1/3 PRECIPJTATOR POSJTJON •00-~ 
X 250 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l6CO o. ~. 
1200 o, o. 
1000 o. 
!100 o. o. ,74ZF.•Ol ,llOE•OO 
600 o. ,969F.-Ol 
400 •••OE-01 ,l50F•OO ,1611"•00 
200 ,199f•00 ,2621'•00 
0 o. o. ,l66E•00 ,381E•OO ,436E•OO ,496f•OO ,Z21E•OO ,3?2[•00 o. ,407E•OO 
-200 ,287E•OO . ,553F•OO 
-400 ,1105E•Ol ,397F'•OO ,490f•OO , 47 4E•OO 
-600 o. ,179F.•00 
•BOO o. o. ,207E•OO ,365E•OO 
-100 0 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
- lf-00 o. o. 
~Axt~u~ CO NCENTQAT JON• ,553E•OOPP!4 
AVON PO~ER PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANYt CONCENTRATION a PARTS PER MILLION 
llN!T NU"AER " 1-S• 6,7,8,9 WINO ANGLE• -60. WIND SPEED (MPH) •30.0 LOAD• FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
250 c;oo 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 t\000 7000 8000 
y •o•••••~•o•••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. • 742E-O l .119E+OO 
600 o • .IHE•OO 
400 • l30E•00 o338F•00 .218E•OO +394E•00 
2 00 .561F•OO .9831'+00 
G o. o. .l66E+OO .775E•OO ollBE•Ol .125J:•OI .117E•OI 0 776f•OO o. .IOIE+OI 
-200 .641E•OO +1161'•01 
-400 .244E•00 o693E+OO 0 95Qf+OO +IOIE•Ol 
-6 00 o. .302F•OO 
-11 00 o. o. .Sl8f+OO .768E•OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
MAXI" \;" CONCENTRATION= 0 12SE+01PPM 
AYO~ PO•EQ PLANT• CLEVELAND ILLU~INATING COMPANY• CONCENTRAflON • PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~8EA • 1-s. 6.7. e, 9 WINO ANGLE• •60. WIND SPEFO {~P~I •30o0 LOAO • 1/J PAECIPITATOR POSITION • OOWN 
2">0 5 0 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ·························································•·4·•······································ 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
MO o. o. .214E•OO .294E•Oll 
MO o. .3571'•00 
400 ,217E•OO .587E•OO .42?F.•00 ,541E•OO 
200 ,491of•OO ,78lf•OO 
0 o. o. .IIJE•OO o68f,E•OO ofl20E•OO 0 837E+OO .fl04E•OO .5J3F•OO o. ,729E•OO 
-200 ,SS'iE•OO ,83l'F•OO 
•400 ,329E•OO ,680Fo00 ,A7'iF•OO .862E•00 
-600 o. ,31101:•00 
-800 o. o. • 70M: •OO ,902E+OO 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-lf,00 o. n. 
~AX!~ U~ CONCENTRATION• 0 <lO?l:•OOPPM 
AVON POWER PLANTt CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY• CONCENTRATION ■ PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMBER= 1-s. 6t7t e. 9 WIND ANGLE• -60. WIND SPEED (MPM) ■45.0 LOIO • FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION ■DOWN 
250 soc 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ••••••••~o••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••c••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••• 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1000 o. 
800 o. o. .131f•OO .181E•OO 
600 o. .287E•OO 
400 0 276E•OO .728E:•OO .411[•00 o573E•OO 
200 0 67'lE•OO .1441'•01 N 
I-' 
0 o. o. .271E•OO .902f•OO .128E•Ol .139F.'•Ol .lSlF.•01 0 8o;Flf•OO o. .125E•Ol °' 
-200 .560f.•00 .1201'•01 
-400 .14lf.•00 .51!4f+OO .859F+fl0 .llOE•Ol 
-600 o. .158(•00 
-eoo o. o. .125£•00 .436E•OO 
-:ooo o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-1600 o. o. 
MAXJUUM CONCENTRATION= .151E•OlPPM 
AVCN POwER PLANT, CLEVELAND ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATION• PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT ~U~BER = 1-S, 6,7, R, 9 WIND ANGLE• -60, WIND SPEED IMPHl •45,0 LOAD a J/3 PRECIPITATOP POSITION c OOWN 
250 5 ~0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 
y ········••>••······················································································· 
1600 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
100 0 o. 
800 o. o. ,60RE-Ol ,9.SE• Ol 
~00 o. .122F·,oo 
400 ,l38E•OO ,367£•00 ,IRIE•OO ,i"68E•OO 
zoo .356£•00 ,6471"•00 N .... 
0 o. o. ,667E-Ol ,426f•OO ,S32E•OO ,537E•OO ,590E•OO ,354E•OO o. ,421E•OO --....J 
-zoo .267£•00 ,468f•OO 
-400 ,467E-Ol ,217E•OO ,375f•00 ,454£•00 
-600 o. ,84SF'-Ol 
-BOO o. o. , R42E-Ol ,200£+00 
-10 00 o. 
-17.00 o. o. 
-16 00 o. o. 
~AX!MUM CCNCENTRATIONz ,647E•OOPPM 
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Table 14 Concentration Data at Fumigation Conditions 
AVO~ DOWEQ PLANT, CLFVELA~O IL LU~ l~~,1N6 cn~PANY, 
UNTT NUUAfP = ,,_7 •!NO SPEEO (MP~> •15.0 LOAD" 1/3 PAECIPITATOA POSITION •DOWN 
X : 2'iO ',00 1000 ?(100 300U 4000 5000 MOO 1000 8000 
l f>O 0 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1noo o. 
11no 0. o. 0 1111,F-0l .l86E-Ol 
f.CO 0. .1'>3F-!II N 
1--' 
•no ,l<f.OF-02 ,t,Jl•-01 0 lASf•OO ol6SE+OO \.0 
?00 ,J41F-il? ,l ",1F,on 
0 n. n. • 1 'i~•-0 I ,;>1<7f-0 2 , 4 30t -11;, ,11'••00 . ,;>~SF•OO .470F•OO o. .455E•OO 
-200 ,l4 1F -Ol , l l Sf - 11 I 
-400 0. 0, ,2IIOF+OO .394E•OO 
-1.n o 0. ,S71F- 112 
-~ no n. o. ,IOOE-01 o229E-Ol 
-1000 o. 
-120 0 o. o. 
-11,no o. o. 
MAX, ~uru~" LFVFL rn~c.= ,470F•OO 
AVON DO~•Q PLANT, CLFVELAN n !LLU~!NATINB COMPANY, CONCF.NTRATJON a DA~TS PER MILLION 
WINO ANBLf. = -30, W!NO SD•EO (MP~) •15,0 LOAO • 1/3 
THFRMAL , •LOOP TEM =1~0•• STAC~ HT=500FT, X=33FT, Y=400FT 
1-.00 o. 
1?00 o. 
1000 ti , 
"'' 0 o. o. ,874F. - 0l 
t,('l(l 11. , 71;,1 -n1 
400 , ?HH-J2 • 1 '>3F, no ,J2of:•oo 
20() II, .4~',F+IJO 
0 n • n . n • • 1 u,, ► - n 1 ,7 071 _,,1 • 4 l u • nn ., .. ,r,no .,~~r.oo n • 
- ?no . 1 !-,~ - 01 , 211•• ~0 
-4 00 .11n-o? • u-•·~o 1 ,574f•00 
- f-00 o . ,l!t,Of- 0 ? 

















AVON PO~[Q PLAN T, CLfVELA NO TLLU MT NATING COMPANY, 
UNIT NUV Qf P = ,-_7 w!NO SPEED (MPH) •15,0 
s n uR Cf S TPE~G TH (~ICRO GRAMS/SEC ) ■ 
THERMAL, fLOnP TEM=l5 0f, ~TAC K HT=<;OOfT, X:J ] fT, Y=400FT 
16 0 0 
1200 
10 00 
1! 0 0 n. 
1,00 o. 





,<;HF- 0 1 
,478F- Ol 
,1113f- OI 
0 n. n • n . . ~ 7nf- 01 ,l~lf- 0 1 ,'i74f- Ol 
,A6 l f- Ol 
,S?bF- 0 1 
-2 0 0 
-•oo o. 
-" no n, .47A~-O? 
-1100 n. o. 
-100 0 o. 
-1200 
- l i,n c, 





















AVON PO~ER PLANT, CLF.VELANO ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCF.NTRATION = PARTS PER MILLION 
UNIT NUMPfD = ~-7 WINO ANGLE= -30, WINO SPEEO tMPM) •15,0 LOAD• l/3 
souocr ~TnE~GTM IM!CDO GRAM 'i/SFCI - ,630[+09 




POO 0. o. ,310E-Ol 
600 o. ,131F-Ol 
400 ,?.,?F-02 ,315F-OI ,22JF.:•OO 
zno , 7A7F-0? ,129F,UO 
0 o. o. ,<,2C,F-O? ,1n0f-O? ,17Af-Ol ,140f,00 ,),OQf+OO ,504F•OO o. 
-200 ,57.Sf-02 ,651£- 0 1 
-4 ~0 ,JIC,F-02 • 7 HF-0? ,ASC,F.-01 
-t',00 0. 0, 

















llNIT NU"PFP = f.-7 





" ~ 0 o. 
40 0 o. 
;,n o .f,QQf-07 
0 n . 0. .Jn<,F-01 • 17'\F-O;> o. 
-2no o. 
-4 ~r, .'174f-0? 
-1,00 o. 
-P ,10 o. 
-1000 
-12 0 0 
-lMO 







, I 7'iF-O) 























11 .,!T NU,., AFll : h- 7 
1 f- 00 
12 00 
)00 0 
'I QO o, 
'- 0 0 0, 
400 ,l i' lt-01 
;, no ,l'>H - 0 1 
n 0 . n. , I Q<; F -0 I ,c, u n-o;, 
- ?00 ,47 7t - 0 2 
-4 00 ,f, ~U F- Ot' 
_,... r,:, (l. 
- S,.r {) o. 
-I QOO 
-1 2n o 
MAX, ~ROUND LEVEL CO"C•= .IIJijf+OO 
CO~CENT~ AT TO" a PAPTS PER MILLION 
•! NO SPfEO CMP H) :)5,0 






, I""• •00 .fl]l~+ 0 0 ,lllllf+OO 
,163f•OO 
.l05F -O I 
, 7t!7F-0 7. 
o. 
o. 























AVON POWfQ PLANT, CLFVFLA~n ILLU~!NAT!NA COMPANY, CO~CFNTRATTON = PARTS PER MILLION 
IJN!T NIJ""'"" " ,-._7 LOAD" FULL PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OO~N 
,l~'lf+IO 
THfPMAL, FLOOP TfM:?OOF, ~T~C~ rlT=~OOFT, •=31FT, Y:400FT 
1600 o, o, 
!ZOO o. o. 
tnno o. 
AOO o. o. • 717F-Ol ,138E•Ol 
1.00 o, ,367F-Ol N 
N 
400 .h<.f41- -0? ,40?f"- Ol ,ZIOf•OO ,IZ4f•Ol (,11 
?r,o , ."lh~F-01 .A nv-01 
0 n • n. • ?<>7 F-O 1 • '- 1 ;, ._ _,, l ,40?f-Ol .101 ► . o o , !7«;f,OO ,l?7f•OO o .• ,9«;0[+00 
-20 0 ,?l Of- 0 1 ,l~U-01 
-400 , h7f-Ul ,247F-OI ,R04F-OI ,149(•00 
-1.0 n o, • nqq~ - ,, r .. 
-r'O O o, n • , ZitSE-01 ,33ZE-OI 
-100 0 n. 
-1203 o. o. 
-1'-00 o. o. 
MAX, OPOUNO LF~~L CONC,= ,ll~f•Ol 
• = 1000 ?000 
CONC,NTRATTON = PARTS PtR ~ILLION 
W!Nl'l C,Pff.0 ('4PH) =IC. 0 0 
.l'>•f•I0 
3000 4000 
LOAl'I " l/3 
5000 6000 
PR[CIPITATOR PO~ITION ■nowN 
7000 8000 
¥ oo•o ooooooeoo•••~oo~ vo ooonoouooooooo••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IE-00 o. o. 
12 00 o. o. 
1 000 o. 
f<OO n. o. 0 l'H•f•OO .J•SE•00 
r,O n o . .1?11r.no 
~no n • • lftAF • '' l .l•lf•OI olZlE•00 
;>(i() .4'1Qf-0? .;>MOS: • Il l 
n ,,. n. .,-.. ,14,: - 0? .1 ;,1r-n1 • l ,,Qf •Oil •;, lCi'-· . 1, l .?Q,R~•OI 0 l?Of.~lll o. .?t0f•00 
-?n o .~M0f•02 • t At('F'" • II l 
-• no 0 4HQf.Q? .1,..,1r. nn .121F.•OI .t'41E•00 
_,._on n. .JQ~f+OO 
-1100 0. o. .4211£•00 .195[+00 
-1000 o. 
-12 0 0 o. o. 
o. o. 
AVON POWER PLANT, CL FVFLa ~o ILLUMINATING COMPANY, CONCENTRATTON = PAMTS PER "ILLION 
ll"IT T NU"!'FR = Q "I'll• ANGLE = - 3n, WINO SP[~O (MPH) •15,0 LO&O • FULL PPECI?ITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
SOllQCF STPft.•l';T>; (MICwO GPA'4S/SEC> = ,H,1E•l0 
• = ;:u.:.n 100n ;,non Jnnn 4 000 c;ooo 6000 7000 8000 
IMO o. o. 
l? ~O o, o. 
10 00 n. 
ROQ 0, n. ,307f-Ol ,251E•00 
t,PO n • o. 
4 00 .12Jf-Ol n • ,484F•OO ,ll4E•Ol 
?n r, ·"• ff - 0 ? ,l i' 1F -/J l 
n p . p. . ,nH· -01 n • , ?l"f: -01 .1 ♦ =,r - 01 ,4.~7f•OO .2141:•01 o. ,270E•Ol 
-~no o. .l~J<"- 0 1 
-4 rO .919f-02 • 'l l (jF - II? ,?~7E•Ol ,30H•Ol 
_,.. ,,\, n. o. 
-Pno 0. o. ,12QE+ Ol ,332E•Ol 
-1000 o. 
-t ?flO o. o. 
-lb l'O o. o. 
MAX, GA OUNO LfVfl (ONr.,: ,3]2F+Ol 
AV!l"I PQlofl> PI_AIIIT, CLFVl:LA•IO ILLll,..!'IATlNf, CO"PANY, CO'ICF.NTPAT!O"I = PAWT5 PER MILLION 
IINIT '-IU.,AfQ = P. ~!NO A'I GLf = -30, ~!NO 5DFf.0 (MP~) c!S,0 LOAO z 113 PRECIPITATOR POSITION •OOWN 
~nuPCE ~,~,~ATH !MICRO G"•"s,sEcl = 
l b00 o. ~-
12r•O o. o. 
1n~n n. 
Pro o. o. o. ,247[-0l 
t-OO 0. o. 
N 
4 Clll •••IF-0? , 1 7f.f- 0? ,3"->?E-01 .,388£-01 
l',J 
00 
?.O 0 , l?IF•OO ,<;7'1F- f,t 
(, n. 0. • ?'>-.F-01 • <.o<; IF +00 ,h'>)t+UO ,?.70f+ UO ,129F•OO ,'12'lf-OI o. ,547E-Ol 
-? 00 ,l ]~F•OO ,l'lOF• OO 
-4no o. .101,.-.00 ,1',17f-Ol ,662E-Ol 
-1-n o o. ,]OOF-01 
-ROO o. o. ,J53E-Ol ,45'lE-Ol 
-10 00 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
- lf>OO o. o. 







4 0 0 
? 01) 




















CONCENTRATION• PARTS PfM MI LL ION 
,1 55f•IO 
3000 4 000 
o, 
n. 














~AX, AROUNO LFVFL CONC,= ,55 3f +OO 













AYO'I POWE<> PLA'IT, CLFVELH•n lll . U><INATIN<, COMP~NY , CO'lr.F'ITRATION = PARTS PFR MILLION 
U'IIT 'IUN~fP = 1-'i ~!NU AN fi Lf = -JO. -I'ln SPFEll (MPH) sl5.0 LOAD= l/3 
~~URCF STR f ~GTH (MICRO fil> AMS/ SECl ■ .132E+ CQ 
o. 
1? 00 o. 
1onn o. 
1100 n. o. .JHE-02 
MO o . .hb?l'-07 
"'' C 
. i''hf - 0? • l4!>F- Ol 
?QO . l l 'if - 0? ,?. l lF- n I 
0 n • n. .4H',F- Oi' .111 ~-n1 .1!ilf-OI ,:111', F- 0 I .?fif>f-01 • .?01E-OI o. 
- ?00 ,l'DF -01 , 2113•-0 I 
- 4~0 ,??•f" - 0? ,1 3~•- 01 • l?JF-01 
-f> OO n. • 4<;4F -0? 




MJX. r.RO IJ Nn LfVFL CO'IC.= .35\F-Ol 


















i,r,o n • 
400 . IAJF - 07. 
200 .141 ~ -0i' 
n n • ". • I •,,. f' -ll? • 111,r -n 1 
-?00 .4 4 IF- Oi' 
-400 .l•O F-Oi' 
-hO il 0. 
-RO O o. 
-1000 
-1200 
CONCENT?AT!ON a PAPTS PfR ~ILLION 
w!Nf' <;PF.f.ll ("PM} ■ 15 0 0 





0 'j'l4F- OI 
• lMlJt- -o l • 11 -., - 01 .A07F,-Ol 
•"l 9•- 0 I 
.3HF-OI 
.111 "-n I 
o. 
o. 







WAX. r.ROUNO LfVEL CONC 0 ■ .A0 7F-0 1 











•VON POW"O PLAll:T, /'.I FVFLA"ll Ill 'l"'IIIIAT!N(; r.O"'"AIIIY, COIIICENTPATION = PARTS PER MlLLJON 
■ 1Nn ~ur~n <MPHl ■ 15,0 LOAO = l/3 PRECtPITATOR POSillON •DOWN 
c.no 1000 ?000 3000 ">000 6000 7000 8000 








n n • n . 
- 200 
-4 00 







, C,7H -0? 
0. 
~ . 
.J?AF• '} O 
• 7 1,. ~ - o? • " ? n ~-- r? • 1 J 4 F • 1  r, • t 1 Q 1 • ~1 1 
o. 


































.14n ► -u l 
.l'<?f-01 
.IQ?F- 0 1 
• I 0'>~ -0 I 
0. 
0. 
cn~~FNTR.T!O~ = DART5 PFR "ILLION 




• 315•· -<11 


























AVO•J POwfD PLANT, CLFVELA•1n ILLIJ"l" ATl'J(, CO ... PA"lY, 
UNIT NIJ.,AF" : ,__7 (J . 
1000 ;,ooo 
C04C~NTRATION • P~~T~ PfR MILLION 
w1-io 5DfFO ,~PH) :Jn,o 
,'i]OF+ Q<; 
)000 4 ll00 
L04n: l/3 
5000 6000 7 000 8 00 0 
y oooooooo~ooooooo ooo oo o o o ~~ •n~ouoo ooo ouo oooooooooon n ooooooo u o n~ •••••••••••••••• • •• •• ••• •• •~•••• • •••• • 
ll',00 o. o. 
1200 o. o. 
1ono 0 . 
ROO 0 . II , ,I A4f - Ol , 4 9JE-Ol 
MO o. .11~•- 0 I 
400 . l4?t' - ul • 11 (ff-n l , i"' .lf• OO , 3 00£+00 
? OG , "'l?F-0? . ~ •,~ t=" -11 l 
~ n. n . • l ?'-C - 0 I •'-'4'-F - 0? . 11 Ot - •l I . l,..-,."· ••1(1 • )11:, 1'+ 00 , 500F •OO o, ,4115£•00 
- ?~O , l47f - lJI . 1 7 fJF•ld) 
- 4 00 , 4 7 ;> • - 0,> . -.~ci- - 01 , 7. 1',Df +OO ,4IJE•OO 
- J',00 0 . . 'l44F-~? 
-AOO "· u. , l~rf - 0 1 ,16JE-Ol 
-10 0 11 o, 










11 00 o. 
"00 0 . 
•~o ,1<'-1t-Ol 
?no . <;44F - OI 
0 e • ~. .1 ri~ ► - 11l . 1- ?o t - n l 
-?0 0 .... C7t-Ol 
-4 00 . ~,<lf - 0 1 
-f,~ (I n • 




~AX. GAOUNO LEVEL cn~c. ■ -~~ 9f +OO 
CO~CFNTR•TTON • PARTS PER MILLION 
~! NO SPEFO l~P~I ■ ]O.O 
.1 '1<lf ,1 0 
o. 
"· 
, t,;><l~ - 0 1 
• ~ :17 ► - n t 
, r, ,,7 1, - 11 I 
•"' ?QF-nl _.., ,~""- 01 • I !OF,00 
. ,;, 14 J..· - •.• l 























cn~C f "J•~ATI O~ = OJRT~ PER MILLION 
UNIT NU~QC0 = ~-7 w !'JU AP•••;t. E = 0 . LOAO • l/3 PRtCIPITATOR POSITION •DOWN 
1 !,00 o. o. 
l?OO o. o. 
1000 o. 
Aro o, ,) , .•1•~-01 
1,00 o. .J q4f• OO 
4 00 ,ll'>F- 07 • .., 1 7F • 0 '> .12?1:•00 .472E-Ol 
?O~ , H . 7f -0? , ~ , ·1r t nr 
0 0. ~. ,a~QF- 0? , I l hF • 00 ./..74f-+ '1 0 • l l we • ti l ,4J.tAF•OO , l '11 F. •OD o. ,f,4SE-Ol 
- .?no , IJH-01 • ~-+.JF . no 
-400 ,<'hi' f -0? , 7141"-0? .zoc,J"-01 ,299E-Ol 
-f,00 o. ,47?F-O? 
-eoo o. o. 0 31>7E-02 ,28JE-Ol 
-10~0 o, 
-1200 o. o. 
-J,C,00 o, o. 
MAJ. GROUNO LfVfL cn~c.= ,11 ~~•01 
AVON POw~o PLANT, tLFVELA~n TLIUMl~ATJNG CO~PANY, CONC~NT~ATTON • PAPTS PEA MILLION 




100n 0 . 
~no tl , fl. ,'>50F-Ol 
',00 ,, . 
•nn • ,..,rr - " l ,C,77f.+00 
200 ,?..,?F-01 








MAX, GAOUNO LfVFL CONC,= ,7 1'>F+00 
• ,> In~ -o 1 
o. 
0. 


















CONC ENTPATI O" • PARTS PfR MILLI ON 
LOAO = l/3 
sn11 PCF c; p ,,: ,.,; ,,.. c·,,co;n r. P•vs1<;Fr:1 = .h )llf • OQ 
1"'00 o. 
IUO o. 
1000 0 . 
!100 n • n • • 771F-Ol 
6 0 0 ij . • 117F • 0 0 
400 • 3 '> rF-0 I • l ? Q"- • II 1 .? ?.3 F+OO 
200 .)04f-01 , I "14F+ OI 
u n • n. .47?F-02 • ',?<;• - 0 .l .4;,nf-11;> . ;><; 41· - o I . 5!i?.F-Ol +'-OQf-01 o. 
- 200 , I O<-,f-0?. "· 
-4 00 • I O<; F. -0 2 . 420F - O? o. 
- t<,nQ 0 . . 1 .. 1•·- n;, 




MAX, r,ROUNO LFV[L CONC,= .l 14 F•Ol 













CONCfNT~ATT ~~ = PARTS PER MILLION 
■ IND AN~LF = -l0. ~IN D ~DfFO IMP~) =1.-..0 LO AD• FULL PRECIPITATOA POSITION •DOWN 
.199f.•I O 
?c;n c;no 1000 i'000 3000 4000 .-.ooo 60110 7000 8000 
¥ •••••••••••••••oooooooooo oo~ •• •~*~••••nooooo••••••••••• • •••~•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
o. o. 
12no o. o. 
10 00 0. 
pno n. o. .21101'+01 .796£•00 
1.no o. • ?'-17F- O I 
4 0 0 .t17 '+f- -02 • H 74 i: - 0 1 o?b7f.+Ol .980E+OO 
? nn • c.;;,4~ -0? 0 l? IIF • OO 
0 n • n • 0 ??1F-Ol .~? .. f - 0;> .'174E-O? • Jl?F-0 1 .il2?.E-O 1 .341F•OO o. o621E•OO 
-2 0 0 • I.., I! -u I .J..,o r-uc 
-400 • I-.;>~ - 0 I o. .RHE-02 .R74 E-02 
- 1,no n. 
- 1100 (l . "· o. .175E-02 
-1000 o. 
-1200 o. o. 
-J l,00 o. o. 
MA~. GROU~D LEVEL CONt.• .?II OF•Ol 
